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Abstract.
I t is possible for certain combinatorial structures to be uniquely defined w ith  only partial 
inform ation. The amount of inform ation may be reduced u n til each part is critica l for 
reconstruction. This thesis examines such 'm iiquely completable' and 'critica l sets' for 'la tin  
squares' and 'graph colourings', focusing on small and m inim al critical sets. We aim to 
contribute to the current knowledge but also to illustrate w hy this knowledge is lim ited.
We present critica l sets of small cardinal in  one of a certain fam ily of la tin  squares and prove 
that for a vast range of la tin  squares there is at least one uniquely completable set which 
cannot d irectly be shown to be such. This existence of these 'weakly completable sets' is also 
dealt w ith  for vertex- and edge-colourings of graphs and our result for edge-colourings of 
b ipartite  graphs is related to that for la tin  squares. For some w ell-know n families of graphs we 
show how the cardinality of corresponding m inim al critica l subsets of vertices (and, in  some 
cases, edges) of a graph varies w ith  the choice of colouring.
Our results are given more significance by the fact that there are relatively few known critical 
sets of low  cardinal in  la tin  squares and even fewer for colourings of graphs. This is partly 
explained by our demonstration of the widespread existence of weakly completable sets about 
which even less had hitherto been known.
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Introduction.
In  an article in  the problem  section of a divisional newsletter of an Australian research 
organisation, J A  Nelder [1977] introduced a concept which was to arouse only a small amount 
of interest in  the next decade. The increase in  publication of w ork in  the area in  more recent 
years can be attributed, at least in  part, to the awareness of at least two possible applications.
It is often desirable to be able to transm it a la tin  square along a communication channel in  
connection w ith  ciphering or authenticating a message. (See Denes and Keedwell [1992] for an 
example o f an authentication scheme.) A  critica l set, particularly if  it  is of m inim al cardinal, 
can be used as a method of economising in  such cases. C ritical sets in  la tin  squares are also 
applied in  another way. Access to certain inform ation systems is gained through a key, a 
password or a token. I f  the key or password is shared between several participants in  such a 
way that it  can be reconstructed only by a sufficiently large and responsible group acting in  
agreement, then a degree of security is attained. Cooper, Donovan and Seberry [1994] give 
further details on 'secret sharing schemes' including how critical sets in  la tin  squares can be 
used in  their design.
Keedwell [1994] applied the idea of a (m inim al) critica l set to vertex- and edge-colourings of 
graphs. He discussed the simplest case of the graph colouring problem: namely, he showed that 
for 3-colourings of the graph consisting of a single undirected cycle of length n (that is, one of 
order n), the number of edges or vertices whose colours must be prescribed in  order to 
determine uniquely the colours of the remainder depends on the particular 3 -colouring which is 
to be completed (just as, in  the la tin  square problem, the size of a m inim al critica l set depends 
on the algebraic structure of the la tin  square). He described various 3-colourings in  order to 
show that a range of consecutive cardinalities are possible.
In  the present thesis we aim to provide a significant contribution to the overall knowledge of 
critica l sets for la tin  squares and vertex-colourings of graphs. Our results are given more
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importance by the fact that there are re lative ly few known critica l sets of low  cardinal in  la tin  
squares and even fewer for colourings of graphs. This is partly explained by our demonstration 
of the widespread existence of weakly completable sets (uniquely completable sets which 
cannot d irectly be shown to be such) about even the existence of w hich hard ly anything was 
previously known.
Chapters 1 and 2 focus on la tin  squares.
In  Chapter 1, after provid ing the necessary definitions, we describe im portant existing results 
concerning small and m inim al critica l sets. This leads into our proof of the existence of critical 
sets of cardinal 2 0  in  the la tin  square based on the group table for the quaternion group of 
order eight.
Chapter 2 introduces the concept of a weakly completable set and proves the existence of such 
a set in  at least one la tin  square of each order greater than four and shows that none can exist 
in  la tin  squares of lower order.
Chapters 3 to 6  deal w ith  vertex- (and in  the case of Chapter 3 edge-) colourings of graphs.
In  Chapter 3 we show that the problem of find ing a m inim al critical subset of vertices or edges 
of a graph w ith  respect to a 2 -colouring is somewhat triv ia l and then focus on colourings of 
cycles. For cycles of odd length we produce a theorem regarding vertex-colourings which, when 
combined w ith  its corollary on edge-colourings, augments the result o f Keedwell. It does so by 
describing various 3-colourings in  order to show that a range of consecutive cardinalities of 
m inim al critica l subset are possible and also by proving (in the same manner as Mahmoodian 
et al [p reprin t]) that none of the remaining feasible cardinalities can occur for any 3-colouring. 
We then give an analogous theorem and corollary for even cycles. Before this coverage of 3- 
colourings, we give a theorem and corollary for r-colourings (r^4) by w hich we show that, in  
this case, only one cardinal of m inim al critica l subset is possible.
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Chapter 4 contains theorems for prisms and mobius ladders which are analogous to those of 
Chapter 3 fo r cycles.
In  Chapter 5 we consider ladders and, more generally, lattices. Our theorems are analogous to 
those of Chapter 3 for cycles except tlia t, in  the case of lattice graphs, we show that a range of 
consecutive cardinalities are possible by describing, not the various 3-colourings tlremselves, 
but how to produce them.
Chapter 6  introduces the concept of a weakly completable subset of the vertices of a graph 
and, for each number of colours, establishes the size of the smallest graph (in  terms of both 
number of edges and vertices) for which such a subset exists.
Chapter 7 is the edge-colouring equivalent of Chapter 6  but is less complete because we have 
been unable to establish for a range of numbers of colours whether or not the graphs we 
describe are smallest in  the sense of number of vertices. We indicate w hy there is a d ifficu lty  in  
this regard.
In  Chapter 8  we restrict the discussion of Chapter 6  to bipartite graphs and produce a 
complete result for both 3- and 4-colourings. This result for 4-colourings makes clear w hy there 
is a problem  in  producing complete results like those in  Chapter 6 . However one of the major 
purposes of the chapter is to relate our findings here to those of Chapter 2 . Hence we show 
how the main result of this chapter provides the orig in  of our weakly completable set in  a la tin  
square of order 5. Then we use this main result and the methods of its proof to obtain an 
alternative proof of the fact that no weakly completable set can exist in  la tin  squares of order 
less than 5.
Chapter 9 gives a brief summary of the main points of the thesis, h ighlighting rmusual findings. 
It shows to what extent our aims were achieved but indicates where the results are incomplete 
and the problems that remain. We also identify w ider im plications and suggest scope for 
further consideration and application of our results.
1. Critical Sets in Latin Squares.
1.1. Introduction.
We firs t make some definitions mostly based on those of Keedwell [1996], g iving examples and 
m aking observations. This is followed by a short survey of the area.
Definition.
A  la tin  square of order n (>1) is a set of n^ triples of {(i, j, k) : i,j,ke (1,..., n}} which is such that 
no two distinct triples coincide in  more than one of the three positions.
In  this thesis, a la tin  square L is sometimes represented by its more fam iliar form  of a square 
m atrix w ith  w ith  n^ cells, a ll filled : k in  cell (i, j) V (i, j, k)G L. Our defin ition im plies that each of 
(1 ,..., n] occurs exactly once in  each row  and column.
Example 1.1.1.
For n > l, a m atrix based on the group table of the cyclic group of order n represents
Cn={(i, j, k+1) : i,je {1,..., n), k=i+ j-2(m od n)}, a la tin  square of order n. For example (n=3):
1 2 3'
2 3 1
3 1 2
is based on the group table of the cyclic group of order 3 and represents
C3 ={(1 , 1, 1), (1, 2 , 2 ), (1, 3, 3), (2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 3), (3, 2, 1), (3, 3, 2 )}, a la tin  
square of order 3. In  its m atrix form , any la tin  square of order 3 can be transformed into C3 by 
rearranging rows, rearranging columns and renaming elements as im plied by Denes and Keedwell 
[1974, pp. 124 and 137].
Definitions.
Let L be a la tin  square of order n. A  un ique ly completable set in  L is a subset C of the triples 
of L, such that (i) L is the only la tin  square of order n which contains C. I f  C is also such that
(ii) no proper subset of C satisfies (i), then C is said to be a critica l set in  L. That is, C provides 
m inim al inform ation from  w h id i L can be reconstructed uniquely.
A  m in im a l critica l set in  L is a critical set in  L containing a m inim al number of triples.
Example 1.1.2.
{(1, 1, 1), (3, 3, 2)}, {(1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 3)} and {(1, 2, 2), (2, 3, 1)} are each uniquely completable 
sets in  C3  given in  Example 1.1.1. This is seen by 'forcing' entries in  tu rn  in  the m atrix 
representation of C3 . (For instance, for the firs t set, since neither 1 nor 2 can occur more than 
once in  the firs t or th ird  rows or columns, (1,1,1) and (3, 3, 2) combine to 'force' the entries in 
each o f cells (1, 3) and (3,1) to be 3.) The three sets are, in  fact, m inim al critica l sets in  C3 . This 
fo llow s from  the fact that a set of no more than one trip le  camiot be a uniquely completable set 
in  a la tin  square of order 3 by the fo llow ing note.
Note 1.1.1.
The triples of a uniquely completable set C in  a la tin  square L of order n must, between them, 
use at least n - 1  different integers in  each of the three positions.
Proof.
Suppose there is a pair of different integers x and y  in  the range 1 to n w hich do not occur in  a 
particular position p(e {1 , 2, 3}) in  any of the triples of C, Then there is a la tin  square L 'Æ  of 
order n which contains C, contradicting the fact that C is a uniquely completable set in  L. L ’ is 
obtained from  L by switching x and y wherever they occur in  position p of a trip le . (The m atrix 
representation of L' is obtained from  L by sw itching rows (if p = l), columns ( if p=2) or entries (if 
p=3) X and y.)
Definitions.
A  pa rtia l la tin  square is a set of triples of {(i, j, k) : i,j,ke (1 , n}} for some n > l w hich is such 
that no trip le  is the same as another trip le  in  more than one of the three positions. In  particular, 
any subset of a la tin  square is a partia l la tin  square. In  this thesis, a partia l la tin  square P is 
sometimes represented by a square m atrix w ith  n^ cells, some of which may be unfilled; k  in  cell 
(i, j) V (i, j, k)s P. Our defin ition im plies that each of {1,..., n} occurs no more than once in  each 
row  and column. Given a la tin  square L and i,je {!,..., n}, the i-th  row  (respectively the j-th  
column) of L is, in  accordance w ith  the m atrix representation, the subset of L consisting of all 
triples of L  w ith  i in  the firs t position (respectively j in  the second position).
Let I,J ,K c { l/.../ n}, I I I  = IJI = IK 1 =s. A  la tin  subsquare of order s in  a la tin  square of order n is 
a set of s^  trip les of ((i, j, k )  : 1g I, ]g  J, 1<g K} which is such that no two distinct triples coincide in  
more than one of the three positions. I f  s=2, we call the la tin  subsquare an intercalate. In  this 
thesis, a la tin  subsquare S of order s is sometimes represented by a square m atrix w ith  n^ cells, 
of w hich only s  ^are filled : k  in  cell (i, j) V (i, j, k )G  S. Our defin ition im plies that each element of 
K  occurs exactly once in  each of the rows and columns w ith  fille d  cells.
Example 1.1.3.
For v > l, the m atrix based on the elementary abelian 2-group (respectively 3-group) of order ly
(respectively 3^) represents a la tin  square of order ly  (respectively 3^) w hich we w ill denote by
C2V (respectively Cgv). For example (v=2):
1 2 3 4 '
2 1 4  3
3 4 1 2
4 3 2 1
is based on the group table of C2 XC2 , the elementary abelian 2-group of order 4,
and represents C22={(1 , 1,1), (1, 2, 2), (1, 3, 3), (1, 4, 4), (2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 1), (2, 3, 4), (2, 4, 3),
(3, 1, 3), (3, 2, 4), (3, 3, 1), (3, 4, 2), (4, 1, 4), (4, 2, 3), (4, 3, 2), (4, 4, 1)}, a la tin  square o f order
4. This square contains three sets of non-overlapping intercalates. In  each of the fo llow ing three 
square matrices (taken from  Keedwell [1996]), cells whose triples belong to the same intercalate 
are given the same letter.
"A A B B~ 'A B A B~ “A B B A~
A A B B C D C D C D D C
C C D D A B A B C D D C
C C D D C D C D A B B A
For example {(1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 2), (2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 1)} and {(1, 2, 2 ), (1 , 4, 4), (3, 2, 4), (3, 4, 2)} are 
amongst the 1 2  intercalates in  C22.
Definitions.
Two partia l la tin  squares. Pi and ? 2 , are m utua lly  balanced if  the fo llow ing three conditions 
hold: (i) {(i, j) : (i, j, k)G ?i}={(i, j) : (i, j, k )eF 2 };
(ii) V ie {1 , n},  {k : (i, j, k )eP i for some je (1,..., n}}={k : (i, j, k)e P2 fo r some js  (1 , n}}; and
(iii) fo r a ll je  (1 ,..., n}, {k : (i, j, k)e P i for some ie {1 ,..., n}}={k : (i, j, k)e P2 for some is  {1 , n}}. 
(That is, in  their m atrix representation, if  the fille d  cells are the same fo r P i and P2 and for each 
row  and column of Pi the set of entries in  the cells is the same as the set of entries in  the cells of 
the corresponding row  or column of P2 .)
They are d is jo in t if  the triples of P i are d istinct from  those of P2 .
A  c ritica l partia l la tin  square (CPLS) is a partia l la tin  square Pi which is such that there exists 
another partia l la tin  square P2  w ith  the property that Pi and P2 are d isjo in t and m utually 
balanced. The CPLS P2 w ill be called the d is jo in t mate of the CPLS Pi.
In  particular, every intercalate is a CPLS. (The disjoint mate of an intercalate of the form  
{(ii/ ji/  k i), ( ii, j2 / 1<2 ), (12/ ji,  k 2 ), (iz, 12/ k i)} is {(ii, ji,  k2 ), ( ii, j2 / k i), (i2 , ji,  k i), (i2 , j2 / k 2 )}.) 
S im ilarly, every pair of rows or columns of a la tin  square is a CPLS. (The disjoint mate of the 
pair consisting of the ii- th  and i2 -th rows is {(i2 , j, k) : ( ii, j, k)e L }u {(ii, j, k) : (i2 , j, k)e L}.)
There are less obvious examples of CPLSs, for instance the follow ing.
8Example 1.1.4.
C22 of Example 1.1.3 contains the fo llow ing CPLS:
{(1, 1, 1), (1, 3, 3), (1, 4, 4), (2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 1), (2, 3, 4), (3, 1, 3), (3, 2, 4), (3, 4, 2), (4, 2, 3),
(4, 3, 2), (4, 4 ,1 )}. Call this Pi- P% has d isjo int mate P2  =
{(1, 1, 3), (1, 3, 4), (1, 4, 1), (2, 1, 1), (2, 2, 4), (2, 3, 2), (3, 1, 2), (3, 2, 3), (3, 4, 4), (4, 2, 1),
(4, 3, 3), (4, 4, 2)}.
Pi and P2 are represented by the fo llow ing. (The subscripts indicate P2 .)
^3 • ^4 4,
2 j I 4 4^
^2 ^3 • ^4
3j 2 3  I j
(These CPLSs are taken from  Keedwell [1996].)
The fo llow ing explains the name critical partia l la tin  square.
Note 1.1.2.
A  subset C of triples of a la tin  square L is a uniquely completable set in  L if  and only if  it  
includes at least one trip le  of every CPLS which is contained in  L. Thus it  is a critica l set in  L if  
and only if, in  addition, the omission of any one trip le  leaves some CPLS (or CPLSs) not 
covered.
Proof.
First suppose C is not a uniquely completable set in  L. Then there exists a la tin  square L 'Æ  of 
the same order as L such that C cL '. Let P={(i, j, k)e L : (i, j, k)g L'}. Then P is a CPLS. (Its 
disjo in t mate is {(i, j, k je L ' : (i, j, k)^L }.) However P includes no trip le  of L ' and, hence, no trip le  
of C.
This time suppose there is a CPLS P in  L which does not intersect C. Then there exists a la tin  
square LV L of the same order as L such that C cL '. (L '= [L \P ]uP ' where P' is the disjoint mate of 
P.) Thus C is not a uniquely completable set in  L.
The fo llow ing critica l set in  a la tin  square of order 4 is taken from  Keedwell [1996].
Example 1.1.5.
C =((l, 2 , 2 ), (2 , 2 , 1 ), (2 , 4, 3), (3, 3, 1), (4, 1 , 4)} is a uniquely completable set in  the la tin  square 
C22 o f Example 1.1,3. This is seen by a process of 'forcing' entries in  the m atrix representation in  
the manner described in  Example 1.1.2, We now observe the fo llow ing: Omission of (2 ,2 , 1 ) 
leaves the CPLS P i of Example 1.1.4 not covered and omission of any of the other four triples of 
C leaves (at least) one of the intercalates (see Example 1.1.3 for a representation) not covered.
C of Example 1.1.5 is, in  fact, a m inim al critica l set in  C22. This is proved by Cooper, Donovan, 
N o tt and Seberry [1995] and, ind irectly, by Cooper, McDonough and M avron [1994]. In  section 2.3 
we present an alternative proof. We can, however, trace the discovery of m inim al critica l sets in  
la tin  squares of order n for n ^  to earlier sources.
Nelder [1977] introduces the problem, defining functions scs(n) and lcs(n) to be the smallest and 
largest critica l sets in  a la tin  square of order n and Curran and Van Rees [1978] give the follow ing 
table:
n: 1 2 3 4 5
scs(n): 0 1 2  4 6
lcs(n): 0  1 3
These values were obtained "by hand or by com puter...first done by Bate". (The authors cite a 
personal communication.) Cooper, Donovan and Seberry [1991] give a m inim al critica l set for each 
of the "non-isomorphic" la tin  squares of order up to and including five and for a particular la tin  
square of order six. I f  a pair of la tin  squares are "isomorphic", then either can be transformed into 
the other by rearranging rows, rearranging columns ctnd renaming elements and, hence, given a 
m inim al critical set in  either la tin  square, we can sim ilarly transform it  into such a set in  tire other. 
These sets, like the values in  the table above, were obtained "by hand or by computer". We can.
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however, prove the non-triv ia l of these values o f scs(n).
The fact that scs(3)=2 follows from  Example 1.1.2. Cooper et al [1995] present proofs of lemmas 
w hich im p ly  that ses(4)=4 and scs(5)=6. These latter two values can also be deduced from  the 
fo llow ing result of Cooper et al [1994]:
The only la tin  squares of order n whose m inim al critica l sets have cardinal at most n are (i) a ll la tin  
squares of order <3, (ii) a ll la tin  squares "isomorphic" to C4 .
This result shows further that, for all n^5, scs (n )^+ l. This is not a ll we know about scs(n).
For n^2 even, the size of a m inim al critica l set in  C^ of Example 1,1.1 is known to be n^/4. This is 
the only general case for which the exact size of a m inim al critical set is known. The proof can be 
deduced im m ediately from  a theorem of Curran and Van Rees [1978]. Smetaniuk [1979] shows a 
d ifferent m inim al critica l set, and Nelder [1979] states one. (Nelder's m inim al critica l set is proved 
as such by Street [1992].) For n odd, a general critica l set in  C^ of cardinal (n ^ -l)/4  has been 
produced. Nelder [1979] provides such a set and Street [1992] proves that it  is a critica l set. 
Cooper et al [1991] prove another set of this cardinal is a critical set. Thus, for a ll integers n, 
scs(n)d_n2/4j. Bate and van Rees [to appear] (using a computer program  for some cases) establish 
scs(6)=9. For a ll n, Donovan and Cooper [1996] establish a fam ily of critica l sets in  C„ of order 
n (n - l) / 2  firs t suggested by Nelder [1979] which proves that lcs(n )>n(n -l)/2 . However most of 
the w ork on critica l sets in  la tin  squares concerns small ones.
W ith the notation of Example 1.1.3, Cooper et al [1995] prove that the cardinal of a critica l set in 
the la tin  square based on C2V (v>3) is at least 2 4 .2 2 ^ - 6  and in  the la tin  square based on Cgv (v>2 ) is 
at least 21.3^^"^. For the la tin  square based on C23, Keedwell [1996] gives critica l sets of order 26 
and M ahdian [1997] gives a uniquely completable set of order 25 w hich he has verified to be a 
m inim al critica l set using a computer. The reason many of the la tin  squares considered thus far are 
based on group tables is at least in  part because a critica l set found for such a la tin  square of some 
(small) order may then be generalised to la tin  squares of other (greater) orders. In  particular, 
Sittampalam (w ith  Keedwell) [preprint] establish, for all iik2, a critica l set of order 2n^-3n+3 for
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the la tin  square based on the dihedral group of order 2n. In  the next section we present a small 
critica l set for another group-based la tin  square.
1.2. Critical Sets and the Quaternion Group.
The quaternion group (of order eight; that is, Q4  where Q2n=(oc,p : a^"=e, ap=pa-i>) has a
m ultip lica tion  table as shown in  Fig. 1.2.1 below. (We have let ot=i, p=j, ap=k, p^= -l, etc.) The 
la tin  square based on it  (for convenience we w ill call tins Q4  also) is represented in  Fig 1.2.2.
X 1 - 1 i -  i j - ] k ~ k
1 1 - 1 i - i j - J k —k "1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
- 1 - 1 1 —i i - j j - k k 2 1 4 3 6 5 8 7
i i —i - 1 1 k —k - j j 3 4 2 1 7 8 6 5
—i - i i 1 - 1 —k k j - j 4 3 1 2 8 7 5 6
j J - j —k k - 1 1 i 5 6 8 7 2 1 3 4
- j - J j k - k 1 - 1 - i i 6 5 7 8 1 2 4 3
k k ~k j - j —i i - 1 1 7 8 5 6 4 3 2 1
—k - k k - j J i i 1 - 1 8 7 6 5 3 4 1 2
F ig l .2 .1 Fig 1 2 .2
Q4 is covered by 16 non-overlapping intercalates. In  the fo llow ing square m atrix (Fig 1.2.3), the 
cells for which the corresponding triples make up an intercalate are given the same letter:
"A A B B Ç C D D
A A B B C C D D
E E F F G G H H
E E F F G G H H
I I J J K K L L
I I J J K K L L
M M K N 0 0 P P
_M M N N 0 0 P P
Fig 1.2.3
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These must a ll be covered so a critica l set must have at least 16 elements. In  this section we 
present a critica l set of 2 0  elements.
There are also twelve 4x4 la tin  subsquares. In  each of the fo llow ing three square matrices (Figs. 
1.2.4,1.2.5,1.2.6), the cells for which the corresponding triples make up a 4x4 la tin  subsquare 
are given the same letter.
A A A A B B B B~ ~E E F F E E F F
A A A A B B B B E E F F E E F F
A A A A B B B B G G H H G G H H
A A A A B B B B G G H H G G H H
C C C C D D D D E E F F E E E F
C C c Ç D D D D E E F F E E F F
C c Q c D D D D G G H H G G H H
C c c c D D D Ü G G H H G G H H
Fig. 1.2.4 Fig. 1.2 5
~L I J J J J I r
I I J J J J I I
L L K K K K L L
L L K K K K L L
L L K K K K L L
L L K K K K L L
I I J J J J I I
I I J J J J I 1
Fig. 1.2.6
A  m iiquely completable set in a la tin  subsquare can be defined in  sim ilar manner to that in  a 
la tin  square and such sets in  each of the 1 2  la tin  subsquares just described (and hence for the 16 
intercalates) are given by the relevant triples in  the set S={(1,1,1), (1, 3, 3), (1 , 5, 5), (1, 7, 7),
(3, 1, 3), (3, 5, 7), (4, 4, 2), (4, 8 , 6 ), (5, 1, 5), (5, 7, 3), (6 , 4, 8 ), (6 , 6 , 2), (7, 1, 7), (7, 3, 5),
(8 , 6 , 4), (8 , 8 , 2)}. (This fact is illustrated by the underlin ing of the corresponding entries in  Figs.
1.2.3, 1.2.4, 1.2.5 and 1.2.6.)
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S is not, however, a uniquely completable set in  Q4  since it  does not include at least one trip le  of 
every CPLS which is contained in  Q4 . There are, in  fact, at least seven CPLSs which are not 
covered by S. These are indicated by A , B, C, D, E, F and G in  Fig. 1.2.7, (The cells 
corresponding to the triples of S contain an 'x' to illustrate the fact that they do not cover these 
CPLSs.)
X • X X ^ F X ^ F
# • ^G ^G Ag
X B ^ F X ^ F B ^E
s X ^G ^G X
X B B ^ F X ^ F
s ^G X ^G X ^G
X X ^ F B ^E B ^ F
^ E ^G ^G X ^G X
Fig. 1.2.7
These seven CPLSs together w ith  their d isjo int mates are represented in  Figs. 1.2.8,1.2.9 and 
1.2.10 below. The entries in  Fig. 1.2.8 correspond to the triples of CPLSs A, B, and C and the 
subscripts of tlie  entries correspond to the triples of the disjoint mates of these CPLSs. S im ilarly 
Fig. 1.2.9 represents CPLSs D and E and their d isjo int mates and Fig. 1.2.10 represents CPLSs F 
and G and their d isjo int mates.
• • 4 6 • 6s « 8 4 - m fl tt • m « •
• • 4 g 8 7 6 4 5 3 86 7 s * • 4 g 0 • 84 #
» 4 6 2 4 • m 85 62 5 s e « • I 5 • e @ 5 i
4 g 35 • 83 • 5 4 • 4 g 37 I4 e 81 7 3 0
s
# 82 7 4 26 # • 4 / e 7 i I 7 @ •
6 4 57 7 g • • # 4 5 # 6 4 53 * « l6 0 4 i 35
• 84 • 63 4 2 3 6 2g * • « • 3 i •
,8 6 73 67 • 3 g • « • .8 6 7 s 61 57 # • ^8 •  _
Fig. 1.2.8 Fig. 1.2.9
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« • @ 46 • 8 4 "
•  0 • ^5 0 5? • 7 3
•  4g « I 4 8 81 # #
* * I 7 8 7 5 5 i #
•  6 4 m 8 l6 ■ 4 i
•  # 7 i e I 3 • # 3?
•  86 61 0 • # I s
•  • 5 3 3 i • I 5 •
Fig. 1.2.10
Since no trip le  is in  more than two of the seven CPLSs (that is, no cell in  Fig. 1.2.7 contains more 
than two of the seven letters), we require at least four triples to cover them. Let T be the set formed 
by adding to S the triples (2 , 3, 4), (3, 6 , 8 ), (4, 5, 8 ) and (4, 6 , 7). Then T has 20 triples.
Theorem 1.2.1.
T is a critica l set in  Q4 .
Proof.
T is a uniquely completable set in  Q4 . The remaining triples may be 'forced' (in a sim ilar manner 
to that described in  Example 1.1.2 for C3) in  the order indicated by the subscripts to the 
relevant entries in  Fig. 1.2.11 follow ing:
1 22 3 4g 5 63 7 87
2 i I42 4 340 5 28 5 i 2 822 741
3 443 2i 7 I39 7 8 6 21 844
46 3 i 5 13 2 8 7 5 i 4 6
5 838 8is 736 230 llO 3 437
65 526 7 i 3 8 2^5 2 420 827
7 833 5 3^2 429 3i i 223 I31
84 734 6 i 6 835 324 4 4i 9 2
Fig. 1.2.11
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That T is a critical set in  Q4  is seen by showing that removing any trip le  leaves a CPLS not 
covered:
I f  we remove any of the triples of S that do not share an intercalate w ith  any of the four that 
were added, the intercalate which that trip le  comes from  is le ft not covered. These are the triples 
in  intercalates A , C, D, E, F, H , I, J, K, L, M , N , O and P (see Fig. 1.2.3). The two remaining 
trip les of S are (1, 3, 3) and (3, 5, 7). A  CPLS (w ith  its d isjo int mate shown by the subscripts) 
that is le ft not covered by the removal o f trip le  (1, 3, 3) ((3, 5, 7) respectively) is represented by 
Fig. 1.2.12 (Fig. 1.2.13 respectively). The cells corresponding to the remaining triples of T contain 
an x' to illustrate the fact that they do not cover these CPLSs.
“x 2 4 3 : 4-3 X • X • "x # X a X a X a
• 1 , X 3 . • • # • • X @ 67 a a 7 ,
X 4-2 2 , 14 X X • e X 4 , a I7 ?4 X a a
• 3 , X X X • X • • 9 X X X a X
X # » • • • X • X 6 4 » a a X 4 ,
• # e X « X • • • a X a X a a
X # X • # • • • X • X 61 46 a a I4
• e s • * X • X s • a a a X a X
Fig. 1.2.12 Fig. 1.2.13
CPLSs that are le ft not covered by the removal of one of the four remaining triples (that is, those 
of T \S ) are found in  Fig. 1.2.7: B for trip le  (2, 3, 4), A  and F for (3, 6 , 8 ), C for (4, 5, 8 ) and E 
and G for (4, 6 , 7). ♦
It follow s from  Theorem 1.2.1 and the preceding comments that the cardinal of a m inim al critical 
set in  Q4 is an integer in  the range [16, 20]. It remains to determine the exact value. Clearly a critical 
set must contain, for each la tin  subsquare, a uniquely completable subset in  that subsquare. The set 
S of the previous discussion has this property of covering each of the 4x4 la tin  subsquares of Q4 as 
w e ll as a ll the intercalates. Now S is far from  being only set w ith  such a covering property. A  pair 
of la tin  squares are "isotopic" if  and only if  either can be transformed into the other by rearranging 
rows, rearranging columns and renaming elements (and so isomorphic - referred to in  section 1 . 1  -
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im plies isotopic). Since Q4 can be non -triv ia lly  so transformed in  a number o f distinct ways into 
itself, we can transform  S, using the same combination of rearrangments in  each case, in to other 
sets S' w ith  the same covering property. However, we can show that a critica l set containing S' has 
at least 20 elements: the same argument can be used as for S if  we replace Fig. 1.2.7 above w ith  a 
figure indicating the same CPLSs but after the same combination of rearrangments as applied to S 
to produce S'. In  fact we can transform T thus in to other critical sets (of the same cardinal) in  Q4 . 
Such sets S' are, however, by no means the only sets w ith  the same covering property as S.
There exist at least three other sets S, each of cardinal 16 w ith  the same covering property but 
which are neither isotopic to S nor to each other. For each such Sj known to the present author, a 
critica l set w hich contains Si has at least 20 elements. For example, the set S2  (indicated by the 
crosses in  Fig. 1.2.14) is not isotopic to the set S since no column has four entries of S2 . To show 
that a critica l set containing S2 has at least 20 elements, the same argument can be used as for S if  
we replace Fig. 1.2.7 above by Fig. 1.2.14.
X X • X Ep X E p
% # #
X ‘^ F Gp ^ E X ^ E
E G X ^G ^ E °G X
X ^ F Gp Ae X ^ F
^ E G X % X E
X G X E ^G ^ E
Gp ^ E X ^ F X E p
Fig. 1.2.14
Moreover there are sets T, of cardinal 17 which do not contain a subset isotopic to any of the Si but 
w hich have the covering property of S. We give four examples of such sets Ti, no two of which are 
isotopic: T i= [S \(3 , 1, 3)]u{(3, 2 , 4), (4, 2, 3)}, T2 =[S2 \ ( 3 , 1, 3)]u((3, 2 , 4), (4, 1, 4)},
Ts=[S2 \ ( l ,  1/ l) ]u { (2 ,1, 2), (2 , 2 , 1)} and T4 =[S2 \ ( 1 , 3, 3)]u{(2, 3, 4), (2, 4, 3)}. In  each case an 
element of S or 8 7  is exchanged for two other elements from  the same intercalate in  such a way that 
the 4x4 la tin  subsquares which that intercalate intersects are then covered by critica l sets of
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cardinal 5. The critica lity  of these latter sets im plies that these T/s cannot contain any Sj. In  each 
case the author has found CPLSs not covered by the Ti in  question w ith  the property that at least 
three cells are required to cover a ll of them. For example to show that a critica l set containing T4  
has at least 2 0  elements, the same argument can be used as for S2 above.
However there remain many further situations to investigate: in  particular, sets Ui of cardinal 18 or 
19 whose cells jo in tly  cover a ll the 4x4 la tin  subsquares but which do not contain a subset isotopic 
to any of the Si or Ti. We give two examples of such sets U i of cardinal 18 which are not isotopic: 
U i= [S \(4 , 4, 2)]u{(3, 3, 2), (3, 4, 1), (4, 3, 2)} and
U 2 =[S2 \ ( 4 , 4, 2)]u{(3, 3, 2), (3, 4,1), (4, 3, 2)}. In  each case an element of S or S2  is exchanged for 
three other elements from  the same intercalate in  such a way that one of the 4x4 la tin  subsquares 
w hich that intercalate intersects is then covered by a critical set of cardinal 6 . The critica lity  of this 
la tter set in  each case im plies that these Ui's cannot contain any Sj or any Tj. In  each case there is a 
pa ir of non-overlapping CPLSs (A and C of Fig. 1.2.7 for U i and B and D of Fig. 1.2.14 for U 2 ) not 
covered by the U; in  question so that at least two extra cells are required to cover them both. In  
each case so far investigated in  detail, every critica l set containing the particular S{, Tj or Ui has 
been shown to have cardinal at least 20. Despite this, the possib ility that such a critica l set of 
cardinal less than 20 exists for some Sj, Ti or U i remains open.
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2. Weakly Completable Sets in Latin Squares.
2.1. introduction.
The previous chapter introduced the idea of a uniquely completable set. Each such set described
therein is o f a certain type in  that it  can be shown to be a uniquely completable set by a direct
process of 'forcing'. H ie fo llow ing definitions (which are given different names by some authors) 
distinguish this type from  its alternative.
Definitions.
Given any subset C of triples of a la tin  square L of order n, the fo llow ing process may be 
followed:
Find, if  such a one exists, a trip le  (i, j, k )G  (L \C ) which satisfies at least one of the fo llow ing 
tliree conditions:
(i) V hîéi, 3 z such that (h, j, z)e C or (h, z, k)e C;
(ii) V h?£j, 3 z such that (z, h, k)e C or (i, h, z)e C;
(iii) V h?^k, 3 z such that (i, z, h)e C or (z, j, h)e C.
We say that (i, j, k) is forced in  C.
Add (i, j ,k) to C. Repeat the process (forcing) m itil no such further triples can be found. This 
fina l C is called the strong partia l com pletion of the original C in  L. I f  the strong partia l 
com pletion of C in  L is L itself, C is called a strongly completable set. I f  forcing is only allowed 
when condition (iii) is satisfied, the strong partial completion is called the super-strong partia l 
com pletion and a strongly completable set is called a super-strongly completable set. A  
uniquely completable set which is not a (super-)strongly completable set is a (sem i-)weakly 
com pletable set.
U n til recently there were no known examples of weakly completable sets. Sittampallam (w ith  
Keedwell) [preprin t] present a weakly completable set for a la tin  square of order six. They declare
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that the only other (claimed) example known to them is an incorrect one for a la tin  square of order 
12 w hich seems to be based on an rmsuccessful attempt at correcting one of Colbourn, Colbourn 
and Stinson [1984]. This has recently been corrected successfully by Bate and van Rees [to 
appear].
2.2. Existence Result.
In  this section we prove the follow ing, part (2) of which is proved in  an alternative manner by 
Keedwell [to appear]:
Theorem 2.2.1.
(1) There is at least one la tin  square of each order greater than or equal to 5 for which a weakly 
completable set exists.
(2) A  la tin  square for which a weakly completable set exists cannot have order less than 5.
The firs t lemma fo llow ing is a result of Denes and Keedwell [1974, p. 42] (proof om itted here) and 
is used in  the proof of (1), The other two are used in  the proof of (2), the latter also being applied 
in  the next section to provide the alternative proof promised in  section 1 . 1  that (notation as in  
Example 1.1.5) C is a m inim al critical set in  C22 .
Lemma 2.2.1.
Let Lk be an arbitrary la tin  square of order k. Then, if  k ^ i/2 , there exists at least one la tin  
square of order n such that is a la tin  subsquare in  L^.
Lemma 2.2.2.
A ll uniquely completable sets in  a la tin  square of order 4 based on the cyclic group are super- 
strongly completable.
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Proof.
We consider the la tin  square L={(1 , 1 , 1 ), (1 , 2 , 2 ), (1, 3, 3), (1, 4, 4), (2 , 1, 2), (2, 2, 1 ),
(2, 3, 4), (2, 4, 3), (3, 1, 4), (3, 2, 3), (3, 3, 1), (3, 4, 2), (4, 1, 3), (4, 2, 4), (4, 3, 2), (4, 4, 1)} 
represented in  Fig 2.2,1. To transform  this to the more usual form  (that is C4 of Example 1.1.1), 
we firs t interchange rows 3 and 4, then coloumns 2 and 3 and fina lly  rows 2 and 3 as shown by 
Keedwell [to appear].
We prove the theorem by supposing there is a semi-weakly completable set W in  L  and 
obtaining a contradiction. We le t S be the super-strong partial completion of W in  L.
Suppose further that there is no row  or column of L  which contains more than one trip le  of S. 
Since each of the four non-overlapping intercalates must contain at least one trip le  of S, assume 
w ithou t loss of generality 5={[1, 3, 3], [2, 2 ,1 ], [3,1, 4], [4, 4,1]}. (Any other possib ility for S 
may be transformed to this by sw itching certain pairs of rows, columns and entries of L.) This 
does not intersect the CPLS shown (w ith  its disjo int mate indicated by subscripts) in  Fig. 2.2.2, 
a contradiction.
Hence there is at least one row  or column of L which contains more than one trip le  of S.
Suppose firs t that there is at least one row  or column of L whose intersection w ith  S contains a 
pair of triples from  a common intercalate. W ithout loss of generality, we can assume that 
(1, 1, !),(!, 2, 2)eS.
Since the top righ t intercalate must be covered, one of (1, 3, 3), (1, 4, 4), (2, 3, 4), (2 , 4, 3) must 
be in  S. By repeated forcing using only rule (iii), we see that, in  any case, (1, 3, 3),(1, 4, 4)e S, 
that is, S contains the whole of tire firs t row. Since the bottom le ft intercalate must be covered, 
we can assume w ithout loss of generality that (3,1, 4)e S. Since the bottom  righ t intercalate must 
also be covered, one of (3, 3,1), (3, 4, 2), (4, 3, 2), (4, 4, 1) must be in  S.
If  any of (3, 3,1), (3, 4,2), (4, 3, 2 ) is in  S, then, by repeated forcing using only rule (iii),
(3, 2, 3),(3, 3 ,1),(3, 4, 2 ) e  S (see Fig. 2.2.3). Since there cannot be two rows w ithou t a trip le  in  S, 
there must be a trip le  of S in  either the second row or the fourth row. Then, by repeated forcing
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using only rule (iii), we see that S=L in  any case. This contiadicts the fact that W is a semi- 
weakly completable set.
Hence we may assume that (4, 4, 1)gS (Fig. 2.2.4). The CPLS shown in  Fig. 2.2.5 (subscripts 
indicate the disjo int mate) must be covered and, whatever triple(s) of this CPLS is (are) in  W, 
by repeated forcing using only rule (iii), we see that S=L. This, once more, contradicts the fact 
that W is a semi-weakly completable set.
Thus there is no row  or column of L  whose intersection w ith  S contains a pair of tidples from  a 
common intercalate and, hence, at least one which contains triples from  separate intercalates. 
W ithout loss of generality, we can assume that (1,1, !) ,( !, 3, 3)g S.
There must be at least one trip le  in  S w ith  either a two or a four in  the th ird  position (see Note 
1.1.1). By forcing using only rule (iii), (4, 2, 4)gS or (3, 4, 2)eS im plies (respectively) (1, 2, 2)eS 
or (1, 4, 4)e S. Hence, if  any of (4, 2, 4), (3, 4, 2), (1, 2 , 2), (2, 1, 2), (1, 4, 4), (2, 3, 4) is in  S, then 
there is at least one row  or column of L whose intersection w ith  S contains a pair of triples from  
a common intercalate, contradicting that found above. Thus (3,1, 4)eS or (4, 3, 2)eS. Assume 
w ithou t loss of generality (3,1, 4)eS (see Fig. 2.2.6).
Since the CPLS indicated in  Fig. 2.2.2 must be covered, one of the triples represented must be in
S. Since, by forcing using only rule (iii), (2 , 4, 3)e S or (3, 4, 2)e S or (4, 2, 4)e S or (4, 3, 2 )e S 
im plies (respectively) (2 , 1 , 2)e S or (1, 4, 4)e S or (1, 2, 2)e S or (4,1, 3)e S, in  any case there is 
at least one row  or column of L whose intersection w ith  S contains a pair of triples from  a 
common intercalate, producing the required contradiction to prove the lemma.
1 2 3 4" ^4 • ^2 "1 2 3 4" "1 2 3 4" • • • • "1 . 3
2 1 4  3 2j . 4^ 3^ 2, 1 ,  4, 3,
4 3 1 2 . 32 . 2 , 4 3 1 2 4 . . . 3j I 2 2j 4 . .
3 4 2 1 ^ 2  4] 2 ^ |_32 4] 2 ^ -
Fig. 2.2.1 Fig. 2.2.2 Fig. 2.2.3 Fig. 2.2.4 Fig. 2.2.5 Fig. 2.2.6
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Lemma 2.2.3.
A ll uniquely completable sets for a la tin  square of order 4 based on the elementary abelian 2- 
group are super-strongly completable.
Proof.
We consider the la tin  square C22 of Example 1.1.3 represented again in  Fig 2.2.7.
Let W be a semi-weakly completable set in  the la tin  square C22. Let S be the super-strong partia l 
com pletion of W in  C22. Since S?^ C22, assume w ithou t loss of generality (1,1, l)g  S. Since 
otherwise (1 ,1 ,1) w ould be forced by condition (iii) (a contradiction), 3 i,j,ke {2 , 3, 4} such that 
(i, 1, k ),(l, j, k)e C22 \S. Assume w ithou t loss of generality (3,1, 3)«ë S and (1, 3, 3)g S. Since the 
intercalate indicated by the b's in  Fig. 2.2.8 must have a trip le  of S, (3, 3, l)eS  (see Fig. 2.2.9). 
Since otherwise (1, 3, 3) w ould be forced by condition (iii) (a contradiction), 3 i,j,ke {2, 4} such 
that (i, 3, k ),(l, j, k)EC 2 2 \S. Assume w ithou t loss of generality (2 , 3, 4)gS and (1 , 4, 4)gS. Since 
the top righ t intercalate (f) must have a trip le  of S, (2, 4, 3)g S (see Fig. 2.2.10).
Since otherwise (2 , 3, 4) w ould be forced by condition (iii) (a contradiction), (2 ,1 , 2)g S and 
(4, 3, 2)g S. Since intercalate g must have a trip le  o f S, (4,1, 4)eS (see Fig. 2.2.11).
Since otherwise (2,1, 2 ) w ould be forced by condition (iii) (a contradiction), (2 , 2 , 1)@^S. Since 
the top le ft intercalate (a) must have a trip le  of S, (1, 2, 2)e S (see Fig. 2.2.12).
Since otherwise (respectively) (2, 2 ,1 ), (3,1, 3), (4, 3, 2), (1, 4, 4) w ould be forced by condition
(iii) (a contradiction), (3, 2 , 4)g S, (3, 4, 2)g S, (4, 2 , 3)g S, (4 , 4 , 1 )^ S.
Therefore S={(1 , 2 , 2 ), (2 , 4, 3), (3, 3 , 1 ), (4 ,1 , 4)} but this does not cover the CPLS Pi of section
1 .1 , a contradiction.
1 2 3 4
2 1 4  3
3 4 1 2
4 3 2 1
c 4 4
4 JI ff 4
4 kfI 1
.4 4 'j c
3 4
4 3 
1 .
1 3 4
2 4 3
3 1
4 2
1 2 3 4
2 1 4  3
Fig. 2.2.7 Fig. 2.2.8 Fig. 2.2.9 Fig. 2.2.10 Fig. 2.2.11 Fig. 2.2.12
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Proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
Statement (1) . Let W 5 (={(1 , 1, 1), (1, 2, 2), (1, 3, 3), (2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 1), (2, 5, 3), (4, 1, 4), (4, 2 , 3), 
(4, 5, 2), (5, 5,1)}) and Lg be as represented below (ignoring subscripts).
YU
1
2
"1 2 3
2 1 . 3
4 3 . 2
. • • 1
2
w
3 4,0 5g
1 ^14 5,2 3
^3 l6 2,3 44
3 5. 1.1 2
^2 25 37 1
Let n210. By Lemma 2.2.1, there exists a latin square L^ of order n such that Lg is a latin 
subsquare of L^. Let Wn=W5 u (L n \L 5 ),
Now let n=5 or n^lO.
No element is forced in  Wn- (If (i, j, k) is forced in  Wn by condition ( i) /( ii) /( i ii) ,  then (i) i= 3 /(ii) 
j~ 4 /( iii)  k=5 and (i) h=5 or h = l i f  j=5 or h=4 if  k = l/ ( i i)  h=3 or h=5 if  i= l or h = l i f  k=3 /(iii) 
h=4 or h = l i f  i=4 or h=3 if  j= l in  the definition is a contradiction.) We now show that Wn is (a 
uniquely completable and, hence,) a weakly completable set in  Ln as follows.
Let L'n be any latin square of order n containing Wn. L'n must contain (3 ,1 , 3) or (3,1, 5). If 
(3,1, 5)e L'n, then (3, 2, 4) and (3, 5, 4) are both forced (by condition (iii)) but these two distinct 
triples coincide in more than one position (i.e. the th ird row contains two fours), contradicting 
the fact that L'n is a latin square. Therefore (3,1, 3)e L'n- A ll of the remaining triples are now 
forced and the subscripts of the representation above show one order of forcing by condition
(iii). i.e. L'n=Ln-
Let Wg and Lg be the set of triples represented below (ignoring subscipts).
L,
“1 " 1 22, 34 4,5 5 7 6 ,3 "
6 4 • 2,8 320 15 6 4 56
2 6 • 3,6 1,7 2 5,4 6 4,2
. 5 6 • 3 4q 5 6 1, 2 3 3
3 • 2 5,9 ^22 42 3 Is 2
_. 4 5 2 • _5,o 4 5 2 3 9 1,1 _
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No element is forced in Wg. (If (i, j, k) is forced in  Wg by condition ( i) /( ii) /( i ii) ,  then (i) i?^l/(ii) 
since each of (2, 3, 4, 5, 6 } occurs at most three times in  Wg, (i) k?^l/(iii) i^tl and (ii) k?(:l/(iii) 
i ^ l  since eacli column and each row contains at most three entries in  Wg. For 2<i,j,k<6, h = l in 
the definition is a contradiction. The only remaining cases are (i) i= l,  2<j,k<6/(ii) j= l,
2 ^ ,k£ 6 /(iii)  k = l, 2^,j^6 and (i) h=2 if  j=3 or h=j otherwise/(ii) h=2 if  i=3 or h=i otherwise/(iii) 
h=3 if  i = 2  or h=i otherwise in  the definition is a contradiction.) We now show that Wg is (a 
uniquely completable and, hence,) a weakly completable set in Lg as follows.
Let L'g be any latin square containing Wg. L'g must contain (4,1, 4) or (4,1, 2). I f  (4,1, 2)eL'g, 
then the follow ing triples are successively forced (by condition (iii)): (4, 5,1), (4, 4, 4), (6 , 5, 3), 
(6 , 1, 6 ), (5, 5, 5), (5, 1, 4), (5, 3, 1), (2, 3, 3), (1, 3, 4), (2, 1, 5), (3, 1, 3), (1, 4, 5). Then (3, 2, 1) 
and (3, 4, 1) are both forced. This means that two distinct triples ((3, 2 ,1 ) and (3, 4, 1)) 
coincide in more than one position (i.e. the th ird row contains two ones), contradicting the fact 
that L'g is a latin square. Therefore (4,1, 4)e L'g. A ll of the remaining triples are now forced and 
the subscripts of the representation above show one order of forcing w ith  one application of 
condition (ii) (to force (5, 3, 4)) and the remainder by condition (iii). i.e. L'g=Lg.
Let W 7 and L 7  be the set of triples represented below (ignoring subscipts).
W.7 
7 4
1 22 , 3 4
L z
4,5 5 7 5,3 7
2,8 320 I 5 7 4 56 6
3,6 1^7 7 5,4 6 4,2 2
4 q 5 6 1. 2 3 7 3
5,9 2^2 4 % 3 7 2 2^3
1^0 7 5 2 3 g 1„ 4
7 4 2 6 I s 3 5 24
. . 7 . 6  
. 5 6 .  . 7 3
. . . 3  7 2 .
. 7  5 2 .  . 4
7 4 2 6  . 3 .
Note that W 7 =(W g\Tg)u{(i, j, 7), (i, 7, k), (7, j, k) : (i, ], k)ETg}u{(l, 7, 7), (7, 1 , 7), (5, 5, 7)} 
where Tg(={(2, 4, 6 ), (3, 3, 2), (4, 6 , 3), (6 , 2, 4)})cWg. Thus the set of entries of W 7 which occur 
in a given row or column are exactly those of Wg which occur in that row or column and, 
additionally, 7. There are also no cells of L 7  which are filled in  Wg but are not filled in W 7 and 
none of the other cells which are empty in  W 7  (i.e. (5, 7), (7,5), (7, 7)) are forced in W 7 . Finally, 
the only cell which is filled in W 7 but empty in Wg (i.e. (5,5)) is such that the only entries for
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which there are no cells of Wg w ith  that entry in  its row or column are 1  and 5 and a cell in  its 
row (i.e. (5, 7)) and one in its column (i.e. (7, 5)) are unfilled in  W 7  and have that same property. 
Therefore, since no element is forced in  Wg, neither is one in W 7 . We now show that W 7  is a 
uniquely completable and, hence, a weakly completable set in L 7  as follows.
Let L ' 7  be any latin square containing W 7 . We deduce (4 ,1 ,4)e L ' 7  in  the same maimer as we 
deduced (4, 1, 4)e L'g above but w ith  (7, 5, 5), (7, 7, 1), (6 ,1 , 6 ), (5, 7, 5) replacing (6 ,1 , 6 ),
(5,5,5) in  the sequence given. A ll of the remaining triples are now forced and the subscripts of 
the representation above shows the same order of forcing of the first 22 as for Lg but w ith  
(7, 5,1) forced when (5, 5,1) was forced there and one order of forcing for the remaining triples 
by condition (iii). i.e. LV=L7 .
Finally, for n= 8  or n=9, we let Wn be the set of triples represented below
Wa
T
. 8  4
7 . 8
5 6
. 7 8
. 6  7
. 2 6
7 8  3
. . 3  7 8 . 2
7 8  2 .  . 4  5
7 8  2 6 . 3 . 4
1
8  4
. 7 . 9 .
5 6 . . 9
. . 9 7 8  
7 8  2 . .
7 8  9 6 . 3
8 9 5 7 6 2 3 1 4  
9 4 2 3 8 7 6 5 1
7 8  9
9 7 6
2 6 8
8  3 7
. 2 3
4 9 5
. 4 2
4 5 7 6  2 3 1
Let n = 8  or 9. Then, w ith  Un=Ln\Wn, define Ln by the fact that Un=U7 . Thus the cells of Ln 
which are unfilled in  Wn are exactly those which are unfilled in  W 7 . Note also that 
W n=(W n-i\Tn-i)u{(i, j, n), (i, n, k), (n, j, k) : (i, j, k)GTn-i}u{(l, n, n), (n, 1, n), (n, n, 1 )} where 
T 7 (={(2 , 4, 7), (3, 5, 6 ), (4, 7, 3), (5, 6 , 2), (6 , 3, 5), (7, 2, 4 )})cW 7  and 
Ts(={(2 , 7, 6 ), (3, 5, 8 ), (4, 6 , 7), (5, 4, 3), (6 , 8 , 5), (7, 3, 2 ), (8 , 2, 4)})çWs. Thus the set of 
entries of Wg (or, respectively, W 9 ) which occur in a given row or column are exactly those of W 7  
which occur in that row or column and, additionally, 8  (or, respectively, 8  and 9).
The fact that, for n= 8  or 9, Wn is a weakly completable set for Ln is now deduced from the fact 
that W 7  is a weakly completable set for Ly.
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Statement (2). A ll (non-empty in the case of order 2) subsets of triples from a latin square of 
order 1 or 2 are strongly completable sets. The empty set is not a uniquely completable set in a 
latin square of order 2  (see Note 1.1.1). As proved by Keedwell [to appear], all critical sets and 
hence all uniquely completable sets (since they each contain a critical set) in  any latin square of 
order 3 are strongly completable sets. This can be seen as follows.
Let W be a weakly completable set in  a latin square L of order 3. Let S be the strong partial 
completion of W in  L. The triples of W must, between them, use at least (3-1=)2 different 
integers in  the th ird position (see Note 1.1.1).
Suppose first that there are two triples of W in  the same row (or column). Then, by forcing, that 
whole row  (or column) is in  S. As noted in  the definitions, any pair of rows (or columns) of L is 
a CPLS. Hence (by Note 1.1.2) there cannot be two rows (or columns) of L w ithout a triple in 
W. Therefore some other row (or column) must contain a triple in W. W ithout loss of generality, 
we can assume (1, 1 ,1),(1, 2, 2),(1, 3, 3),(2,1, 2)e S and, by repeated forcing, we see that S=L, 
contradicting the fact that W is a weakly completable set in L.
Hence we may assume that there is a pair of triples of W which differ in  all three positions. 
Assume w ithout loss of generality (1 ,1 ,1),(2, 2 , 3)g W and, by repeated forcing, we see that 
S=L, contradicting the fact that W is a weakly completable set in  L.
Since any latin square of order 4 can be transformed into one based on either the elementary 
abelian 2 -group or the cyclic group by rearranging rows, rearranging columns and renaming 
elements (as im plied by Denes and Keedwell [1974, pp. 124 and 137]), Lemma 2.2.2 and 
Lemma 2.2.3 now complete the proof.
2.3. Minimal Critical Sets and the Group
We now use Lemma 2.2.3 to provide an alternative proof of the following theorem, which has also 
been proved by Cooper, Donovan, Nott and Seberry [1995] and, indirectly, by Cooper, 
McDonough and Mavron [1994].
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Theorem 2.3.1.
W ith the notation of Example 1.1.5, C is a m inimal critical set in
Proof.
Let CVC22 be a uniquely completable set in  C22. By Lemma 2.2.3 of the previous section, C  is a 
super-strongly completable set.
Hence assume w ithout loss of generality (1,1,1) is forced by condition (iii) in  C.
Therefore V he {2, 3, 4}, 3 z such that (1, z, h)e C  or (z, 1, h)e C . i.e. C  contains three triples 
which are each in  the first row or column of C22 and which, between them, cover the entries 2 , 3  
and 4.
Suppose first that the first row (or, respectively, the first column) of C22 contains three triples of 
C . Then, since each pair of rows (or, respectively, columns) must contain a triple of C  so that 
the second, th ird and fourth rows (or, respectively, columns) contain, between them, at least 
two triples of C , it  follows that
IC  I >[number of triples of C  in the first row  (or, respectively, column) of C22]+
[number of triples of C  in  the second, th ird  or fourth row (or, respectively, column) of C22] 
>3+2=5.
Now suppose the alternative, that there are three triples of C  which are each in  the first row or 
column of C22 but not all in  the same such one and which, between them, cover the entries 2, 3 
and 4. Assume w ithout loss of generality (1, 2, 2),(1, 3, 3),(4,1 , 4)eC . (Any other possibility 
may be transformed to this by transposing C22 and /or switching certain pairs of its rows, 
columns and entries.)
Since each intercalate must contain a triple of C  and that indicated by the ITs in  Fig. 2.2.8 of the 
previous section does not intersect that indicated by the i's and neither intersects 
{(1 , 2 , 2 ), (1 , 3, 3), (4, 1 , 4)1, I C  I >3+2=5.
Therefore, in  both cases, I C  I >5.
C, a uniquely completable set in C22 of cardinal five, is thus a minimal critical set in  C22.
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3. Critical Subsets of Vertices/Edges of Graphs: 2-colourinas and Cycles.
3.1. Introduction.
Keedwell [1994] points out that the problem of finding a m inimal critical set for a latin square is a 
special case of a more general graph-theoretical problem. To show the connection and to prepare 
for further work, we first make the following definitions, mostly taken from Beineke and Wilson 
[1978, pp. 1-8]:
Definitions.
A  graph G is a pair (V(G), E(G)), where V(G) is a finite non-empty set of elements called 
vertices, and E(G) is a finite set of distinct unordered pairs (denoted by square brackets) of 
distinct elements of V(G) called edges.
I f  e=[v, w ] is an edge of G then e is said to jo in  v and w, and these vertices are then said to be 
adjacent. In this case, we also say that e is incident to v and w. Two edges incident to the 
same vertex are called adjacent edges.
We can also consider directed graphs, in which the word "unordered" in  tire definition of a 
graph is replaced by "ordered". More formally, we define a digraph D to be a pair 
(V(D), A(D)), where V(D) is a finite non-empty set of elements called vertices, and A(D) is a 
finite set of distinct ordered pairs (denoted by round brackets) of distinct elements of V(D) 
called arcs. I f  e=(v, w) is an arc of D, then we say that v and w  are adjacent, and that e is 
incident from  v and incident to w  and jo ins v to w. Two arcs incident to or from the same 
vertex are called adjacent arcs.
The number of vertices of a graph or a digraph is called its order.
If, in  the definition of a graph (or a digraph), we remove the restriction that the edges (or arcs) 
must jo in distinct vertices, and allow the existence of loops, then the resulting object is called a 
general graph (or a general digraph).
The number of edges incident to a vertex v is called the degree or valency of v. A  vertex of 
degree 0  is called an isolated vertex and the maximum and m inimum degrees in  G w ill be
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denoted by A(G) and 5(G).
The line-graph L(G) of G is the graph whose vertices correspond to the edges of G, and where 
two vertices are joined if  and only i f  the corresponding edges of G are adjacent.
An edge-colouring of a graph (or digraph) is an assignment of colours to its edges (or arcs) 
such that no two adjacent edges (or arcs) are coloured the same. A  vertex-colouring of a graph 
or digraph is an assignment of colours to its vertices such that no two adjacent vertices are 
coloured the same. An edge (or a vertex) r-colouring is an edge- (or a vertex-) colouring using 
no more than r colours. For a graph G, we define its chromatic number %(G) (respectively its 
chromatic index %'(G)) to be the m inimum number of colours r for which there exists a vertex 
(respectively an edge) r-colouring of G. Note that if  a graph has an edge r-colouring, then no 
vertex has degree more than r. Thus A(G)<%'(G).
A  graph (or digraph) in which every pair (or every ordered pair) of distinct vertices is an edge 
(or an arc) is called a complete graph (or complete digraph); the complete graph w ith  p 
vertices and p (p - l) /2  edges is denoted Kp. A  general graph (or general digraph) in  which every 
pair (or every ordered pair) of distinct vertices is an edge (or an arc) and every vertex is 
adjacent to itself is called a complete general graph (or complete general digraph).
A  subgraph of a graph G=(V(G), E(G)) is a graph H=(V(H), E(H)) such that V(H)cV(G) and 
E(H)L:E(G). I f  V(H)cV(G) or if  E(H)cE(G), we say that H  is a proper subgraph of G and if  
E(H) is the set of all those edges of G which jo in vertices which are in  V(H), then we say that H  
is the subgraph induced by V(H).
A  sequence of edges of the form [vq, v i], [vi, V2 ] , ..., [v^-i, v^] w ith  the vertices vq, v i , ..., v^ 
distinct is called a path.
A  graph is connected if  there is a path joining each pair of vertices; a graph which is not 
connected is disconnected. Clearly, a graph can be split into a number of maximal connected 
subgraphs, and these subgraphs are called components.
A  b ipartite  graph is a graph whose vertex-set can be partitioned into two sets (called partite 
sets) such that each edge joins a vertex of the first set to a vertex of the second set.
A  complete bipartite graph is a bipartite graph in  which every vertex in  the first set is adjacent 
to every vertex in the second set; if  the two partite sets contain r and s vertices, respectively, 
then the complete bipartite graph is denoted K, g.
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A  cycle is a graph of the form ({vj : ie { 1 , n} (n>2)}, {[vi, Vi+i] : 1g { 1 , n-l}}u{[V n, v i]}).
For convenience, we shall denote a cycle w ith  such vertices and edges by Q  and we shall use 
(c(vi) c(v2 ) ... c(vn)) to denote the vertex-colouring of Q  such that Vi is coloured c(v;) for each i. 
Example fCoh
V.6
Note that we can now say that G is a bipartite graph if  and only i f  any cycle which is a 
subgraph of G has even order.
A  prism  is a graph of the form ({Vi, w, ; ie { 1 , n) (n>2)}, E(G)) where 
E(G)={[Vi, Vi+i], [Wi, Wi+i] : ie {1, n -l}}u {[vn , Vi], [w^, W i]}u{[vi, w j  : ie { 1 , n}}.
For convenience, we shall denote a prism whose vertices and edges are as in  the definition by P„
f  c(v,) 0 (^2 ) . . . c(v„)^and we shall use | , . , .  ^ to denote the vertex-colouring of Fn such thatc(Wg) . . . c (w „)j
Vj is coloured c(vi) and W[ is coloured c(wj) for each i.
How this notation corresponds visually to the graph should be made clearer by the examples 
which follow.
Examples.
In the follow ing three diagrams, P 3  is the 'edge-skeleton' of the solid depicted on the left and
this graph may be represented in  either of the forms given centre and right (the right
corresponds more clearly to the notation above): 
w^
w.
w,
V,3
W.
W.
W.
V,V. 23
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Pg may sim ilarly be represented as follows:
w.w, w.
w, w,
w.w.
Vl V2 V4  t's
W j W g Wg W 4 W g Wg W y Wg W g ^
A  M obius ladder is a graph of the form  ({vi, Wi : ie { 1 , n} (n>l)}, E(G)) where 
E(G)=([vi, Vi+i], [wi, Wi+i] : ie {l,....,n -l}}u {[v i, w j  : ie {l,....,n}}u{[Vn, Wi], [Wn. Vi]}.
For convenience, we shall denote a Mobius ladder whose vertices and edges are as in  the
fc(Vi) c(v%) . . . c (v „)ldefinition by M „ and we shall use 4 , , , , > to denote the vertex-[c(w,) c(Wg) . . . c ( w j j
colouring of such that v  ^is coloured c(v;) and W; is coloured c(Wi) for each i.
Example (Mo).
w.w, w.
w, w.
W,w
A  ladder is a graph of the form  ({Vj, w; : ie {1 , n} (n>l)}, E(G)) where 
E(G)={[vi, Vi+i], [wi, Wi+i] ; ie {l,....,n -l|)u {[V i, Wi] : ie {l,....,n}}.
For convenience, we shall denote a ladder whose vertices and edges are as in the definition by 
c(v,) ■ ■ ■ c(v„)
c{w,) c(w j) . . . c(w„)Ln and we shall use to denote the vertex-colouring of Ln such
that Vi is coloured c(Vi) and Wi is coloured c(Wj) for each i.
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Example CW.
V , Vr, v«  V1 ^  "3 14 15 16 1 7
e— #— #— #— #
V5 Vg V .  V, #— #— #
e— #
W j W 2 W 3 W 4 W g W g W 7 W g W g
An (m,n)-lattice is a graph of the form ({vg : ie {1 , m},  je { 1 , n}} (l<m ^n), E(G)) where 
E(G)={[vy, Vij+i] : ie {1 , ..... m}, je {1 ,..... n - l} }u { [v y . Vi+i^] : ie {1 ,..... m-1}. je {1 . ..... n}}. Hence 
a (2.n)-lattice (n>l) is just a ladder of order 2n. For convenience, we shall denote an (m.n)- 
lattice whose vertices and edges are as in  the definition by Lni,n- We shall use further notation 
for a certain fam ily of vertex-colourings of ^ which we describe in the appropriate chapter. 
Example
^ 1,1 ' ^1,2 ^1,3 ^1,4
^2,1 ^2,2 ^2,3 ^2,4
^3 1 % 2 "^ 3^ B ^3/ ''3,5
We are now ready to show that the problem of finding a minimal critical set for a latin square is a 
special case of at least three more general graph-theoretical problems. First note that each of the 
following is uniquely defined by a latin square of order n.
(1) An edge-colouring in  the colours 1,.... n of a complete general digraph of order n whose vertices 
are labelled V|. ie {1 ..... n} where the colour of the arc (v .^ Vj) is the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix 
representation of the latin square.
Example.
The edge-colouring indicated on the left corresponds to the latin square represented on the right.
3
3
^2 3^
V, T 2 3
2^ 2 3 1
3^ 3 1 2
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(2) A n  edge-colouring in the colours 1 , n of a complete bipartite graph K„,n whose partite sets 
are {Vi : ie (1 , n}} and : ie {1 , n}} (and whose edges are of the form [vi, Wi]) where the 
colour of [vj, Wj] is the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix representation of the latin square. This 
correspondence w ill be applied in chapter 8 .
Example.
The edge-colouring indicated on the left corresponds to the latin square represented on the right.
w, ^2 W3
Vi 1 2 3"
2^ 2 3 1
3^ 3 1 2
(3) A  vertex-colouring in  colours 1,.... n of the graph of order of the form
( K j  : i,je {1 , ..., n}), : i,j,ke {1 ,..., n}, j<k}u{[vg, v^ j^] : i,j,ke {1 , ..., n}, i<k}) where the
colour of vg is the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix representation of the latin square.
Example.
The vertex-colouring indicated in  the middle diagram of the graph on the left corresponds to the 
latin square represented on the right.
V i
i f-------«
' ' 2 ,1  V 
(ft------- 1
2 ,2 / ^ 2  
----- 1 /V,3,1 V3,2 Vn
2&
1 2 3
2 3 1
3 1 2
In this chapter and in most of the remainder of the thesis we focus on the graph-theoretical 
versions of the problem that we dealt w ith  for latin squares in chapters 1 and 2. We use the 
following notation and apply the definition which follows it along w ith  its edge-colouring 
equivalent (i.e. the same but w ith  'edge'/'edges'/'E' replacing Vertex'/Vertices'/'V'):
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Notation.
When G is a graph, we w ill w rite V to denote the set of its vertices and E to denote the set of its 
edges.
Definition.
Let G be a given graph w ith  an assigned proper vertex r-colouring E. A  uniquely completable 
subset, or ucs, C of V relative to E is a subset of the vertices such that (i) when C is coloured 
w ith  the colours of S, the only assignment of colours to the remaining vertices which leads to a 
proper r-colouring of G is that of E itself. I f  C is also such that (ii) no proper subset of C 
satisfies (i), then C is said to be a critical subset of V  relative to E. That is, the colours assigned 
to C provide minimal information from which E can be reconstructed uniquely.
A  m in im a l critical subset (or mes) of V relative to E is a critical subset of V  relative to E of 
smallest cardinal.
Keedwell [1994] discusses the simplest case of the graph colouring problem: namely, he shows 
that for edge (or vertex) 3-colourings of the graph consisting of a single undirected cycle of length n 
(that is, one of order n), the number of edges (or vertices) whose colours must be prescribed in  
order to determine uniquely the colours of the remainder depends on the particular edge (or vertex) 
3-colouring which is to be completed (just as, in  the latin square problem, the size of a m inimal 
critical set depends on the algebraic structure of the latin square). He obtains the following result:
Theorem Kl.
(1) For an edge (or a vertex) 2-colouring of a cycle of even length, the colouring is completely 
determined when the colour of a single edge (or vertex) is prescribed.
(2) It is possible to construct an edge (or a vertex) 3-colouring of a cycle of odd length n such 
that the cardinal of a corresponding mes is any pre-assigned integer between (n+ l) / 2  and n - 2 .
Before moving on to r-colourings for r>3, we generalise the result of part (1) of Theorem K l in the 
follow ing two theorems. (The latter part of the first theorem is implied by Mahmoodian, Naserasr 
and Zaker [1997].)
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Theorem 3.1.1.
A vertex 2-colouring of a graph G exists i f  and only if  G is bipartite. In this case, a 
corresponding mes is found by choosing a single vertex from each component of G.
Proof.
'Only I f  Case.
Suppose that there is a vertex 2-colouring E of G and let the colours used be cj and C2 . Then the 
vertices of G are patitioned into two sets: the vertices assigned colour ci by E and those 
assigned C2 by E. Since no two adjacent vertices are coloured the same, each edge joins a vertex 
of the first set and a vertex of the second set. Therefore G is bipartite.
'I f  Case.
I f  G is bipartite, each vertex in  one of the partite sets may be coloured in one colour and each in 
the other set the other colour to produce a vertex 2-colouring of G.
We complete the proof by showing that, in  this case, any set made up of a single vertex from 
each component of G is a mes. The fact that such a set is a ucs follows from the fact that, when 
the vertices of such a set have been coloured (according to some specific vertex 2-colouring E), 
any vertex of G must be joined by a path to a coloured vertex (by the connectivity of each 
component) and so its colour is uniquely determined. On the other hand, i f  any component were 
not to contain a vertex of the mes, each of the vertices of that component could be coloured in 
the colour opposite to that given by E.
Theorem 3.1.2.
An edge 2 -colouring of a graph G exists if  and only if  G is bipartite and A (G )^. In this case, a 
corresponding mes is found by choosing a single edge from each component of G.
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Proof.
'Only I f  Case.
First note that i f  G has a vertex of degree more than two, then there is no 2-colouring of G. Now 
suppose that G is not a bipartite graph. Then there is a cycle which is a subgraph of G w ith  an 
odd number of vertices. There is no 2-colouring of such a cycle and, thus, no 2-colouring of G.
'I f  Case.
If  G is bipartite and each vertex has degree at most 2, then each of the components of G is either 
a cycle w ith  an even number of vertices or path. Thus there is an edge 2 -colouring of each 
component of G and, hence, of G itself. (This case can also be proved by the result of Konig (see 
Beineke and Wilson [1978, p. 105]) that if  G is bipartite, then %'(G)=A(G).)
The proof is completed as in  Theorem 3.1.1 but replacing Vertex'/Vertices' w ith  'edge'/'edges'.
In the remainder of this chapter and of this thesis we consider r-colourings for r^3.
In the section which follows this, we augment part (2) of Theorem K l by showing that, for all 
integers other than those given in part (2 ) of Theorem K l, there is no vertex or edge 3-colouring of a 
cycle of odd length w ith  a mes of that cardinal (Mahmoodian et al [1997] give an alternative 
justification of part of this in  the case of vertex-colourings). We also discuss 3-colourings of even 
length cycles. However the section starts w ith  coverage of r-colourings for r^4 for even and odd 
length cycles and these results are deduced from the corollary to the next lemma which makes 
explicit an observation which is im plic itly  used in the proof of part (2 ) of Theorem K l. The lemma 
uses the following notation which w ill also apply to the next two chapters in  which we obtain 
similar results for vertex-colourings of some other families of graphs.
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Notation.
The set of all vertex (respectively edge) r-colourings of a graph G that use colours taken from a 
set of r colours - usually labelled {1, 2 , r} - w ill be denoted by coh'(G) (respectively ecoh(G)) 
and, for Se coT'(G) (respectively Se ecoh(G)), the cardinal of any mes of vertices (respectively 
edges) of G w ill be denoted I mcs(S) I (respectively I mcse(S) I ). (A ll have the same cardinal.)
Lemma 3.1.1.
Let G=(V, E) and let r>3 and SecoL(G) (respectively Seecoh(G)). Let S be a ucs of vertices 
(respectively edges) of G and let ve V  (respectively ee E) be such that all the vertices 
(respectively edges) which are adjacent to v  (respectively e) in  G are assigned one of a set of r - 2  
colours by S. Then ve S (respectively ee S).
Proof.
There are two colours not in the set. I f  vg S (respectively eg S), then, having coloured each vertex 
(respectively edge) of S according to S, we may complete the colouring in at least two ways: 
w ith  V (respectively e) as either of these two colours. This contradicts the fact that S is a ucs. 
Hence, ve S (respectively ee S).
Corollary.
I f  A (G )^-2 , then any ucs of vertices must contain all the vertices of V.
For the next lemma and three theorems which follow it  the following notation applies:
Let S be a ucs of vertices of a graph G relative to a vertex r-colouring S. Let the colours be ci, c%,..., 
Cf. Denote tlie number of vertices w ith  colour Cj under S in S by Si and in  G by Vj. Let 
Gi j be the subgraph induced by tiie vertices of G w ith  colour Ci or Cj under S.
Lemma M l and Theorem M l and their proofs are based on a theorem of Mahmoodian et al [1997] 
and its proof. We use different notation to Mahmoodian et al and slightly generalise the result (for 
which r had to be the chromatic number of the graph). The reason for introducing the theorem via a 
lemma here is in  order to ease tlie proving of Theorem M2 which tightens the bound of Theorem M l
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in  cases where the vertex-colouring of the graph contains certain patterns. Theorem M l is used in 
the proof of many results including the augmentation of part (2) of Theorem K l we promised for 
the follow ing section whereas Theorem M2 is used only in the proof of "g  Case" of Theorem 4.3.2 
and that of Theorem 4.3.3.
Lemma M l.
S contains at least one vertex from each component of G{ j.
Proof.
Suppose a component of Gg does not intersect S. Then when the vertices of S are assigned 
colours according to S, we may colour the remaining vertices in  a different way to that of Z - by 
switching the colours ci and Cj in  that component of Gg which does not intersect S and we have 
the contradiction required.
Theorem M l.
l E I > ( r - l ) ( I V I - l S t ) .
Proof.
By the lemma, the number of components in Gg is at most Sj+Sj. Now the number of edges in a 
component K  is at least (number of vertices of K )- l.  By summing this over each component of 
Gj j we see that there are at least (vi+Vj)-(Si+Sj) edges in  Gij. I f  we now sum this for all i and j 
such that l< i<jâr, we obtain the assertion.
Theorem M2.
I f  3 Ch, Ck such that Gh k contains a component on Vh k vertices w ith  Vh k+%h k edges (xh k^O) and 
a (not necessarily distinct) component that contains at least two vertices of S, then 
I E I > ( r - l ) ( I V I - lS I ) + X h  k + 2 .
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Proof.
By the lemma, the number of components in  Gg is at most Sj+Sj and, in  particular, in  Gh k is at 
most Sh+Sk-1. Therefore there are at least (vi+Vj)-(si+Sj) edges in Gg and, in particular, at least 
(vh+Vk)-(sh+Sk-l)H-Xh k+ 1  edges in Gh k (since the component on Vh k vertices contributes 
Vh k+Xh k to the number of edges but only Vh k~l to the sum (vh+Vk)-(Sh+Sk-l)). I f  we now sum 
this for all i  and j such that l^ i< j^*, we obtain the assertion.
3.2. Cycles.
As mentioned in  the Introduction to this chapter, in  this section on cycles we produce a theorem 
(Theorem 3.2.2) and its corollary which, between them, strengthen part (2) of Theorem K l by also 
proving that there is no vertex or edge 3-colouring w ith  a mes of any size other than those given in 
part (2) of Theorem K l. The proof of this uses the corollary to Lemma 3.2.2 below. For our proof 
of Theorem K l (2), we use Lemma 3.2.1 below which says that, for a cycle, each adjacent pair of 
vertices contains at least one vertex of each ucs of vertices. Before this, however, we give a theorem 
w ith  a corollary for r-colourings where r^4, each of which is the same for odd and even cycles.
Theorem 3.2.1.
Let r>4 and n>2 be integers. Then { I mcs(E) I : Ze coF(Cn)}={n).
Proof.
The result follows directly from the corollary to Lemma 3.1.1.
Since for a cycle there is a one-to-one mapping from the vertices to the edges under which 
adjacency is preserved, we may deduce an analagous result for edge-colourings;
Corollary.
Let r>4 and n>2 be integers. Then {! mcse(Z) 1 : ZeecoF‘(Cn)}={n}.
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Lemma 3,2.1.
Let U  be a ucs of vertices of a cycle C„ relative to a vertex-colouring Ee coL'(Cn), r>3. Then, for 
ie {1 , 2 ,..., n}, U n{vi, Vi+i}g: 0  (where Vn+i=vi).
Proof.
We prove the lemma by contradiction, as follows.
Suppose there is some i, l^ < n ,  such that Un{vj, Vi+i}=0 (where Vn+i=Vi). We show that, having 
coloured each vertex of U  according to E, we may complete the colouring in  at least two ways, 
contradicting the ucs definition:
W ithout loss of generality, assume i=2 and consider the colours of Vi and V4 under E. I f  they are
Vg V3  V4
the same, say colour 1 , then the segment •  • ------• ----- •  may be coloured
1 2 3 1  1 3 2 1
•  •  •  •  or •  •  •  •  . I f  they are distinct, say v i is 1 and V4  is 2, then the
1 2 1 2  1 2 3 2  1 3 1 2
segment may be coloured •  •  • ------•  or • ---- • ----- • ----- •  or • ---- • ------• ------•  .
Lemma 3.2.2.
Let G be a graph which contains a cycle of odd length. Let r ^  and Eg coL(G) and let C2 m+i be 
any cycle in  G of odd length. Then 3 some set of three distinct vertices of C2m+i/ say v^, Vt and 
Vj, such that the vertices Vh_i and Vh+i have distinct colours under E, as do the vertices Vi_] and 
Vi+i and also the vertices Vj_i and Vj+i.
Proof.
W ithout loss of generality, assume that, under E, v^ is coloured 1 and V2  is coloured 2.
Suppose first that there is no vertex Vq such that Vq_i and Vq+j have distinct colours under E, 
then, under E, V3 must be coloured 1 and V4 (if it  exists) must be coloured 2 and so on. Hence 
V2 m+i must be coloured 1  and then v% must be coloured 2 , which is a contradiction.
Hence there is such a Vq so, w ithout loss of generality, assume that q=2 and that v%, V2 , vg have 
colours 1, 2 , 3.
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We observe the following: First 3 Vg (4<s<2m+2 (v2 m+2 =vi) so Vs#V2 ) such that Vg is coloured 
neither 2  nor 3 but Vx is either 2 or 3 V x, 2 < x ^ - l  since, in  particular, V2 m+2 =vi which has 
colour 1 . Second 3 Vt (g=V2 ) such that vt is coloured neither 1  nor 2  and v% is either 1 or 2 V x, 
t+ l< x ^m + 3  where V2m+2 =Vi and V2 m+3 =V2 - Note that t>3 because Vg has colour 3 and t<2m+l 
because V(2m+i)+i=vi has colour 1  and V2 m+3 =V2 has colour 2 .
I f  t+ l= s - l,  then, because v% is either 2 or 3 V x, 2 ^ < s - l and Vx is either 1 or 2  V x, 
s - l< x ^ m + 3  (V2 m+2 =vi and V2 m+3 =V2 ), Vs-i=vt+i must be 2.
Hence Vs-(2x-i) must be 2 for all x, l^ x < (s - l) /2  and s is odd. Similarly, Vt+(2x-i) must be 2 for all 
x, l^< (2 m + 4 —1)/2 (v2 m+3 =V2 ) and t is even. This contradicts the fact that s (=t+2) is odd. 
Hence s-lq^t+l and, w ith  h=2, i= s - l and j= t+ l, the theorem is proved.
This result implies the following:
Corollary.
Let G be a graph which contains a cycle of odd length n>5. Let Ee coP(G) and let be any 
cycle in  G of odd length n>5. Then 3 some pair of distinct non-adjacent vertices, say Vh and v,, 
such that the vertices Vh-i and v^+i have distinct colours under £, as do Vi_i and Vi+i.
We are now ready to prove the theorem we introduced earlier:
Theorem 3.2.2.
l{2 },  i f  n = 3Let n > l be an odd integer. Then { I mcs(E) I : Ee coP(CJ} = < ,[ { ( 7Z + 1 ) / 2 , ..., n - 2 \ ,  i f  n >
Proof.
Essentially the only proper 3-colouring of Cg is (12 2) and this has ucs's of cardinal 2, an 
example of which is indicated by underlining. (We use the convention of underlining to indicate 
a mes throughout this chapter.) Such sets are mcs's because there is no ucs w ith  one vertex by 
Lemma 3.2.1. Hence the theorem is proved for the case n=3 and so we now consider only n>5.
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Case. (Proof that ( I mcs(£) I : SecoPfC»)! includes the stated integers.)
Here we reproduce the proof of Keedwell [1994] (adding a justification of the first mes) which 
shows that, for each se |(n+ l)/2 , ..., n-2}, 3 at least one Ee coP(Cn) such that the cardinal of a 
m inimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is s:
Let Cn be a cycle of odd length (n). The 3-colouring ( 1 2 1 3 1 3 - - i 2 1 3 1 2  3) which we w ill 
call Eo has a mes of n-2 vertices (as indicated by underlining. Call tliis set of vertices M. We see 
that M  is a mes as follows: M  is a ucs. Each of the vertices of M \(vn-i} is adjacent to vertices 
which share the same colour under Eq. Hence, by Lemma 3.1.1, any ucs must contain these n~3 
vertices. M \{Vn-i) is not a ucs by Lemma 3.2.1 so n-2 vertices are needed).
For n>7, the 3-colouring (1 2 1 3 1 3 ... 1 3 1 3 1 2 3), obtained by changing the colour of vertex 
V2  of Eq from  3 to 2, has mcs's of cardinal n-3 which are as follows:
(12 1 3 1 3  . . .1 2 1 3  12 3) or (1 2 1 2 1 2  ... 1 2 1 2 1 2  2) or (1 2 1 2 1 2  ... 1 2 1 2  1 22). Call 
this 3-colouring Ei.
For n^9, the 3-colouring ( 1 3 1 3 1 3 . . . 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2  3), obtained by changing the colour of 
Vn_ 5  of Eq fi'om 3 to 2, has a mes of cardinal n-4 which is as follows:
( 1 2 1 2 1 2 . . . 1 2 1 2 1  21  21 2 3). Call this 3-colouring Eg.
For n > ll ,  i f  we now change the colour of V2  from 3 to 2 in the 3-colouring E2 , we obtain a 
colouring Eg which has mcs's of cardinal n-5. For n>13, if, instead, we change the colour from 3 
to 2  of the vertex which is four places to the left of the first vertex having colour 2  in E2 , we 
obtain a 3-colouring E4  which has a mes of cardinal n - 6 . For n^l5 , if  we then change the colour 
of V2 of the colouring E4 from 3 to 2, we obtain a 3-colouring E5 which has mcs's of cardinal n -x 
where x=7.
We may continue this process iteratively. Thus, for n^(2h)+5, E2h has a mes of cardinal n-x, 
where x=2h+2. For n>2(2h+l)+5, if  we change the colour of V2 from 3 to 2 in  the 3-colouring 
E2 h/ we obtain a colouring E2h+i which has mcs's of cardinal n -x  where x=2h+3. For
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n>2(2h+2)+5, if, instead, we change the colour from 3 to 2  of the vertex which is four places to 
the left of the first vertex having colour 2 in  E2h, we obtain a 3-colouring E2h+ 2  which has a mes 
of cardinal n-x, where x=2h+4.
I f  the length of the cycle (n) is 4m +l, the iteration terminates after an even number of steps and 
gives a 3-colouring E2 m- 2  which has mcs’s of cardinal (4m + l)-[2 (m -l)+2 ]=2m +l= (n+ l)/2 .
If, on the other hand, the length of the cycle (n) is 4m+3, the iteration terminates after an odd 
number of steps and gives a 3-colouring Egm-i which has mcs's of cardinal 
(4m +3)-[2 (m -l)+3 ]=2m +2-(n+ l)/2 .
c  Case.
Here we prove by contradiction that, for tg {(n+ l)/2 ,..., n-2}, there is no Ee coP(Cn) such that 
the cardinal of a m inimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is t:
Given any Ee coP(Cn)/ by Theorem M l,  n>(3-l)(n-1 mcs(E) I ), im plying I mcs(E) I >n/2 and, 
since n is odd, 1 mcs(E) I > (n+ l)/2 .
Suppose now that 3 Ee coP(Cn) such that I mcs(E) I >n-2 . Recall that n>5. By the corollary to 
Lemma 3.2.2, 3 some pair of distinct non-adjacent vertices, say Vh and v,, such that the vertices 
Vh_i and Vh+i have distinct colours under E, as do Vi_i and vi+i (subscripts are reduced modulo 
n).
Therefore {vi, V2 , ..., Vn}\{vh, V;} is a ucs which has cardinal n - 2  and the assumption of 
m in im ality is contradicted.
This completes the proof.
Corollary.
f{2}, if  M = 3
Let n > l be an odd integer. Then { I mcse(E) I : Ee ecoP(CJ} = < ,[{(/z-f-l)/2, ..., n - 2 } ,  //• n > 5
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We now produce the equivalent theorem and corollary for even cycles:
Theorem 3.2.3.
Let n>2 be an even integer. Then { I mcs(E) I : E e  coP(Cn))={n/2, n-2)u{n}.
Proof.
Z) Case. (Proof that 11 mes (El I : Eeco1^(C„)1 includes the stated integers.)
Here we show that, for each s e  {n /2 , ..., n-2) u  {n}, 3  at least one E e  coP(Cn) such that the 
cardinal of a minimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is s:
Let Cn be a cycle of even length (n). The 3-colouring ( 1 3 1 2 1 S - . . 1 3 1 2 1 3 2  3) has a mes of 
n- 2  vertices (as indicated). Call this 3-colouring Eq.
For n^ 6 , the 3-colouring (3 2 1 3 1 3 . . . 1 3 1 3 1 3 2  1), obtained from Eq by changing the colour 
of v i from  1 to 3, V2 from  3 to 2 and v „  from 3 to 1, has mcs's of cardinal n-3, for example:
(3 2 1  a 1 3  ... 1 3 1 3  13  2  1). Call this 3-colouring Ei,
For n>8, the 3-colouring (1 3 1 3 1 3 . . . 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2  3), obtained from Eq by changing the 
colour of Vn- 5  from  1 to 2, has a mes of cardinal n-4 which is as follows;
( 1 3 1 3 1 3 . . . 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2  3). Call this 3-colouring Eg.
For n^lO, if  we now adjust Ez by changing the colour of v% from 1  to 3, V2 from  3 to 2  and v^ 
from 3 to 1, we obtain a 3-colouring E3 which has mcs's of cardinal n-5. For nkl2, if, instead, 
we change the colour from 1  to 2  of the vertex which is four places to the left of the first vertex 
having colour 2 in E2 , we obtain a 3-colouring E4  which has a mes of cardinal n - 6 . For n>14, if  
we then adjust E4 by changing the colour of v% from 1 to 3, V2  from 3 to 2 and v „ from 3 to 1, we 
obtain a 3-colouring E5 which has mcs's of cardinal n -x  where x=7.
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We may continue this process iteratively. Thus, for nk2(2h+2), %2b has a mes of cardinal n-x, 
where x=2h+2. For n>2(2h+3), i f  we change the colour of the first vertex of E2h from 1 to 3, the 
second from 3 to 2 and the last from 3 to 1, we obtain a colouring E2 h+i which has mcs’s of 
cardinal n -x  where x=2h+3. For n>2(2h+4), if, instead, we change the colour from 1 to 2 of the 
vertex which is four places to the left of the first vertex having colour 2  in  E2 IV we obtain a 3 - 
colouring E2b+ 2  which has a mes of cardinal n-x, where x=2 h+4 .
If  the length of the cycle (n) is 4m, the iteration terminates after an even number of steps and 
gives a 3-colouring E2m- 2  which has mcs's of cardinal 4m-2m=2m=n/2.
If, on the other hand, the length of the cycle (n) is 4m+2, the iteration terminates after an odd 
number of steps and gives a 3-colouring E2 m-i which has mcs's of cardinal 
(4m +2)-(2m +l)=2m +l=n/2 .
Finally, we note that ( 1 3 1 3 1 3  — 1 3 1 3 1 3 )  is a 3-colouring (although only using 2  colours) 
w itli a m inimal critical subset consisting of all n vertices.
c  Case.
Here we prove by contradiction that, for tg {n / 2 , ..., n - 2 } u  (n), there is no l 6 coP(Cn) such that 
the cardinal of a minimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is t:
Given any Ee coP(Cn), by Theorem M l,  n>(3-l)(n-1 mcs(E) I ), im plying 1 mcs(E) 1 >n/2.
Suppose now that 3 Ee coP(Cn) such that I mcs(E) I = n - l and let n=2m. In the following, 
subscripts are reduced modulo n.
First consider the case when there is at least one vertex Vh such that Vh_i and Vh+i are coloured 
differently under E. Say Vh_i is coloured 1 and v^+i is coloured 3.
Suppose that there is no vertex v; except for v^ and (possibly) Vh+i which is such that Vj_i and 
Vi+i are coloured differently under E. Then v^-s must be coloured 1  so v^-s must be coloured 1 
and so on. Hence Vh-(2 m-i) must be coloured 1. But Vh_(2 m-i)=Vh+i and this is coloured 3 by the 
assumption.
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Hence there is some pair of vertices v^ and Vi such that iÆ+1 and (by symmetry) iî^h-l w ith  
Vh_i and Vh+i coloured differently and Vi_i and Vj+i coloured differently. Therefore 
{vi, V2 , ..., Vn}\{vh, Vi} is a ucs which has cardinal n- 2  and the assumption of m inim ality is 
contradicted.
Therefore there is no such vertex Vh and the colouring is of the form  (1 3 1 3 1 3  ... 13 13 13), 
w ith  a m inimal critical subset consisting of all n vertices and the supposition is contradicted.
Since there is no Es coP(Cn) such that I mcs(E) I >n (because C„ only has n vertices), this 
completes the proof.
Corollary.
Let n> 2  be an even integer. Then { I mcse(E) I : E g ecoP(Cn)}={n/2,..., n-2}u{n}.
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4. Critical Subsets of Vertices of Prisms and Mobius Ladders.
4.1. Introduction.
As w ith  the cycle and indeed w ith  any graph, the cardinality of corresponding mcs's of vertices of 
a prism or a mobius ladder varies w ith  the choice of vertex-colouring. The next two sections of this 
chapter each consists of theorems which are analogues of the theorems of the last section of the 
previous chapter. Hence, for both prisms and mobius ladders, we w ill describe various 3- 
colourings in order to show that a range of consecutive cardinalities are possible. We w ill also 
show that all of the remaining feasible cardinalities cannot occur for any 3-colouring. (The proof of 
part of this latter result for where n is odd is based on that of Mahmoodian et al [preprint].)
For each of and we w ill first give a result for r-colourings where r>5 which applies for n 
odd or even. The definitions of the previous chapter apply.
4.2. Prisms.
Theorem 4.2.1.
Let r ^  and n>2 be integers. Then {1 mcs(E) I : Eg coF(?n)}={2n}.
Proof.
The result follows directly from the corollary to Lemma 3.1.1.
Our results for 3-colourings require the following lemma which says that, for a prism, each "square" 
of vertices (v,, Vj+i, wj+i, w j  contains at least one vertex of each ucs of vertices:
Lemma 4.2.1.
Let n>3 and let U be a ucs of vertices of P^ relative to E g coP(Pn)- 
Then, whenever l < i ^ ,  Un{vj, Vj+i, Wi+i, Wi)?^0 (subscripts reduced mod n).
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Proof.
We prove the result by contradiction, as follows.
Suppose there is some i, 1 ^ :^ ,  such that Un{vi, vi+i, w;, Wi+i}=0 (subscripts reduced mod n).
W ithout loss of generality, assume i=2 and Vi is coloured 1, Wi is coloured 2 and, if  n>3, that
(v4 , W4 ) is coloured one of the following (if n=4, then cases a. and b. cannot apply):
a. (1 , 2 ); b. (1, 3); c. (2 , 1 ); d, (2, 3) (other cases are equivalent). Then, in  each case, having
coloured each vertex of U according to E, we may complete the colouring in  at least two ways. 
Yz ^ 4
Wi ^ 2  ^ 3  ^ 4  may be as follows:
c.
1 2  3 1r1—1
# — 4>— 4 é2 3 1 2
1 2  3 2r1— i14#
2 3 2 1
or
or
1 3  2 1
T  ' 4 - 4 !0 — 1 — 4 4— 4 »2 1 3  2
1 2  1 2rrn
2 1 2 1
b.
d.
1 2  3 1
or
2 3 1 3  
1 2  1 2r4— 4 4 - 4 ^1—44— 4 1— 4 ) or
2 1 2  3
1 2  3 1  o—#—#—#
# — *  *  *2 3 2 3 
1 2  3 2r4— i 4— 4 »u4— 4 »— 4»
2 3 2 3
If  n=3, we must replace (V4 , W4 ) in  the above w ith  (v%, Wi) and only consider case a. 
This contradicts the ucs definition.
Theorem  4.2.2.
Let n > l be an odd integer. Then { I mcs(E) 1 : Eg col3(P„)}=
{2}, i f  n = 3 
{3, 5}, i f  n = 5
{(« + l ) / 2 , ..., 27Î-5},  i f  n > l
Proof.
Essentially the only proper 3-colouring of P3 is 1 2  3 ' and this has ucs's of cardinal 2  an
2  3  1 ,
example of which is indicated by underlining. Such sets are mcs’s because there is no ucs w ith  
one vertex by Lemma 4.2.1. Hence the theorem is proved if  n=3 and so we now consider only 
n ^ .
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z> Case. (Proof that ( I mes (El I : Eg coPCF ,^)} includes the stated integers.)
Here we show that, for n>5 odd, for each s g  { (n + l) /2 , ..., 2n-5), 3 at least one Eg coP(Pn) such 
that the cardinal of a minimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is s except for s=4 in  the 
case n=5. The colourings we give are related to each other for each s of the form 2n-6k+l, k> l 
and for each s of the form 2n-6k, k> l, and so on. There are, then, six such ’families' of 
colourings which we denote Eôk_6, Eg^ -S/ and so on:
For Pn where n ^  is odd, the 3-colouring E q shown has mcs’s of 2n-5 vertices. An example of 
such a mes is indicated (by underlining) and we denote this by M. In this and subsequent 
diagrams, vertical lines are used to indicate the pattern. We see that M  is a mes as follows: M  
is a ucs. Each of the vertices of M \{W n-i} is adjacent to vertices which share the same colour 
under E q. Hence, by Lemma 3.1.1, any ucs must contain these 2n-6 vertices. M \{w n-i} is not a
ucs by Lemma 4.2.1 so 2n-5 vertices are needed. 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2^3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 1“ J
For n>9, let E^^-g be as follows for k= 2 ,..., L(n-l)/4j:
'1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 '
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1V-
T
’^ n - ( 4 k - l )
The cardinal of the mcs's (example indicated) is seen to be:
(number of underlined vertices of the form Vn-i or Wn-i, where 0<i<4k-l)
+(number of underlined vertices of the form Vn_{ or Wn-i, where 4k^i<n-l)
=(number of underlined vertices of the form v^-i or w^-i, where 0 ^ 4 k - l )
+(total number of vertices)
-(total number of vertices of the form v^-i or Wn-i, where 0<i<4k-l)
-(number of non-underlined vertices of the form Vn-i or Wn-i, where 4k^S n -l)
=(4k /  2+2)+2n-2(4k)-l =2n-6k+1.
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^1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3
3 1 . 3 1 3 2
The 3-colouring
n>7 (indicated). Call this 3-colouring Ei.
For n > ll ,  let Esk-s be as follows for k=2, 3,..., L(n-3)/4 j:
has a mes of cardinal 2n-6 i f
f
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  2 1 2 3 1 3  2 3 1 3  2 3 1 3  2
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1V J
Î
^^n-(4k-l)
Then the cardinal of the mcs's (example indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+2)+2n-2(4k)-2=2n-6k.
The above does not include Eg(n-i)/4 - 5  and so the cardinal (2n-6(n-l)/4=)(n+3)/2 is not 
covered.
Hence, for n = l mod 4, n>9, let E6 (n_i)/4_ 5  be as follows:
which has mcs's of
3 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 \3 2
2 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1- J
cardinal (n+3)/2 (example indicated).
^1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  2 ^
b i 3 1 • 3 1 3 2 3 2  1;The 3-colouring 
n>5 (example indicated for the case n>7 or 
colouring E2 .
1 3  1 3  2^ 
.3 2 3 2 1,
has mcs's of cardinal 2n-7 if  
in  the case n=5). Call this 3-
For n29, let E6k_ 4  be as follows for k=2, 3,..., L(n-1)/4.1:f 1 3 1 3 1 3 1
3 1 3 1 3 1 3V
3 1 3  2 
2 3 2 1
3 1 3  2 
2 3 2 1
. 3 1 3  2
• 2 3 2 1
Î
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
Then an example of a mes of Egk- 4  is indicated unless k = (n - l) /4. In this case, E6k- 4  has a mes 
indicated in  the following:
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3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 ^
3
V
2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 ' 2 3 2  i j
In any case, the cardinal of the mcs's is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-2=2n-6k-l.
The 3-colouring 3 1 1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 3  2 
2 3 2 1 (say E3 ) has a mes of cardinal
2 n- 8  i f  n^7 (indicated).
For n>l l ,  let Egk-s be as follows for k=2, 3,..., L(n-3)/4j:
' 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 "
2 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1V- - /
T
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
The cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-3=2n-6k-2.
r
The 3-colouring 1 3 3 1V
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3 1 
3 2 3
2n-9 if  n>7 (example indicated for the case n^9 or 
Call this 3-colouring E4 .
3 1 3  2 
2 3 2 1
^ 1 3  1 3  1 3  2' 
3^ 2 3 2 3 2 1,
has mcs's of cardinal
in the case n=7).
For n>ll ,  let E^k-z be as follows for k=2, 3,..., L(n-3)/4j:
(
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  1 3 1 3  2 3 1 3  2 3 1 3  2
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1V /
T
'^ n - ( 4 k - l )
Then a mes of E^k-z is indicated unless k=(n-3)/4. In this case, E^k-z has a mes indicated in  the 
following:
3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2^
3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1V ~J
In any case, the cardinal of the mes is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-4=2n-6k-3.
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For n=7, let Eg be the following 3-colouring which has mcs's (example indicated) of cardinal 
n  3 2 3 1 3 2^
2n-10(=4)(^^ 2 1 2 3 2 1 /
For n>9, let Eg be the following 3-colouring which has a mes of cardinal 2n-10 (indicated):
f l 3 1 3 1 * • • 3 1 3 1 3  1 3  2^
2 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 1
For n>13, let E^k-i be as follows for k= 2 , 3 , L(n-5)/4j:
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2^
2 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1V-
T
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
The cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-5=2n-6k-4.
The above does not include H6 (n-3 )/4- i and so the cardinal (2n-6(n-3)/4-4=)(n+ l)/2  is not 
covered.
Hence, for n=3 mod 4, n > ll,  let Eg(n_3)/4_i be as follows:
1 2 ^ which has mcs's of cardinal" i 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 •  • ■ 3 1 33 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1V -J
(n + l) /2  (example indicated).
I f  n=5, then Eq has mcs's of 2n-5 vertices and E% has mcs's of (2n-7=3=)(n+l)/2 vertices and 
the theorem is satisfied.
Hence we consider now only n^7 and the theorem is proved as follows:
If  n= l mod 4, we see, in  turn, that E6 (n-i)/4-4 , T6 (n-i)/4- S / E q  are each defined above and, if 
n=3 mod 4, then Eg(n-3 )/4-i, ^ 6 (n-3 )/4-Z/ •••/ are also each defined above. The respective 
cardinalities of the mcs's are (n+ l)/2 , (n+3)/2, ..., 2n-5.
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c  Case.
Here we prove by contradiction that (i) for t< (n+ l)/2  or t>2n-5, there is no E g coP(Pn) such 
that the cardinal of a minimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is t; and (ii) if  n=5, there is 
no E g coP(Pn) such that the cardinal of a minimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is 4.
In the following proof, subscripts are reduced modulo n.
(i) By Theorem M l,  given any EGcoP(Pn), 2n+n>(3-l)(2n-1 mcs(E) I ), im plying I mcs(E) I ^ / 2  
and so, since n is odd, I mcs(E) I ^ (n + l)/2 . (This reasoning is based on that of Mahmoodian et 
al [preprint].)
Suppose now that 3 EG coP(PJ such that I mcs(E) I >2n-5. Pn contains the cycle Cn (as defined 
in  chapter 3) so, by Lemma 3.2.2, there are three distinct vertices v^, v; and Vj w ith  the vertices 
Vh_i and Vh+i having distinct colours under E, as do the vertices Vi_i and Vj+i and also the 
vertices Vj_i and vj+i. Assume w ithout loss of generality that h=2 and that, under E, Vh_i is 
coloured 1 and Vh+j is coloured 3.
Pn contains another cycle - but w ith  w^ replacing v^ V r, l ^ r ^  - so, by the corollary to Lemma 
3.2.2, there is a pair of non-adjacent vertices Wg and W t such that the vertices W g_i and W g+i 
have distinct colours under E, as do the vertices W t_ i and W t+ i.
I f  no pair of vertices from the three Vh/Vi,Vj are adjacent then
{vi, V2 , V n ,  w i ,  W2 , ..., Wn}\{vh, V j, V j, Wg, w j  is  a  UCS o f  C a r d in a l  2n-5, c o n t r a d ic t in g  th e  
s u p p o s i t io n .  We w i l l  r e f e r  to  th is  s e t  as U.
If, however, exactly one pair of vertices from the tliree Vh, v;, vj are adjacent then assume v^ and 
Vj are adjacent and i= h - l(= l)  (other combinations similar). Then vi is coloured 1 and vt_i must 
be coloured 3 because Vh=Vi+i is coloured 2. If Wi is coloured 2, then U is a ucs of cardinal 2n-5 
(given the colours of the vertices in U, the colouring may be 'forced' in the following order: Wg, 
W t, Vj, V i, Vh). Hence W i is coloured 3, so wi+i is coloured 1 and again U is a ucs of cardinal 2n-5 
(this time the 'forcing' may be done in the following order: Wg, W t, Vj, Vh, Vi).
Thus two pairs of vertices from the three Vh, vi, Vj are adjacent. Assume i= h - l(= l)  and 
j=h+l(=3) (other combinations similar). So V i_ i must be coloured 3 and Vj+% must be coloured 1.
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I f  Wi is coloured 3, then Wi+i must be 1 so W| + 2  must be 2  and U is a ucs of cardinal 2n-5 (order 
for forcing can be as in the previous case). Hence W| must be coloured 2 , and, from a similar 
contradiction obtained if  Wj is coloured 1, wj must be coloured 2 also. Again U is a ucs of 
cardinal 2n-5 (this time the order may be taken as W g, W t, Vi, Vj, Vh) which contradicts the 
supposition.
Therefore there is no such E.
(ii) (The case when n=5.) Suppose there is a 3-colouring of Pg w ith  a mes, M, of cardinal 4. One 
pair (Vi, Wj) must be such that neither Vi nor w i are in  M  (say (v2 , W2 )). Now assume that (v2 , W2 ) 
is coloured (2,1) by the colouring (other cases are equivalent). I f  v i and vg are 1, then V2 is in  M  
by Lemma 3.1.1 (contradiction). I f  Vi and vg are 3, then w% and wg are 2 so W2 is in M  by 
Lemma 3.1.1 (contradiction). Hence, assume w ithout loss of generality Vi is 3 and vg is 1. Then 
w i  is 2 and, since W g is 2 would im ply W 2  must be in M  by Lemma 3.1.1, w g  is 3. Now consider 
W g (which is 1 or 3):
If  W g is 1, Vg is 2, W 4  is 2 and V4  is 3. W g and v% must be in M  by Lemma 3.1.1. By colouring these 
and only vg in  addition, the colouring is 'forced' (that is, IM I =3, a contradiction). Thus wg is 3. 
Now  consider vg (which is 1 or 2):
Let Vg be 2. Then V 4  is 3 and v i, vg  itself and W 4  must be in M  (Lemma 3.1.1). I f  W 4  is 1, then wg 
must be in  M  (Lemma 3.1.1) and M ={vi, vg , W 4 , W g}. Knowledge of the colours of the four 
elements of M  alone cannot uniquely specify the colouring (switching the I's and 2 's for vertices 
not in  M  is an alternative colouring). Hence W 4  must be 2, so wg must be in  M  and M ={vi, vg , W 4 , 
W g}. But this is not a ucs by Lemma 4.2.1. Thus Vg is 1. Consider W 4 (which is 1 or 2):
Let W4  be 1. Then V4 and wg must be in M. If V4  is 3, then vg and W4 are the other two members 
of M  and M ={v 4 , Vg, wg, W 4 }. But this is not a ucs by Lemma 4.2.1. Hence V4  is 2. Colouring only 
V i, V4  and W g, the colouring is 'forced' (contradicting the supposition that IM 1 =4). Thus W 4  is 2 
and after only v%, vg and W4 have been coloured, the colouring is again 'forced' (contradicting the 
assumption).
Therefore there is no mes of 4 vertices.
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Theorem 4.2.3.
Let n>2 be an even integer. Then { I mcs(E) I : Ee coP(PJ}={(n+2)/2, ...., 2n-3}u{2n}.
Proof.
z) Case. (Proof that f I mcs(E) I ; Eg col^(P^)) includes the stated integers.)
Here we show that, for n^4 even, for each s g  {(n+2)/2, ..., 2n-3}u{2n}, 3 at least one 
Eg coF(Pn) such that the cardinal of a m inimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is s. The 
colourings we give are related to each other for each s of the form 2n-6k+3, k > l and for each s 
of the form  2n-6k+2, k ^ l,  and so on. There are, then, six such 'families’ of colourings w liich we 
denote Egk-e^  Egk-S/ and so on:
For Pn where n>4 is even, the 3-colouring 
a mes of 2n-3 vertices (indicated).
V
1 3 
3 1
i  3 
3 1
1  3 
3 1
1 3 
3 2 (call this E q )  has
For n>8 , let Egk- 6  be as follows for k= 2 , ..., Ln/4j:
1 3 1 3 • • • 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3'^
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2V y
Î
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
For k = n /4, a mes is indicated by the underlining in  the above except that Wn_(4 k-i)=Wi is not in  
the set. In  this case, the cardinal of the mes is seen to be (n/2+3=)2n-6k+3.
For k?^n/4, the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be:
(number of underlined vertices of the form Vn-i or Wn_i, where 0 ^ 4 k - l )
+(number of underlined vertices of the form Vn_i or Wn_i, where 4 k ^< n -l)
=(number of underlined vertices of the form Vn_i or Wn_i, where 0^i<4k-l) 
-(-(total number of vertices)
-(to ta l number of vertices of the form v^-i or Wn_i, where 0<i<4k-l)
-(number of non-underlined vertices of the form v„_i or Wn-i, where 4k<i<n-l)
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~(4k/2+4)+2n—2(4k)—1—2n—6k+3.
r
The 3-colouring 1 3 3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
2 3 
; has a mes of cardinal 2n-4 if
n^4 (indicated). Call this colouring Zj.
For n^8, let Eg -^s be as follows for k=2, 3,..., Ln/4j:
1 3
3 1
1 3 
3 1
2 3
3 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3 
3 1
T
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
For k = n /4, a mes is indicated by the underlining in the above except that Wn-(4 k-i)=Wi is not in 
the set. In  this case, the cardinal of the mes is seen to be (n/2+2=)2n~6k+2.
For k?^n/4, the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+3)+2n-2(4k)-l=2n-6k+2.
For n=4, let S2 be the following 3-colouring which has mcs's of cardinal 2n-5 (which is equal to 
3 in this case). An example of a mes indicated. (Note that if  Vg is excluded from the mes, then
this colouring w ith  the 2's and 3's switched is an alternative completion.): i13 2 1 2
For n>6, let E2 be the following 3-colouring which has a mes of cardinal 2n-5 (indicated)
'1  3 1 3 « •  • 1 3 1 3  1 3 ^
[3  1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 2^
For n>10, let Egk- 4  be as follows for k=2, 3,..., L(n-2)/4 j:
1  3 
3 1
1  3 
3 1
1  3 
3 1
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3  1 3  
3 2 3 2
Î
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+2)+2n-2(4k)-l=2n-6k+l.
The above does not include Eg„/4 _ 4  and so the cardinal (2n-6n/4+l=) (n+2)/2 is not covered.
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Hence, for n=0 mod 4, n>8, let Egn/4 - 4  be as follows:
3 1 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3^
,3 2 3 1 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 . 3 2 1
which has mcs's of cardinal
(n+2)/2 (example indicated).
The 3-colotirmg f l 3 1 3 '  • • 1 3 1 3 2 3^1 3 1 * 3 1 3 2 i  2,
(say Eg) has a mes of cardinal 2n-6
if  n>6 (example indicated - note that if  Vn-i is excluded from the mes, then this colouring w ith  
the 2's and 3's that are not in the mes switched is an alternative completion).
For n>10, let Egk-a be as follows for k=2, 3,..., L(n-2)/4 j:
1  3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
T
'^ n - (4 k -D
The cardinal of the mes (indicated - note that if  Vn_i is excluded from the mes, this colouring 
w ith  the 2's and 3's switched is an alternative completion) is seen to be 
(4k /2+ l)+ 2n -2 (4k)-l= 2n -6k .
' 1  3 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 f l  3 if  n>8 or j
l3  1
2 3 2 3^
( 3  1 3 1 • 3 1 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2,The 3-colouring
n=6 has a mes of cardinal 2n-7 (indicated). Call this colouring E4 .
i f
For n>10, let Egk-z be as follows for k=2, 3,..., L(n-2)/4j:
1 3 
3 1
1  3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
2 3 2 3
3 2 1 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
1 3  2 3 
3 2 1 2
T
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-2 = 2n-6k-l.
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For n=6, let Eg be the following 3-colouring which has a mes (indicated) of cardinal (4=)2n- 
H  2 1 3 1 3^
,3 1 3 2 3 2;
For n>8, let Eg be the following 3-colouring which has a mes of cardinal 2n-8 (indicated)
1 3  1 3 '
3 2 3 2 ,
" l  3 1  3 • • • 1  3 1  2
. 3  i 3  1 • 3  1 3  1
For n>12, let Egk-i be as follows for k=2, 3 , L(n-4)/4j:
1^ 3 I  3 1 3 1 2 1 3  1 3 1 3  2 3 1 3  2 3 1 3 2 3^
[ s  1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 . 3 2 1 2 ,y
Î
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-3=2n-6k-2.
The above does not include E6 (n-2 )/4 - i and so the cardinal (2n-6(n~2)/4-2=) (n+2)/2 is not 
covered.
Hence, for n=2 mod 4, n>10, let E6 (n_2 )/4 - i be as follows:
"l 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 • • • 1 3 2 3^
.3 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 • 3 2 1
which has a mes of2  1 2 . . . 3 2 1 2 1
cardinal (n+2)/2 (indicated).
The theorem is proved as follows:
If  n=0 mod 4, we see, in  turn, that Egn/4 -4 / 5^ 6n/4-5. •••/ %o are each defined above and, i f  n=2 mod 
4, then S6 (n-2)/4 -i/ ” v So are also each defined above. The respective cardinalities of
the mcs's are (n+2)/2, (n+4)/2, ..., 2n-3.
Finally we note that 1^ 3 1 3 • •  • 1 f3 1 3 1 3 1v~ ~ ~ -  - /
is a 3-colouring (although only using 2
colours) w ith  a minimal critical subset consisting of all 2n vertices.
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c  Case.
Here we prove by contradiction that for t<(n+2) / 2  or t=2n-2 or t=2n -l, there is no Ee coP(Pn) 
such that the cardinal of a minimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is t. (We note that a 
mes of vertices carmot have cardinal larger than the number of vertices in  the graph.)
Suppose firs tly  that 3 Ee col^(Pn) such that I mcs(E) I <(n+2)/2 and let M  be a mes of vertices 
for E. so, w ithout loss of generality, assume v^e M.
We w ill show that each of the pairs (v2 i_i, W2 i-i} for ie {1, 2,..., n / 2 } contains exactly one 
member of M  and that each of the pairs {v2 i, W2 i} for ie {1, 2,..., n /2} contains no member of M. 
We w ill then produce the contradiction by showing that when the vertices of M  are assigned 
colours according to E, we may colour the remaining vertices in  a different way to that of E.
We show firstly that (wi, V2 , W2} does not contain a member of M. Suppose to the contrary. By 
Lemma 4.2.1, for each ie {1, 2 ,..., (n -2 )/2}, the "square" {v2 i+i, V2 i+2 , W2 i+2 / W2 i+i} contains a 
vertex of M. Hence I mcs(E) 1 (= 1M I )>(n-2)/2+2=(n+2)/2, contradicting the supposition. 
Therefore {w i, V2 , W2 } does not contain a member of M.
However, by Lemma 4.2.1, the "square" of vertices (vg, vg, wg, W2 } contains a vertex of M. Hence 
the pair (vg, W g} has a vertex of M. W ithout loss of generality, assume V g e M. Then, by a similar 
argument to that just applied to {w i, V 2 , W 2 }, we see that (wg, V 4 , W 4 } does not contain a 
member of M. By a continuation of this process, we see that each of the pairs {V2 i_i, W2 i_i) for 
ie {1, 2,..., n / 2 } contains exactly one member of M  and that each of the pairs {v2 i, W2 i} for 
ie {1, 2 ,..., n /2 } contains no member of M.
It now remains to obtain our contradiction by showing that when the vertices of M  are assigned 
colours according to E, we may colour the remaining vertices in  a different way to that of E. The 
choice of colour for the vertex of {v2 i_i, W2 i_i} (for each ie (1, 2 ,..., n /2}) which is not in M  w ill 
be that which is distinct from those two given by E to this pair of vertices. Having coloured such 
vertices accordingly, we are left w ith  at least one possible way to colour the pair {v2 i, W2 i} for 
each ie (1, 2,..., n / 2 }. We show this by contradiction in  the case i= l. The other cases are similar.
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Hence suppose we have made the assignments of colours as just described and {v2 , W2 } cannot 
be coloured properly. W ithout loss of generality, assume v i is coloured 1, w% is coloured 2  and 
that (vg, W g) is coloured one of the following:
a. (1 , 2 ); b. (1, 3); c. (2 , 1 ); d. (2 , 3). Since {v2 , W2 I cannot be coloured properly, we must be in 
case c: {vg, wg} is coloured (2,1). First note that Vge M  (since, i f  Wgs M, then, imder E,
V, Vg V3
W , W n  W.
# #
 ^ 2   ^ is coloured 3
1 3  2# -  m *
1 which is impossible). Thus, under E, ^ 3  is coloured
#—#3 x 3 where X is 1 or 2. We see that W2 must be in M  by Lemma 3.1.1. This is a 
contradiction.
Therefore we are left w ith  at least one possible way to colour {v2, W2 }.
Hence when the vertices of M  are assigned colours according to E, we may colour the remaining 
vertices in  a different way to that of E and we have the contradiction required.
Suppose secondly that 3 Ee coP(Pn) such that I mcs(E) I =2n-2 or 2n -l.
We cannot have the case where Vj is coloured the same as Wj+i and w, is coloured the same as 
Vi+i for all ie (1 , 2 , ..., n - 1 }.
For suppose this is the case and, w ithout loss of generality, assume that v i is coloured 1 and w i 
is coloured 2. Then wg is coloured 1 and vg is coloured 2, vg is coloured 1  and Wg is coloured 2
and so on. Hence E is a colouring of the form _  ^ _ which has a
mes of all 2 n of its vertices, a contradiction.
^1 2 1 2 1 2^
2  1 2  1 2  1V J
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Hence, w ithout loss of generality, assume Vi is coloured 1 and wg is coloured 2 .
N ow  {vi, w i l contains a vertex which is coloured 1  but {v2 , W2 } does not so let i (2 <i<n) be such 
that, whenever 2 < j^ , neither Vj nor Wj is coloured 1  but that {vi+i, Wj+i} (or (vj, Wi} if  i=n) has a 
vertex which is coloured 1 . W ithout loss of generality, assume Vi+i is coloured 1 .
Then, if  i=n, {vi, V2 , ..., v^, Wi, W2 , ..., W n}\{w i, V2 , v»} or, if  i^^n,
{vi, V 2 , . . . ,  V n ,  W i ,  W 2 , W n } \ { w i ,  V 2 ,  W i + i }  is a UCS o f C ardinal 2n-3, a co n trad ic tio n .
Therefore there is no such E.
4.3. Mobius Ladders.
Theorem 4.3.1.
Let r^5 and n > l be integers. Then {1 mcs(E) I : EEcoL(M n)}={2n}.
Proof.
The result follows directly from the corollary to Lemma 3.1.1.
Our results for 3-colourings require the following lemma which says that Lemma 4.2.1 for prisms 
also holds for mobius ladders:
Lemma 4.3.1.
Let U be a ucs of vertices of Mn relative to Ee coP(Mn).
Then whenever l< i£n, Un{vi, Vi+i, Wi+%, Wi}?^0 (subscripts reduced mod n).
Proof.
We prove the result by contradiction in  almost exactly the same way as in  Lemma 4.2.1 but 
here, i f  n=4, it  is cases c. and d. (not a. and b.) which cannot apply and, i f  n=3, we must 
replace (V 4 , W 4 ) w ith  ( w i ,  V i)  and only consider case c.
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T heorem  4.3.2.
Let be an odd integer. Then { I mcs(E) I : E6coP(Mn)}={(n+3)/2,....,2n-3}u{2n}.
P ro o f .
Z) Case. (Proof that 11 mcs(E) I : Ee includes the stated integers.)
Here we show that, for n^3, for each se {(n+3)/2, ..., 2n-3}u{2n}, 3 at least one 
Ee coP(Mn) such that the cardinal of a m inimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is s. As is 
the case in  the proof of the equivalent part of Theorem 4.2.2 and of Theorem 4.2.3, here there 
are six 'families' of colourings:
1 3 1 3 • • • 1  3
3 1 3 1 3 1The 3-colouring 
this E q )  has a mes of 2n-3 vertices (indicated).
1 2  1 ( 1 2  1 
3  1 3 1  ( jg  J 3  Î* foi' ri=3) (call
For n>7 odd, let Egk be as follows for k = l , ..., L(n-3)/4j:
3 1 3 • ■ • 1 3 1 2  1
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3
2 3 2 
1 2 1
T
2 1 
1 3
2 3 2 1] 
1 2  1 3
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be:
(number of underlined vertices of the form Vn_j or Wn-i, where 0 ^^4 k - l)
+(number of underlined vertices of the form v^-i or w^-i, where 4 k < i^ - l)
=(number of underlined vertices of the form v^-i or Wn-i, where 0^ i^4k-l)
+(total number of vertices)
-(to ta l number of vertices of the form v^-i or w^-i, where 0<i<4k-l)
-(number of non-underlined vertices of the form Vn_, or Wn-i, where 4 k ^ :^ i- l)
= 4 k /2+2n-2 (4k)-3=2n-6k-3.
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The 3-colouring 
(indicated). Call this colouring Ei
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2
3 1 3 1 • 3 1 2  1  ^j> for n>5 has a mes of 2n-4 vertices
For 11^ 9 , let Eg^+i be as follows for k = l, 2 ,..., L(n-5 ) / 4 j:
f l  3 1 3 .  . . 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1  . . . 2 3 2 1
[3 1 3 1 .  . . 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 .  . . 1 2 1 3
Î
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be 4k/2+2n-2(4k)-4=2n-6k-4.
1 3 1 3 1 3
3 1 3 1 3 1
1 2  1 2  1 
3 1 3  1 3The 3-colouring
n=5) has a mes of 2n-5 vertices (indicated). Call this colouring 1,2
1 2  1 2  1 fo rn > 5 (q  -  3  “  ^K o r
For 11^ 9 , let Egk+ 2  be as follows for k = l, 2 ,..., L (n-5)/4 j:I:
T
1 3 1 3 1 2  1 2  1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 • • • 2 3 2
3 1 3 1 3 1 3  1 3 1 2  1 3 1 2  1 3 • ■ • 1 2  1
w .
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be 4k/2+2n-2(4k)-5=2n-6k-5.
The 3-colouring 3 i  3 1 3 1 2  3 2
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2  1 H f o r n a ( { ‘ J I  ]  H fo r
n=5) has a mes (example indicated - note that if  v „ is excluded from those indicated, then this 
colouring but switching the I's and 2 's for vertices not indicated is an alternative completion) of 
2n-5 vertices. Call this colouring Eg.
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For n>9, let Egk+s be as follows for k= l, 2, L(n-5)/4j:
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
T
3 1 3 •  • • 1 3 1 2 3 2 1
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2  1 3
2 3 2 l1 
1 2 1 3J
Then the cardinal of the mes (example indicated - note that if  is excluded from  those indicated, then 
this colouring but switching the I's and 2's for vertices not indicated is an alternative completion) is seen 
be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-7=2n-6k-6.
.1The 3-colouring 
(indicated). Call this E4 .
3 i  3 • > • 1 3 1 2 3 2 1
1 3 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3 ' for n^7 has a mes of 2n-7 vertices
For n ^ l l ,  let Egk-z be as follows for k=2, 3,..., L(n-3)/4j:
2 3 2 1 
- . 1 2 1 3
T
3 1 3 * • • 1 3 1 2 3 2 1
1 3 1 • 3 1 2 1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-2=2n-6k-l.
The 3-colouring
I :
1 3  
[ 3 1
3 1 2  1 2  1
1 3 1 3 1 3  1 2  1 2
1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 1
(3 2 3 1 3 1 3
,> for n27
for n=7) has a mes of 2n-8 vertices (indicated). Call this Eg.
For n > ll,  let Egk-i be as follows for k=2 , 3,..., L(n-3)/4 j;
f l 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  1 2  1 2  1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1
1 3 1 • 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 2  1 3 1 2  1 3 • * •
2 3 2 l |  
1 2  1 3 ]
T
w
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+2)+2n-2(4k)-4=2n-6k-2.
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If n s i mod 4, then we see, in  turn, that 2 6 (n-5)/4 +3 / ^ 6 (n-5)/4 +2 / •••/ Sq are each defined above and 
if  ns3 mod 4, then le{t\-3)/4f ^ 6 (n-3 )/4 - i/-v  %o are also each defined above. The respective 
cardinalities of the mcs's are (n+3)/2, (n+5)/2, ..., 2n-3.
Finally we note that 1 3 I 3 • ■ • 1 3 13 1 3 1 • 3 1 3 ' is a 3-colouring (although only using two
colours) w ith  a minimal critical subset consisting of all 2 n vertices.
Case.
Here we prove by contradiction that for s<(n+3)/2 or s=2n-2 or s=2n-l, there is no 
Ee c o P ( M n )  such that the cardinal of a minimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is s. (We 
remember that a mes of vertices cannot have cardinal larger tlian the number of vertices of the 
graph.)
Suppose firstly that 3 Ee coP(MJ such that I mcs(E) I <(n+3)/2 and let M  be a mes of vertices 
for E.
We first show that E assigns colours of the form (c^, c^, c^, c^) to either (v„, w%, Vi, w „) or 
(vi, Vj+i, Wi+i, Wi) for some i, l < i ^ - l .
Suppose to the contrary and assume w ithout loss of generality E assigns colours (1, 3,1, 2 ) to
(V n , W i ,  V i ,  W n ) .
Consider the (ordered) pair of colours E assigns to (vg , W g ). I f  it  is (3,1), then ( v 2 , wg) must be 
coloured (2, 2 ) (impossible). I f  (2, 3), then (v%, W 2 ) must be coloured either (3,1) - in which case 
E assigns colours (1, 3,1, 3) to (vi, V2 , W2 , w%), a contradiction - or (3, 2) - in  which case E 
assigns colours (3, 2, 3, 2) to ( v 2 ,  vg , W g, W 2 ) ,  a contradiction. Finally, if  (1, 2), then ( v 2 , W 2 ) 
must be coloured either (3,1) - in  which case E assigns colours (1, 3,1, 3) to (v%, V 2 , wg, w i), a 
contradiction - or (2,1) - in  which case E assigns colours (2,1, 2, 1) to ( v 2 , Vg, wg, W 2 ) ,  a 
contradiction. Therefore E assigns to (vg , wg) a pair of colours from  the set {(2, 1), (1, 3), (3, 2)}. 
Assume w ithout loss of generality E assigns colours (1, 3) to (vg , W g ). Then, similarly, (if n>5) 
the pair (vg , W g) must be coloured from the set {(2, 1), (1, 3), (3, 2)}, and so on.
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Therefore, since n is odd, (vn, Wn) must be coloured from the set {(2 , 1 ), (1 , 3), (3 , 2 )}. This 
contradicts the assumption that X assigns colours (1 , 2 ) to (v^, w^).
So now we can suppose w ithout loss of generality that E assigns colours (1, 2 , 1 , 2 ) to
( V n ,  W i, V i ,  W n ) .
Since either Vn-i is coloured 2  or Wn_i is coloured 1 and, similarly, either V2 is 2  or w% is 1, by 
Lemma 3.1.1, M  must contain either Vn or Wn and, similarly, either v i or w%. Hence the subgraph 
induced by the vertices of G w ith  colour 1 or 2 under E contains a component (that induced by 
a set of vertices that includes v», w i, v i and Wn) w ith  at least as many edges as vertices and 
also a component (the same one) that contains at least two vertices of M.
By Theorem M2, 2n+n>(3-l)(2n-1M I )+2, im plying I mcs(E) I (= IM I )>(n+2)/2 and, since n is 
odd, 1 mcs(E) I >(n+3)/2, contradicting the supposition.
Suppose secondly that 3  E g coP(Mn) such that I mcs(E) I =2 n- 2  or I mcs(E) I =2n-l.
We cannot have the following case:
Vi is coloured the same as Wi+i for all ie {1 , 2 ,..., n - 1 }; 
and Wi is coloured the same as Vi+% for all ie {1 , 2 ,..., n - 1 }.
For suppose this is the case and, w ithout loss of generality, assume that Vi is coloured 1 and Wi 
is coloured 2. Then W2 is coloured 1 and V2 is coloured 2, vg is coloured 1 and wg is coloured 2
and so on. Hence E is a colouring of the form
mes of all 2 n of its vertices, a contradiction.
2 1
2 1 2 • • • 1 2 1
2 1 • 2 1 2
' which has a
Hence, w ithout loss of generality, assume v j is coloured 1  and W2 is coloured 2 .
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1 3  2m
I f  Wg is coloured 1  (and, hence, n?^), then ^ 3  jg coloured 3 2  1 and
{vi, V2 , ..., Vn, w i, W2 , W n}\{w j, V2 , Vg} is a UCS of Cardinal 2n-3, a contradiction. I f  Vg is
1 3 1
e—#
coloured 1, then i  2 s fg coloured 3 2 3 ^nd {vi, V2, ... ,  Vn, W i, Wg,. . . ,  W n } \ { w i ,  V2, W g} is 
a ucs of cardinal 2n-3, a contradiction.
Thus {v2 , W2 } and {vg, Wg} do not contain a vertex which is coloured 1, whereas {vi, w%} does. 
Therefore let i (3 < i^ )  be such that, whenever 2< j^, neither Vj nor Wj is coloured 1 but that 
{Vi+i, Wi+i} (or (vi, Wj} i f  i=n) has a vertex which is coloured 1 . W ithout loss of generality, 
assume v.+i is coloured 1. Then {vi, V2 , ..., v„, Wi, w g ,..., W n}\{w i, V2 , v,} (or 
(vi, V2 , ..., Vn, w i, W2 , W n}\{w i, V2 , Wn) i f  i=n) is a ucs of cardinal 2n-3, a contradiction.
Therefore there is no such E.
M 2  is a complete graph on 4 vertices and this has no proper 3-colouring of its vertices. Hence in the 
follow ing theorem we are only interested in  M „ for n>2 .
Theorem  4.3.3.
Let n> 2  be an even integer. Then { I mcs(E) I : EecoP(Mn)}={(n+2)/2,....,2n-5}.
Proof.
=) Case. (Proof that ( I mcs(E) I ; Ee col^fM J1 includes the stated integers.)
Here we show that, for n>2, for each se S, 3 at least one Ee coP(Mn) such that the cardinal of a 
m inimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is s. As is the case in the proof of the equivalent 
part of Theorem 4.3.2, here there are six 'families' of colourings:
The 3-colouring {h3 1 3 •  ■ 1 3 2 11 3 1 • 3 1 3 2 '► for n>4 even (call this E q )  has a mes of
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2n-5 vertices (example indicated - note that v^-i is underlined since, otherwise, the set of 
underlined vertices U would be such that Un{vn-i, v„, Wn, Wn_i}=0 and then U is not a ucs by 
Lemma 4.3.1).
For n2 lO even, let he as follows for k = l, 2 ,..., L(n-6)/4j:
3 1 3 a • • 1 3 1 3  1 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 • • •
1 3 1 • 3 1 2 1 3  1 2 1 2  3 2 1 2  3 • • •
T
w ..' n - { 4 k - \ )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be:
3 2 3 1 
2 1 2  3
(number of underlined vertices of the form v^-j or w^.j, where 0<i<4k-l)
+(number of underlined vertices of the form v^-i or Wn-i, where 4 k < i^ - l)
=(number of underlined vertices of the form v^-i or w^-i, where 0^< 4k-l)
+(total number of vertices)
-(to ta l number of vertices of the form v^-i or w^.j, where 0<i^4k-l)
-(number of non-underlined vertices of the form v^.^ or w^-i, where 4 k < i^ - l)
= (4k/2+ l)+2n-2(4k)-6=2n-6k-5 .
The above does not include E6 (n-4 ) / 4  and so the cardinal (2n-6(n-4)/4-5=) (n+2)/2 is not 
covered.
Hence, for n=0 mod 4, n>8, let E6 (n-4 ) / 4  he as follows:
1 2  3 1 
2 3 1 3
3 2 3 1 
2 1 2  3
3 2 3 1 
2 1 2  3
3 2 3 1
2 1 2  3 which has mcs's of cardinal
(n+2)/2 (example indicated - note that v^-i and Wi are underlined since, otherwise, the set of 
underlined vertices U would be such that Un{Vn_i, v^, w^, Wn_i}=0 or U n {v i, V2, W2 , w i}= 0  
and then U is not a ucs by Lemma 4.3.1).
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The 3-colouring 
vertices (indicated).
3 1 3 • • • 1 3 2 3 2 1
1 3 1 3 1 3 2 1 2 for n^ 6  (call this 2 i) has a mes of 2 n- 6
For n>10, let be as follows for k= l, 2 , L(n-6)/4j:
3 1 3 1 3 1 2  1 3  1 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1
1 3 1 • • 3 1 3 1 2  1 3  1 2 1 2  3 2 1 2  3 ■ a •
3 2 3 1' 
2 1 2  3
T
71—(4A'’- l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-7=2n-6k-6.
The 3-colouring 1 3 1 3 4 • • 1 3 2 3 2 13 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  2 for n> 6  (call this S2 ) has a mes of 2n-7
vertices (example indicated - note that Vn-i is underlined since, otherwise, the set of underlined vertices 
U would be such that Un{vn_i, v„, Wjv Wn_i}=0 and then U  is not a ucs by Lemma 4.3.1).
For n>10, let T,sk+i ke as follows for k = l, 2,..., L(n-6)/4j:
3 1 3 a • a 1 3 2 3 2 1 3 1 2  1 3 1 2  1 a * a
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  2 1 2  3 2 1 2  3 2 • , ■
3 1 2 i i  !•1 2 3 2J
Î
w
Then the cardinal of the mes (example indicated - note that Vn_(4 k+i) is underlined since, otherwise, the 
set of underlined vertices U would be such that Un{vn_(4 k+i), Vn_4 k, w^^k, Wn-(4 k+i) } = 0  and then U is not 
a ucs by Lemma 4.3.1) is seen to be 4k/2+2n-2(4k)-7=2n-6k-7.
for n> 6  (call this E3 ) has a mes of 2 n- 8The 3-colouring 
vertices (indicated).
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2  1 2
3 1 3 1 3 1 2 3 2 3 '
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For n>10, let Sek+a he as follows for k = l, 2, L(n-6)/4 j:
3 1 3 i  3 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 2  3 2 1 2  3
3 2 3 1 
2 1 2 3i
t
w . .
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be 4k/ 2-h2n-2(4k)-8=2n-6k-8.
[ lTire 3-colouring j  ^ 3 1 3 • • • 1 3 2 3 1 3  1 2
1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 2 3 ' for n> 8  (call this E4 ) has a
mes of 2n-9 vertices (example indicated - note that Wn_i is underlined since, otherwise, the set 
of underlined vertices U would be such that Un{vn_i, v^, w^, Wn_i}=0 and then U  is not a ucs 
by Lemma 4.3.1).
For n>1 2 , let he as follows for k=2 , 3,..., L(n-4)/4 j:
3 1 3 • • • 1 3 2 3 1 3  1 2 1 3  1 2 1 3  1 2
1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 2  3 2 1 2  3
1 3 1 2 I
2 1 2
T
W n - ( 4 k - l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (example indicated - note that v^ is underlined since, otherwise, 
the set of underlined vertices U would be such that Un{Vn_i, v„, Wn, Wn_i}=0 and then U  is not 
a ucs by Lemma 4.3.1) is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)^=2n-6k-3.
The 3-colouring 
mes of 2 n - 1 0  vertices (indicated).
3 1 3 1 3 2  1 2 1 3
1 3 1 • 3 1 3 2 3 2 1
1 for n> 8  (call this Z5 ) has a
For n>1 2 , let Dôk-i he as follows for k=2 , 3,..., L(n-4)/4 j:
f l 3 1 3 1 3 2  1 2  1 3  1 2  1 3  1 • • •
1 3 1 . 3 1 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 • •  •
2 1 3 1|
3 2 1 2
Î
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to he (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-5=2n-6k-4.
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If  n=0 mod 4, then we see, in turn, that Z6 (n-4 )/4 / ^6(n-4)/4-i/ --, 2%, are each defined above 
and if  n=2 mod 4, then £ 6 (n-6 )/4 +3 / ^ 6 (n-6)/4 +2 , —, ^2, are also each defined above. The 
respective cardinalities of the mcs’s are (n-f2)/2, (n+4)/2, ..., 2n-5.
c  Case.
Here we prove by contradiction that for s<(n+2)/2 or s>2n-5, there is no SecoP(Mn) such that 
the cardinal of a m inimal critical subset of vertices relative to E is s.
Suppose firs tly  that 3 Ee coP(Mn) such that I mcs(E) I <(n-f-2)/2 and let M  be a mes of vertices 
for E.
We first show that E assigns colours of the form (c^, Ck, c ,^ Ck) to either (v^, Wi, Vi, Wn) or 
(vi, Vi+i, Wi+i, Wi) for some i, l ^ ^ i - l .
Suppose to the contrary and assume w ithout loss of generality E assigns colours (1, 3,1, 2) to
( V n ,  W i ,  V i ,  W n ) .
Consider the (ordered) pair of colours E assigns to (vg , W g). I f  it  is ( 3 , 1 ) ,  then (V 2 , W 2 ) must be 
coloured (2 , 2 )  (impossible). I f  (2 ,  3 ) ,  then ( v 2 , W 2 )  must be coloured either ( 3 , 1 )  - in  which case 
E assigns colours (1 , 3 , 1, 3 )  to (v%, V 2 , W 2 , W i ) ,  a contradiction - or (3 ,  2 )  - in  which case E 
assigns colours (3 , 2 , 3 , 2 )  to ( v 2 ,  V 3 , W 3 , W 2 ) ,  a contradiction. Finally, if  (1 , 2 ) ,  then ( v 2 , W 2 ) 
must be coloured either ( 3 , 1 )  - in which case E assigns colours (1 , 3 , 1 ,  3 )  to (vj, V 2 , W 2 , w i), a 
contradiction - or ( 2 , 1 )  - in  which case E assigns colours ( 2 , 1 ,  2 , 1 )  to ( v 2 , vg , wg, W 2 ) ,  a 
contradiction. Therefore E assigns to (V 3 , W 3 ) a pair of colours from the set { ( 2 , 1 ) ,  ( 1 , 3 ) ,  (3 , 2 )} . 
Assume w ithout loss of generality E assigns colours (1 , 3 )  to (vg , W 3 ). Then, similarly, (if n ^ )  
(v s , W 5 ) is coloured from the set ( ( 2 , 1 ) ,  (1 , 3 ) ,  (3 ,  2 ) } ,  and so on.
Therefore, since n is even, (v^-i, Wn-i) is coloured from the set {(2,1), (1, 3), (3, 2)). Since 
(vn/ Wn) is coloured (1, 2), (vn-i, Wn-i) can only be coloured (2,1). Hence E assigns colours 
(2,1, 2,1) to (Vn_i, Vn, Wn, Wn-i), contradicting the assumption.
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Hence we may suppose w ithout loss of generality Z assigns colours (1, 2 , 1 , 2 ) to
( V n ,  W i ,  V i ,  W n ) .
Since either Vn-i is coloured 2 or Wn_i is coloured 1 and, similarly, either V2 is 2 or W2 is 1, by 
Lemma 3.1.1, M  must contain either Vn or Wn and, similarly, either v% or w i. Hence the subgraph 
induced by the vertices of G w ith  colour 1 or 2 under Z contains a component (that induced by 
a set of vertices that includes Vn, w i, v% and w „) w ith  at least as many edges as vertices and 
also a component (the same one) that contains at least two vertices of M.
By Theorem M2, 2n+n>(3-l)(2n-1M I )+2, im plying I mcs(Z) i (=M)>(n+2)/2, contradicting the 
supposition.
Suppose secondly that 3 Ze coP(M„) such that 1 mcs(Z) I ^ n - 4  and put n=2k.
For convenience we w ill sometimes refer to v i, W2 , Vg, W 4 , ..., V2k-i, wik, w i, v%, wg, V 4 , . . . ,  W2k-n 
V2 k as (respectively) x%, X2 , Xg, X 4 , ..., Xgk-n xgk, X2 k+i, X2 k+2 , xgk+s, X2 k+4 , •••/ X4 k-i/ X4 k and assume 
w ithout loss of generality x i is coloured 1. We first observe that 3 Xg (2<s<2k) such that Xg is not 
coloured 1 but x, is 1 V i, l^ < s - l  since, in  particular, X2 k cannot have colour 1 (since it  is 
adjacent to x% which is coloured 1). Assume w ithout loss of generality this Xg is X2 and is 
coloured 2. Hence xgk+i and Xgk+ 2 are coloured 3.
Now  we observe that 3 Xt (2k+3^t^4k) such that Xt is not coloured 3 but Xi is 3 V i, 2 k + l< i< t- l 
since, in  particular, X4 k is not coloured 3 (since it  is adjacent to X2 k+i which is coloured 3).
Suppose first Xt is X2k+3 * Then xgk+s is coloured 1 and xg is coloured 2 . We now see that 3 Xq
(4<q<2k+l) such that Xq is not coloured 2 but Xi is 2 V i, 2<i<q~l since, in particular, X2 k+i is not
coloured 2 . (It is coloured 3.) If Xq is X4, then X4  is coloured 3 and X2 k+ 4  is coloured 1, so 
Vn V2 V3 V ,  1 3 2 1Y  f - r
#—» rrn
that: ^ 3 ' ' ^ 4  is coloured 3 2 1 o ^nd {vi, V2 , ..., v^, w%, W2 , ..., W n)\{w i, V2 , Vg, Wg, V4 }
is a ucs of cardinal 2n-5, a contradiction. Therefore Xq is not X4  and
{ v i ,  V 2, ... ,  Vn , W i ,  W 2, ..., w j \ { v 2, W 2, Vg, Xq+2k - l /  Xq+gk) (Xq+2k Is  t a k e n  tO b e  X j i f  q=2k+l) is a
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ucs of cardinal 2n-5, a contradiction.
Therefore Xt is not X2k+3 -
S im ilarly 3 Xp (t-2 k < p ^ k ) such that Xp is not coloured 3 but Xj is 3 V i, p+ l<L^k+2  since, in 
particular, Xt_2 k is not coloured 3 (since it  is adjacent to Xt_i which is coloured 3).
By symmetry, Xp is not X2k-
If  Xp?^ Xt_2 k, th e n  w e  see th a t
Wj Wg
1 3
is coloured 3 2
^t-2 k
e — *
t-2k -l
3 2/1
^p+2k ^
# — »
p+1
^ P  ^p+2k+l
2/1 3 — #—#-
2/1 1/2 1/2 2/1
Hence {vj, V2 , ..., w j^, w^ 2 , •■•/ \ ( w ^ V 2 , x^ _2k—i, x^ _2k, Xp4-2 k/ Xp-(-2 k+i} is a ucs of cardinal
2 n - 6 , a contradiction.
»
# — »
Therefore Xp=Xt_2k and we see that w^ Wg
^t-i ^p ^t+i
#—#
^p-i ^p+i
1 3 # 3 1/2 2/1 —#—&—#—
is co loured  ^ ^ 1/2 2/1 3 , w hence
{v i, V2, ..., Vn, W i, W 2, ., W n } \{ w i ,  V2, Xp, Xp Xt+j} is a UCS o f C ard inal 2n-5, a co n trad ic tio n .
Therefore there is no such S,
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5. Critical Subsets of Vertices of Ladders and Lattices.
5.1. Introduction.
The two main sections of this chapter each consist of a pair of theorems, which are analogous to a 
combination of the three theorems in  each section of the previous chapter. Hence, for ladders, as in 
the case of prisms and of mobius ladders, we w ill describe various vertex 3-colourings to show 
that a range of consecutive cardinalities of mcs's are possible. For lattices, however, we w ill show 
this by proving that, for a certain type of colouring, by appropriate alterations, we can always 
reduce the cardinality by two (except in  certain special cases which are dealt with). We w ill also 
show, for both ladders and lattices, that all of the remaining feasible cardinalities cannot occur for 
any 3-colouring. We w ill commence the section on ladders by giving a result for r-colourings where 
r ^  and that on lattices by giving a result for r-colourings where r>6 . The definitions of Chapter 3 
apply.
5.2. Ladders.
L 2 is a cycle on 4 vertices and, hence, we have already dealt w ith  this case in section 3.2. Thus here 
we need only consider for n>2 .
Theorem 5.2.1.
Let r>5 and n>2 be integers. Then {1 mcs(Z) I : ZecoF(Ln)}={2n}.
Proof.
The result follows directly from the corollary to Lemma 3.1.1.
Theorem 5.2.2.
Let n> 2  be an integer and let h ~  Z 7  • Then
{ I mcs(Z) 1 : ZGcoP(Ln)}=(h, ...., 2 n - 2 }u {2 n}.
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Proof.
Z) Case. (Proof that 11 mcs(Z) I : £e coP(Lq^ )) includes the stated integers.)
Here we show that, for n>2, for each se {h ,2 n ~ 2 }u {2 n } ,  3 at least one Ze coP(Lp) such that 
the cardinal of a m inimal critical set of vertices relative to Z is s. As is the case in  the proof of 
the equivalent part of Theorem 4.2.2 and of Theorem 4.2.3, here there are six 'families' of 
colourings:
The 3-colouring 1 3 3 1
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
1 3 
3 1
3 1 
1 3
1 3 
3 1
1 3  1  
3 1 2 for n>3 odd (
1 3 1 
3 1 2 for n=3) or
3 1 
1 2 for n>4 even (call this Zq) has a mes of 2n-2 vertices
(indicated).
For n>7 odd, let Z^k be as follows for k = l, 2,..., L(n-3)/4 j:
1 3 1 3 • • « 1 3 1 3  1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 3  1 2 1 3  1 2
T
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
and for n> 6  even, let Zgk be as follows for k= l, 2 ,..., L(n-2)/4j:
3 1 3 1  . . . 3 1 3 1 3 2 3
1 3 1 3 .  . . 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 ;
Î
''^n-(4k-l)
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be:
3 2 3 1 
1 3  1 2
3 2 3 1 
1 3  1 2
(number of underlined vertices of the form  v^-i or w^-i, where 0^i<4k-l)
4-(number of underlined vertices of the form v ^ - i  or Wj.i_i, where 4kâi<n-l)
: (number of underlined vertices of the form Vp_i or w^-i, where 0^< 4k-l)
+(total number of vertices)
-(tota l number of vertices of the form v^-i or Wn-i, where 0 ^< 4 k -l)
-(number of non-underlined vertices of the form Vn_i or Wp_i, where 4 k ^< n -l)
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=4k/2+2n-2(4k)-2=2n-6k-2.
The 3-colouring 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2  1 " 1  2  1 ‘3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 for n>3 odd ( 3 1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
2 1 
1 3
for n=3) or
for n>4 even has a mes of cardinal 2n-3 (indicated). Call
this colouring Zj.
For n>7 odd, let Z^k+i be as follows for k = l, 2 ,..., L(n-3)/4j:
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 2  1  
3 1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
Î
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
and for n^8 even, let Zg^ +i be as follows for k=l, 2,..., L(n-4)/4j:
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
2 1 
1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
Î
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be 4k/2+2n-2(4k)-3=2n-6k-3.
The 3-colouring ’ 1 3 1 3 • ■ • 1 3 1 2 r3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 3 for n^5 odd or
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2  1 "3 1 2  1"
1 3 1 3 1  3 1 2  1 3 for n>4 even ( 1 2  1 3 for n=4) has a mes of
cardinal 2n-4 (indicated). Call this colouring Z2 .
For nk9 odd, let Zgk+ 2  be as follows for k= l, 2 , ..., L(n-5)/4j:
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 2  1  
2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
Î
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
2 3 2 
1 2  1
2 3 2 1
1 2  1 3
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and for n>8 even, let Z^k+z be as follows for k= l, 2 , L(n-4)/4j:
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 2  1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
T
Wn-(4k-l)
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be 4k/2+2n-2(4k)-4=2n-6k-4,
The 3-colouring 1 3 3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3  2 
2 1 3 for n>5 odd or
’ 3  1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  2 '3 1 3  2"
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2  1 3 for n>4 even ( 1 2  1 3 for n=4) has a mes of
cardinal 2n-5 (indicated). Call this colouring Zg.
For n>9 odd, let Z^k+s be as follows for k = l, 2,..., L(n-5)/4j:
1 3 1 3 • . ■ 1 3 1 3 1 3  2 3 1 3  2 3 1 3  2
3 1 3 1 . 3 1 3 1 2  1 3 1 2  1 3 • 1 2  1 3
3 1 3 1 • • • 3 1 3 1 3  2 3 1 3  2
1 3 1 3 ‘ 1 3 1 2  1 3 1 2  1 3
T
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
and for n>8 even, let Zgk+s be as follows for k= l, 2,..., L(n-4)/4j:
3 1 3  2 
, 1 2  1 3
T
'^ n - ( 4 k - l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be 4k/2+2n-2(4k)-5=2n-6k-5.
The 3-colouring 
3 1n=5) or ^ ^
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3  1 2  1 ' 1 3  1 2  1 '
3 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 for n>5 odd ( 3 2 3 1 3 for
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 2  1 
2 3 1 3 for n>6 even has a mes of cardinal 2n-6
(indicated). Call this colouring Z4 ,
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For n>9 odd, let Zôk+4 be as follows for k = l, 2,..., L(n-5)/4 j:
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3 
3 1
1 3  1 2  1 
3 2 3 1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
3 2 
2 1
Î
Wn-(4k-l)
and for n> 1 0  even, let Z^k-z be as follows for k=2, 3, ..., L(n-2)/4j;
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 2  1 
2 3 1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
T
^ n ~ ( 4 k - l )
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be 4k/2+2n-2(4k)-6=2n-6k-6 if  n is odd or 
(4k/2+ l)+2n-2(4k)-l=2n-6k if  n is even.
The 3-colouring 1 3 3 1
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
1 3 
3 1
3 1 
1 3
1 3 
3 1
1 2 3 2 1
2 1 2  1 3 for n>7 odd or
3 1 2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 2  1 3 for n> 6  even (
3  1 2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 2  1 3 for n= 6 ) has
a mes of cardinal 2n-7 (indicated). Call this Z5 .
For n > l l  odd, let Zgk-i be as follows for k=2 , 3 , L(n-3)/4j;
1 3 1 3 ■ • • 1 3 1
3 1 3 1 3 1 2
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
T
^ n - ( 4 k - l )
and for n> 1 0  even, let Z^k-i be as follows for k=2, 3 , L(n-2)/4j:
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 3
3 1 
1 2
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 1 
1 2  1 3
2 3 2 
1 2  1
Î
W n - (4 k - l)
Then the cardinal of the mes (indicated) is seen to be (4k/2+l)+2n-2(4k)-2=2n-6k-l.
The theorem is proved as follows;
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If  n = l mod 4, then we see, in turn, that Z6 („_5 )/4 +4 , Z6 (n_5 )/4 +3 , •••/ %o are each defined above and 
i f  n=3 mod 4, then Z6 (n_3)/4+i, ^ 6 (n-3)/4 , —/ are also each defined above. The respective 
cardinalities of the mcs's are (n+3)/2, (n+ 5 )/2 ,..., 2n-2.
If  n=0 mod 4, then we see, in turn, that Zg(n-4 )/4 +3 , ^ 6 (n-4 )/4 +2 „  —, are each defined above and 
if  n=2 mod 4, then Z6 (n-2)/4 , 2 6^ (n-6)/4 +5 / - /  are also each defined above. The respective 
cardinalities of the mcs's are (n+2)/2, (n+4)/2, ..., 2n-2.
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 1 3 1 3 1 3~(n odd) or3 1 3 1 • 3 1 3 3 1 3 1 * 3 1
Finally we note that
(n even) is a 3-colouring (although only using 2 colours) w ith  a minimal critical set of all 2n 
vertices.
c  Case.
Here we prove by contradiction that for t<h or t=2n-l, there is no Ze col^(Lp) such tlrat the 
cardinal of a minimal critical subset of vertices relative to Z is t. (We remember that a mes of 
vertices cannot have cardinal larger than the number of vertices in the graph.)
Given any Ze coP(L„), by Theorem M l,  2(n-l)+n>(3-l)(2n-1 mcs(Z) 1 ), im plying 
I mcs(Z) I >(n+2)/2 and, if  n is odd, I mcs(Z) I ^(n+3)/2. That is, I mcs(Z) I >h.
Suppose now that 3 ZecoP(Ln) such that I mcs(Z) I = 2n-l.
We cannot have the case where Vj is coloured the same as Wi+i and w, is coloured the same as 
Vi+i for all i€ {1, 2, ..., n-1}.
For suppose this is the case and, w ithout loss of generality, assume that v% is coloured 1 and Wi 
is coloured 2. Then W 2  is coloured 1 and V2  is coloured 2, v g  is coloured 1 and Wg is coloured 2
and so on. Hence Z is a colouring of the form I 2 1 2 1 2 12 1 2 1 2 1 2 (n odd) or
1 2 1 2 • « • I 2
2 1 2 1 2 1 (n even) which has a mes of all 2n of its vertices, a
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contradiction.
Hence, w ithout loss of generality, assume Vi is coloured 1 and w% is coloured 2.
Then {vi, Vg,..., Vn, w i, W2 , ..., W n}\{w i, V2 } is a ucs of cardinal 2n-2, a contradiction.
Therefore there is no such Z.
5.3. Lattices.
Theorem  5.3.1.
Let r > 6  and l< m ^ i all be integers. Then { I mcs(Z) I : Ze coL(Lm,n)}={rnn}- 
Proof.
The result follows directly from the corollary to Lemma 3.1.1.
Theorem  5.3.2.
Let K m a t  and let h = % »  • Then
{ I mcs(Z) I ; Zg coP(Lm^n)}={h, ...., mn-2}u(mn}.
The vertex 3-colourings we w ill use in order to prove the 3  case are all except one (which is dealt 
w ith  in  Lemma 5.3.2) of a certain type. In the following notation, we describe such colourings and 
abbreviate them by giving them a corresponding set of numbers, S(s{2 , ...., m+n-2}). We also 
specify a set of vertices, M(S), derived by considering the numbers te (1,...., m+n-1}, t^S and the 
gaps between successive such numbers. In the lemma following, we show that M(S) is a mes of 
vertices w ith  respect to the colouring represented by S. Here and for the remainder of this section 
we allow only l< m ^ .
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Definitions and Notation.
In our definitions of section 3.1, we denote the vertex of the i-th row and the j-th column of Lm,n 
by vy, for i= l,  2 , m and j= l,  2 , n. Thus the k-th right-to-le ft partial diagonal is 
Pk={vg : i+ j=k+ l} and the k-th left-to righ t partia l diagonal is Dk=(vi j : j- i=k-m }, for k = l, 2 , 
m +n -1 .
We consider colourings Z  of the vertices of the lattice for which each vertex of P^, k= l, 2, 
m+n-1, has the same colour h^. We denote such a colouring by X = [h i/h 2 /h 3 /..../hm+n-i]- 
We consider particular colourings Xs defined as follows: h%=l, h2 = 2  and hi+i?thi_i i f  is  S, 
hi+i=hi_i i f  ig S, where S is a subset of the integers 2 , 3,..., m+n-2. (Since hi+i#h;, hi+i is thus 
completely defined by h;_i and h; and so the set S defines the colouring Xs completely.)
It is convenient for the subsequent discussion to denote the leftmost vertex of Ft (that is, the 
one for which j is smallest) by Ut- 
We make the following further definitions:
Mi(S) denotes the set of vertices of all those diagonals Pt such that ht„i=ht+i (where we define
ho=h2  and hm+n=hm+n-2 )> Thus, t takes the values 1, m+n-1, and all other values not in S. M 2 (S)
denotes a subset of the leftmost vertices Uf of Pt such that ht-i^^ht+i defined as follows:
corresponding to each integer t not in S, 3 a decreasing sequence (possibly empty) of integers
t - 2 , t-4...., t-2z each of which is in  S and each of which is greater than the first integer w  less 
than t which is not in S. (Thus, z = L ( t-w - l) /2 j.) Then M 2 (S)= (J {u^_2 , Ut_4 , ..., Uj_2 z} where ztëS
depends on t and {ut_2 , Ut_4 , ..., Ut_2 z) is taken to be 0  if  z=0. Finally, we define 
M (S)=M i(S)uM 2 (S) and we claim that M(S) is a mes of vertices of the lattice Lm,n relative to the 
colouring Xs- In Example 2  following: S={2 , 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 , 1 0 }, M i(S)=PiuP 6 uPg u P ^ , M 2 (S)={u4 , 
U2 }u 0 u (u 9 }. (The colours of the vertices of M(S) are shown underlined.)
Example 1 (m=3. n=5). Example 2 (m=4, n=8 ).
2 3 1 2  3
=v.
u„
2 \ \ \ XXX\ 2 \ i \ X X
, l \ , 2 \ XXX\
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Lemma 5.3.1.
M(S) is a mes of vertices of ^ relative to Xs-
Proof.
To prove this we show that (i) M(S) is a ucs of vertices of relative to Xs; and (ii) i f  U is a 
ucs of vertices of Lm,n relative to Xs, then IU 1 ^  I M(S) I .
Proof of (i):
I f  we colour the vertices in  M(S) according to Xs, then we see that each remaining vertex of the 
lattice can only be coloured according to Xs, by the following argument.
Let ig S. Then hi_i=hi+i and so each vertex of Pj is in  Mi(S) and so is coloured. In particular, u; is 
coloured. Thus, if  Uj is uncoloured, ieS.
Let ie S and suppose that uj is uncoloured and so is not in M(S). Let t be the first integer larger 
than i such that t^ S. Such an integer always exists because m+n-1 ^  S and l< i< m + n -l.
I f  i= t-2v for some v ^ ,  then uie M 2 (S). So, i f  u, is uncoloured, 3 an integer v<z such that 
i= t-( 2 v + l)  and, hence, Ui+i=Ut_2v6 M 2 (S).
I f  i-l= t-(2v+2)eS , then v<z so Ui_i=U(-_(2v+2 )eM 2 (S).
I f  i-l= t-(2v+2)^S , then (v=z and) Ui_i=Ut_(2v+2 )^M i(S).
Thus, both Ui+i and Uj_i are in  M(S) and so are coloured. Because ie S, they are coloured 
differently and so the colour of ui is uniquely determined.
Therefore the colours of all the uncoloured vertices Ui are determined.
Finally, we show that the colour of each remaining uncoloured vertex is determined (by the 
colours of the vertices of M(S) by considering each of the left-to-right partial diagonals Dg, D4 , 
..., Dm+n-i iri turn;
Suppose we have coloured all the vertices of for all h<k where 3<k<m+n-l. Consider the 
diagonal and let Vy (i<m -l, ]>2 )g be uncoloured. Now Vi+ij,Vij_ie D^-i and so are both
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coloured and these colours are different (since, otherwise, i+ j- l^ S  and so Vije M%(S) and so is 
coloured, a contradiction). Therefore the colour of Vj j is determined. Hence the colours of all the 
vertices of are determined.
Since the vertices of D% (={Um}) and D 2 (={um_i, Um+i}) are already coloured, we may, by 
induction on k, uniquely colour the uncoloured vertices of D 3 , D4 , ..., Dm+n-i successively.
It now follows that S is a ucs of vertices for the colouring Xs-
Proof of (ii):
Let U  be a ucs of vertices of Lm,n relative to Xs and let te (1,...., m+n-1), t^ S. Since the vertices 
of Pt_i ( t ^ )  and Pt+i (t<m+n-2) are each assigned the same colour, U  must contain each vertex 
of Ft, by Lemma 3.1.1. Therefore M i(S)çU. As we observed amongst the Definitions and 
Notation, corresponding to each integer t not in S, 3 a decreasing sequence (possibly empty) of 
integers t-2, t-4...., t-2z each of which is in  S and each of which is greater than the first integer 
w  less than t which is not in  S. (Thus, z = L (t-w -l) /2 j.)  Now suppose z>l.
For l< i^z , we know that t-2 j,t-2 j+ le  S. Now, t-2 j,t-2 j+ le  S implies that the vertices of Pt-2j- i 
have a colour different from that of the vertices of Pt-2j+i and also that the vertices of Pt_2j have 
a colour different from that of the vertices of Pt-2j+2 - Since only three colours are available, it 
follows that the vertices of Pt_2j- i and those of Pt-2j+ 2  have the same colour. Therefore, i f  U 
contains no vertices of Pt_2juPt_2j+i/ the colour of the vertices of Pt_2j can be exchanged w ith  the 
colour of the vertices of Pt_2j+i to give a completion of the colouring of U different from Xs- We 
conclude that U must contain at least one vertex of Pt_2jkJPt_2j+i otherwise it  would not be a ucs 
Thus
IU ISlMi(S)l  + 2^z
ttfS
=  l M i ( S ) l  +  l  U { u , _ 2 ,  U , _ 4 ,  . . . ,  U , _ 2 j l
tcs
=  I M i ( S ) I  +  I M 2 ( S ) I  =  I M ( S ) I .
As we observed in the introduction to this chapter, to show that the range of consecutive 
cardinalities of mcs's of Theorem 5.3.2 are possible, we prove that, for a certain type of colouring 
(namely those of type Xs defined above), by appropriate alterations, we can always reduce the
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cardinality by two (except in  certain special cases which are dealt with). The first of the following 
two lemmata w ill be used to prove that the alterations we shall describe all provide the required 
reduction in  cardinality and the second helps to deal w ith  some of the special cases.
Lem m a 5.3.2.
W ith the notation and definitions as in the Introduction to this section, let S be a subset of the 
integers 2, 3,..., m+n-2 and suppose that tgS and that t% is the first integer greater than t which 
is not in  S. Then:
(a) Let t^4 and t-1, t-2 both belong to S so that 3 a non-empty sequence t-2, t-4, ..., t-2z (z^l) 
of integers each of which is in  S and each of which is greater than the first integer less than t 
which is not in  S. Let S'=(Su{t})\{t-2x} where xg (1 ,..., z). Then
i M ( S ' ) l  =  I M ( S ) l  +  I P t - 2 x l - I P t l .
(b) Let t=3 and let t-lG  S and let S'=Su{t}. Then I M(S') I = I M(S) 1 -2.
(c) Let t=2 and let S'=Su{t}. Then I M(S') I = I M(S) I -2 i f  t% is odd or I M(S') I = 1 M(S) I -1 i f  t i is 
even.
Proof.
(a) We consider first S. Since t j is the first integer greater than t which is not in  S, 3 a possibly 
empty sequence of integers t%-2, t i - 4 , ..., t i-2 z i each of which is larger than tg S. There are two 
cases: case (i) t= t i-2 z i- l and case (ii) t= t;-2z i-2 .
In case (i), the set of vertices Ui of the lattice in the interval t - 2 z :^ t i  which belong to M 2 (S) is 
^ t i - 4 '  • • • ' • • • ' r i t _ 2 X ' ' ^ t - 2 x - 2 ' ^ ^ t - 2 z ) '
The set of vertices Ui of the lattice in the interval t-2 z^< ti which belong to M 2 (S'), where te S' 
and t-2x^ S' is
{Uf^ _2, ..., ^ t-l/ ^t-2x+l}'^{^h-2x-2' ^t-2x-4' ' ' ^t-2zî-
These subsets of M 2 (S) and M 2(S') have equal cardinal.
In case (ii), the corresponding sets of vertices u, of the lattice are 
' ^t,-2Z,“ ^t+2l'^{^t-2' ^H2X/ t^-2x-2/^  ^t-2zJ
{Uj.^ _2 , _4 , r i j . ^ _ 2 2 j=Uj.,_2 , ^^ 1/ ^t-2x+2 }^J^^t-2x-2 '^ ^H-2 x-4 ' ^ t-2z) respectively.
Again these subsets have equal cardinal.
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Thus, only the cardinal of M i is affected when S is replaced by S'. In each case above, the 
vertices of the right-to-left partial diagonal are replaced by those of Pt_2 x when S is replaced 
by S'. Thus I M(S') I = I M(S) I + I Pt_2x 1 - 1 Pt I •
(b) Again 3 a possibly empty sequence of integers t i - 2 , ti~4 ,..., ti~2zi each of which is larger 
than tg S and again there are two cases: case (i) t= t i-2 z i- l and case (ii) t= ti-2z i-2 . In  both 
cases, it  is easy to see that M i(S ')=M i(S )\P 3 . Since Pg has three vertices, 1 M i(S') I = I M%(S) I -3. 
As regards M 2 , it  is easy to see that, in  case (i), the sets of vertices u; of the lattice in the interval 
t~ l= 2 ^ < t i  which belong to M 2 (S) and M 2 (S') are respectively
^t,-2z,=^t+il ^ti-4 / •••/ ^tt-2 z,“ ^t+i' since t- le S .
Thus I M 2 (S') I = I M 2 (S) I +1 in  this case, and so I M(S') I = 1 M(S) I -2.
In case (ii), the corresponding sets of vertices Ui are 
{Uj^_2, ..., _2Z^=U(^^2} ^rid {u^ . _2, u  ^_4, ... ,  Uj^_2Z,^^t+2^
Again we get I M(S') I = I M(S) I - 2 .
(c) We argue as before. Again we have two cases and, in both cases, M i(S ')=M i(S)\P 2 . Since P2 
has two vertices, I M i (S') I = 1 M%(S) I - 2 . As regards M 2 , it  is easy to see that, in case (ii), the 
sets of vertices Uj in  the intei*val t=2 ^^t% which belong to M 2 (S) and M 2 (S') are respectively 
{Uj^ _2 , Uj^ _4 , ..., Ut^ _2 z^^it+2 l and {Ut^ _2 , u^  _4 , ..., u^+2 / uJ so, in this case (that is, tj even),
IM(S')1 = 1M(S)I-1.
In case (i) (ti odd), the corresponding sets are both {u  ^_2 , U j^^,..., u^  _2 z,^t+ i)- 
Therefore, M(S')=M(S)-2.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lem m a 5.3.3.
Let m+n> 6  be even. Then 3 Ie  coP(Lm,n) such that I mcs(I) i =(m+n+2 ) / 2 .
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Proof.
The case m = 2  is covered by Theorem 5.2.2 so we consider only the case m>3.
Let S={2 , m + n - 2 } and let I  be the 3-colouring derived from Xs by changing the colour of u% 
from  1 to 3 and that of U2  from 2 to 1. Denote by M i the set {vi^2 / ^ 2 , ug, Um+n-il and by M 2 the 
set {Um+n-i-2 k : l^ < (m + n -6 )/2 ) (this being the empty set if  m+n=6 ) and let M = M iu M 2 . In the 
case m=4, n=10, the vertices of Mi={vi^2 / 0 2 , U3 , U1 3 } and of M 2 ={ui3_2k : l<k<4}={uii, ug, U7 , U5 } 
are indicated below by the underlining of the colours they are assigned by I .
Then i M 1 = IM 1UM 2 1 = I M i I + I M 2 1 =4+(m+n-6)/2=(m+n+2)/2.
To prove that M  is a mes of vertices of L^,n relative to I  we show that (i) M  is a ucs of vertices 
of Lm,n relative to I ;  and (ii) i f  U is a ucs of vertices of Lm,n relative to I ,  then I U 1 > I M I .
Proof of (i):
If we colour the vertices in  M  according to X, then we see that each vertex of the lattice can only 
be coloured according to I  by the following argument.
Note first that Ui and are the only vertices which are uncoloured and are adjacent to a 
vertex which is assigned a colour by I  which is different from that assigned to it  by Xs- 
These two vertices are each adjacent to V1 2  and U2  which are coloured and differently. Thus 
there is only one possible colour for each of u i and V2 ,2  and there are no other uncoloured 
vertices in the set M (S)u{vi 2 , U2 , V2,2 }- Any completion from here which is different from that of 
I  therefore gives a completion of the colouring of M(S)u{vi 2 , U2, V2 ,2 } and, hence, of M(S) which 
is different from that of Xs, contradicting Lemma 5.3.1 (i).
It now follows that S is a ucs of vertices for the colouring I .
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Proof of (ii):
Let U be a ucs of vertices of Lm,n relative to E.
Since m>3, the vertices adjacent to ug are each assigned the same colour by I .  The same is true 
for Vi,2 / a n d  Um+n-i (the other vertices of M i). Thus M iç U  follows from Lemma 3.1.1.
For 2^<(m+n-4)/2v U must also contain at least one vertex of P2 ikJp2 i+i since, i f  not, tire colour 
of the vertices of P2 i could be exchanged w ith  the colour of the vertices of P2 i+i to give a 
completion of the colouring of U  different from I .  Hence 
IU I ^  I M l I +(m +n-6 ) / 2  
= IM i l  + I M 2 l = l M I .
Proof of Theorem 5.3.2 (^ Case).
Here we prove that, for l<m <n and h = Todd/ set { I mcs(E) I : EgcoP(Lm,n)}
includes the integer mn and each integer in  the set {h ,...., m n-2 }.
The case m = 2  is covered by Theorem 5.2.2 so we consider only the case m>3.
By Lemma 5.3.1 , for S c{2 ,...., m+n-2}, 1 mcs(Xs) I = I M(S) I . We refer to this integer as y.
f/S = 0 ,
then Mi(S) consists of all the mn vertices of Lm,n. Thus y=mn.
lfS={3h
then Mi(S) excludes only the vertices of Pg. Thus y=mn-3.
We w ill thus prove the theorem by showing that given ye {h ,..., mn-2}u{mn}, we can find 
S'ç{2, ...., m+n-2} (dependent on S) such that I mcs(Xs') I = I M(S') I =y- 2  except in certain cases 
which we now deal with.
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Case 0(i). I f  S = ( 2 , m + n - 2 }  (the representation of the colouring Es=[1/2f3/H2f3f...]), 
then Mi(S)={ui, Um+n-il and M 2 (S)={um+n-i-2 k : l^d_(m +n-3)/2j}. Thus 
y= I M(S) I = I M i(S )uM 2 (S) I = I M i(S) I +1 M 2 (S) 1 = 2+L(m+n-3)/2j=h.
Case 0(ii). I f  S={3, m+n-2} and m+n is odd,
then Mi(S)={ui, Um+n_i}uP2 and M 2 (S)={Um+n-i-2 k : l^ ( m + n -5 ) /2 } .  Thus 
y — ! Mj(S) I + I M 2 (S) I = (2 +2 )+(m+n—5)/2=(iTi+n+3)/2.
Case O(iii). I f  S - { 3 , m + n - 3 }  and m+7i is even,
then Mi(S)={ui, Um+n-i}uP2 uPm+n- 2  and M 2 (S)={Um+n-2 -2k '• l ^ ( m + n - 6 ) / 2 }. 
Thus y= I Mi(S) I + 1 M 2 (S) I = (2+2+2)+(m+n-6)/2=(m+n+6)/2.
Case 0(iv). Ifm~3, n is odd and S={2, i- l} u { i+ l,  m+n-2} where i is even, 4<i<n, 
then Mi(S)={ui, Um+n-il'-'Pi and
M 2 (S)={ui_2k : l ^ ^ ( i - 2 ) / 2 }u{um+n-i-2k : l^< ^ (m + n -i- 2 ) / 2 }.
Thus y=(2+3)+[(i-2)/2+(m +n~i-2)/2]=(m +n+6)/2.
Case 0(v). Ifm=4, n is even and S = { 2 , i - l } u ( i + l , m + n - 2 }  where i is odd, 5<i<n, 
then Mi(S)={ui, Um+n_i}uPi and
M 2 (S)={ui_2k : l ^ < ( i - 3 ) / 2 }u{Um+n-l-2 k : K k^(m + n-i-3 )/2 }.
Thus y=(2+4)+[(i-3) / 2+(m +n-i-3)/2 ]=(m +n+6)/2.
Case 0(vi). Ifm >5 and n are odd and S = ( 2 , i - l } u { i + l , m + n - 2 }  ivhere i is eveit, m<i:Én, 
then Mi(S)={ui, Um+n-ijuPi and
M 2 (S)={ui_2 k : l< k< (i-2 ) / 2 }u{um+n-i-2 k : l<k< (m +n-i-2 ) / 2 }.
Thus y=(2+m )+[(i-2)/2+(m +n-i-2)/2 ]=(3m +n)/2.
Case O(vii). I f  m>6 and n are even and S={2, i- l} u ( i+ l ,  m+n-2} where i is odd, m^<n, 
then Mi(S)={ui, u^+n-iluPi and
M 2 (S)-{ui_2k : l< k ^ ( i- 3 ) / 2 }u|Um+n-i-2 k : l^ < (m + n - i-3 ) /2 }.
Thus y=(2+m )+[(i-3)/2+(m +n-i-3)/2 ]=(3m +n-2)/2 .
Note that y-2<h in each of cases 0(i) and 0(ii) and y-2=(m+n+2)/2 in each of cases O(iii), 0(iv) 
and 0(v). In these latter three cases, by Lemma 5.3.3, 3 EecoP(Lm,n) such that I mcs(Z) I =y-2. 
In case 0(vi), let S '=(Su{i})\{m-3, m+n-2}. Then M i(S ')={ui, Um+n-i}*-'Pm-3 '-'Pm+n- 2  and 
M 2 (S')={um-3 -2 k : l<k<(m -5 ) / 2 }u{um+n-2- 2k : l< k ^ (n - l) / 2 };
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thus I M(S') I = I M l (S') I + I M 2 (S') I = [2+(m -3)+2]+ [(m -5)/2+(n-l)/2 ]= (3m +n-4)/2=y-2 .
In case O(vii), let S '=(Su{i})\{m-4, m+n-2}. Then M i(S ')={ui, Um+n-i}uPm_4 uPm+n- 2  and 
M 2 (S')={Um^_2k : l<k<(m -6 ) / 2 }u{unx+n-2 -2k : l < k ^ / 2 };
thus I M (S ') I = I M l (S') I + 1 M2(S') I =[2+(m -4)+2j+ [(m -6)/2+n/2]=(3m +n-6)/2=y-2.
Therefore we prove the theorem by finding S 'c (2 ,...., m+n-2} such that I M(S') I =y- 2  for each S 
which falls into none of those seven cases. We use the following notation.
Since S={2,...., m+n-2} is Case 0(i), let us now deal w ith  the scenario where 3 te {2,...., m+n-2},
tG S and let to and tg, be (respectively) the m inim um  and maximum such t. That is, let
to = m in { t :  t e { 2 , ..., m + n - 1}, t^sS} and t«, = max{t : t e { 2 , ..., m + n - 1}, t g S } .
Let t i be the first integer greater than to which is not in S and let to>_i be the first integer less than 
t(o which is not in S.
Lemma 5.3.2 provides the justification for each of the nine cases we need to consider, so we 
indicate only which part(s) of that lemma we apply.
Case 1. tn=2 and t i  ^is odd.
S'=Su(2 } by (c) (w ith t=to=2).
Case 2. tn=3.
S'=Su{3} by (b) (w ith t=to=3 and t - 1 = 2  which must be in  S or else to=2 ).
Case 3. tn^u, tn?^ 3 and tn?^ 2 .
S'=(Su{to})\{to-2 } by (a) (with t=to, x=l and so 1 Pt_2x I = i Pt I -2).
Case 4. 4<m<tn^i and tn-m is even.
S'=(Su{to})\{m-2} by (a).
Case 5. 3=m <tn^ and tn-m is even.
S'=Su{to} by (a) w ith  t-2x=3, then (b).
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The follow ing four cases cover any S where the colouring is not symmetrical to one of the above:
Case 6 . tn=2 and ti  ^is even. t^=m+n-2 and m+n-t^j_i is even 
i f  S={3, m+n-3},
Case O(iii) applies; 
otherwise m+n-3} and
S'=Su{2, m+n-2} by (c), then (c) applied to a symmetrical case.
Case 7. tn=2 and ti  ^is even. m<t^<n and n -t^  is odd.
S'=(Su{2, tco})\{n+l} by (c), then (a) applied to a symmetrical case.
Case 8 . tn= 2  and t^ is even. t^<m.
ifta=to(='^),
Case 0(ii) applies; 
otheiwise 3<tco<m and 
if  m+n is even,
Ss=(Su{tûj})\{m+n-tûj+2 } by (a) applied to a symmetrical case; 
i f  m+n is odd,
S'=[(Su{2 })u{tcû}]\{m+n-t(o+l} by (c), then (a) applied to a symmetrical case.
Case 9. m<tn^t^<n and tn-m and n -t^  are odd. 
i f  t^yT^tQ ,
S'=(Su{to, tco})\{m-l, 11+1 } by (a), then (a) applied to a symmetric case.
if
m=3 is Case 0(iv); 
m=4 is Case 0(v);
m25 is odd (so that n is odd) is Case 0(vi); 
m > 6  is even (so that n is even) is Case O(vii).
We have considered all the cases and the theorem is proved.
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6. Weakly Completable Subsets of Vertices of Graphs.
6.1. Introduction.
In Chapter 3 we showed that the problem of finding a minimal critical set for a latin square is a 
special case of a more general graph-theoretical problem. This is also true for the problem of 
finding a semi-weakly completable set for a latin square. Since we would otherwise have a 
defin ition for a semi-weakly completable subset but not for a weakly completable subset, we 
shall refer to the graph-theoretical version of a semi-weakly completable set for a latin square 
as a weakly completable subset of vertices/edges. This is reflected in  the follow ing definitions 
and their edge-colouring equivalents (which are tlie same but w ith  'edge'/'edges'/'E' replacing 
'vertex'/ 'vertices'/ 'V  and w ill be used in  Chapters 7 and 8 ).
Definitions.
Given any subset T of the vertices of a graph G and a proper vertex r-colouring Z of G, the 
follow ing process may be followed:
Colour T according to Z. Find, if  such a one exists, an uncoloured vertex of G whose 
adjacent vertices that are already coloured use between them r - 1  of the r colours and colour 
it  in  the remaining colour. Repeat the process (forcing) until no such further vertices can be 
found. The set of vertices that are now coloured is called the strong partial completion of T 
in  G relative to Z. I f  the strong partial completion of T in G relative to Z is V itself, T is 
called a strongly completable subset of V relative to Z. A  ucs of V relative to Z which is 
not a strongly completable subset of V  relative to Z is a weakly completable subset of V 
relative to Z.
If  r= l or 2 , then any ucs is a strongly completable subset. Therefore throughout Chapters 6 - 8  
we consider only r ^ .  The following notation is used in the proof of tire main result of the next 
section and in Lemma 6.2.2 and its corollary. As w ith  the definitions above, this notation has 
an edge-colouring equivalent and this w ill be used in Chapter 8 .
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Notation.
Let G be a graph and W a weakly completable subset of V  relative to an r-colouring Z. Let S 
be the strong partial completion of W in  G relative to Z. Further let U=V\S.
For any ve U, denote by Cg(v) the set of colours used by Z to colour the vertices of S which 
are adjacent to v  and by N%j(v) the number of vertices of U  which are adjacent to v.
6.2. Smallest Graphs Result.
hr this section we prove the following result which, for each r ^ ,  establishes the 'smallest' graph 
for which a weakly completable subset of vertices relative to an r-colouring exists.
Theorem 6.2.1.
For each r ^ :
(1) There is at least one connected graph w ith  r+3 vertices and 4 (r- l)  edges for which a 
weakly completable subset of vertices relative to an r-colouring exists.
(2) A  graph (connected or not) for which a weakly completable subset of vertices relative to 
an r-colouring exists cannot have less than r+3 vertices or less than 4 (r- l)  edges.
The proof of (2) requires some prelim inary results, for which the following apply: G is a graph 
and W a weakly completable subset of V relative to an r-colouring Z. S is the strong partial 
completion of W in  G relative to Z and v is a vertex in U=V\S. The edge-colouring equivalents 
of these results w ill be used in  chapters 7 and 8 .
Lemma 6.2.1.
There is at least one colour distinct from those assigned by Z to v and the vertices of S which 
are adjacent to it  and for each such colour there exists a vertex of U  which is adjacent to v 
and to which Z assigns that colour.
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Proof.
I f  V and the vertices of S which are adjacent to it  jo in tly use all r colours, then v  is in the 
strong partial completion of W in  G relative to S, a contradiction. Thus they use at most r-1 
colours and, if  for any colour not so used there is no vertex of U  which is adjacent to v and 
to which Z assigns that colour, then such a colour is an alternative for v in the completed 
colouring of the vertices of G.
Corollary.
There is no more than one colour not assigned to an edge of S by Z. Thus ISI ^ -1 ,
Proof.
Let the colours be c%, C2 , ..., Cf. Suppose the vertices of S all have colours belonging to 
{ci, C2 , C r _ 2 ). Then, i f  v is not coloured Cr_i by Z, by the lemma, there exists a vertex of U 
which is adjacent to v and to which Z assigns that colour. Then the colouring derived from Z 
by interchanging the colours Cr_% and c^  is an alternative given the colours assigned to S.
Lemma 6.2.2.
Assume there is no proper subgraph G' of G which is such that there is a weakly completable 
subset of the vertices of G' relative to an r-colouring of G'. Then Nu(v)+1 Cg(v) I
Proof.
Suppose Nu(v)+1 Cs(v) I <r. Colour S according to Z and suppose further there is only one 
way to assign colours to U \{v}. Since U\{v }  is non-empty by Lemma 6 .2 .1 , S?^V\{v). Hence 
W is a weakly completable subset of V \{v}  relative to that part of Z which colours V\{v}  
and the assumption for the lemma is contradicted. Therefore there is more than one way to 
assign colours to U\ {v}  and, since Ny(v)+1 Cg(v) I <r, each may be completed to a colouring 
of V, contradicting the fact that W is a ucs of V relative to Z.
Corollary.
Under the same assumption as for the lemma, N%j(v)>2.
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Proof.
I Cs(v) I ^ - 2  by Lemma 6 .2 .1 . The result now follows from the lemma.
P roo f o f Theorem  6.2.1.
Statement (11.
For r^3, let ri.=(Vr, E )^ be the graph w ith  Vr={l, 2,..., r+3} and Ef such that 
E3 ={[1 / 2], [L  3], [1, 4], [2, 4], [2, 5], [3, 4], [4, 5], [5, 6 ]} and, for r>4,
Er=Er_iu{[l, r+3], [2 , r+3], [4, r+3], [5, r+3]}. (Hence I Vr l=r+3 and lEfl  = 4 (r-l).) 
We illustrate this graph in  the cases r=3, 4 and 5.
C l
E4
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Let Er be an r~colouring of Fj. (using colours cy cy Cf) which assigns colour c% to vertex 3, 
colour C2  to vertex 6  and, i f  r>4, for each k such that 7<k^'+3, colour Ck_ 3  to vertex k. Let 
W 3 ={3 , 6 } and, for r>4, Wr=Wr_iu{r+3}. Then Wy is not a strongly completable subset of Vi- 
relative to E^  since, after the assignment of the colours of E,. to the vertices of Wf, each of the 
uncoloured vertices (i.e. 1,2,4 and 5) is such that those coloured vertices which are adjacent 
to it  use, between them, no more than r-2 colours. (The fact that this is true for r=3 implies 
that it  is true for r=4, r=5 successively, and so on.)
However Wj. is a ucs of Vr relative to E^ , seen as follows: Having coloured the vertices of Wf 
in  the colours of Ef, the pair of adjacent vertices (1, 4) must be coloured {cy C3 ) or (C3 , cz). In 
either case, vertex 2 must be coloured c%. This means that vertex 5 is coloured C3 and that the 
pair (1, 4) can only be (C3, C2). It follows that is a weakly completable subset of 
relative to the 3-colouring E^  thus defined.
Statement (2).
Let G be a graph for which a weakly completable subset of its vertices relative to an r- 
colouring exists and assume there is no proper subgraph G’ of G which is such that there is a 
weakly completable subset of the vertices of G' relative to an r-colouring of G'. Let W be a 
weakly completable subset of V relative to an r-colouring E.
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Denote by S the strong partial completion of W in G relative to E and let U=V\S. Let m be 
the number of vertices in U.
Then, V v g  U, N u ( v ) ^ - 1, I Cs(v) I < r - l  (by Lemma 6 .2 .1 ) and Nu(v)+ I Cs(v) I >r (by 
Lemma 6 .2 .2 ). Therefore, V v g U ,  r - (m - l)^ -N u (v )<  I Cg(v) I < r- l.
This inequality implies that m > r+ l-(r- l)= 2  and, i f  m=3, then, w ith  U={vi, V2 , vg},
V ie (1, 2 , 3} Nu(vj) = 2  (so the three vertices in  U  are mutually joined) and I Cs(vi) I =r-2.
We now suppose this to be the case (i.e. m=3). Hence V i,je {1, 2, 3} (i?^ j) Cg(vi)?tCs(vj) 
(because if, for instance - other cases similar - Cg(vi)=Cg(v2), then the colouring derived from 
E by switching the colours assigned to v i and V2 is an alternative w ith  the same colours 
assigned to the vertices of S). There are 8  (=2 ^) distinct ways of assigning colours to Vi, V2 ,
V3 for which, V ie {1 , 2, 3}, v, is not given a colour of Cg(v,). Of these eight, there are at most 
6  (=2 (^0 2 )) w ith  at least two of the vertices of U given the same colour (since, given a pair Vj, 
Vj which share the same colour, there can only be one possibility for that colour because 
Cs(vi);^Cg(vj) and at most two possibilities for the colour of the other vertex in  U). Hence 
there are at least two ways of colouring the vertices of U, given the colours assigned to S 
(and so W) by E. This contradiction implies that m>4.
Therefore, by the corollary to Lemma 6.2.1, IV I (= IS I + IU 1 )^(r-l)+m >r+3 
and, by Theorem M l of Chapter 3, i EI > (r- l) (  1V I - 1 S I )= (r-l)m > 4(r-l).
o
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7. Weakly Completable Subsets of Edges of Graphs.
7. 1. Introduction.
In this chapter we give the 'edges equivalent' of the theorem of Chapter 6  on weakly 
completable subsets of vertices but here we have been unable to make statement (2 ) complete 
for the number of vertices. However the result for 4-colourings when we restrict the 
discussion to bipartite graphs (see Chapter 8 ) indicates the complications regarding the 
production of results which are complete in relation to the number of vertices and the result 
here for 9-colourings (at least) seems to be another such example.
7.2. Smallest Graphs Result.
Theorem  7.2.1.
5, i f  r e {3,4,5}
Let n{r) =  ^ 6, i f  r  = 6
r ~ l ,  i f  r > 7
Then, for each r ^ :
(1) There is at least one connected graph w ith  n(r) vertices and 2r edges for which a 
weakly completable subset of edges relative to an r-colouring exists. For r=9, there is also 
at least one connected graph w ith  (n(r)-l=)7 vertices but w ith  (2r+l=)19 edges for which 
a weakly completable subset of edges relative to an r-colouring exists.
(2) A  graph (connected or not) for which a weakly completable subset of edges relative to 
an r-colouring exists cannot have less than n(r) vertices if  r< 8  or less than (n(r)-l=)7 
vertices if  n=9 or, in any case, less than 2r edges.
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Proof.
Statement (1 .^
We describe graphs Fr (and their r-colourings, Zr, and weakly completable subsets of their 
edges relative to Sr, Wr) which are related to each other for the cases re {3 , 4 , 5 } and also 
for r>6 .
For re {3, 4, 5}, let Fr=(Vr, EJ be the graph w ith  Vr={l, 2, 3, 4, 5} and E  ^such that 
E3 ={[1 , 2], [1, 3], [2, 3], [2, 4], [3, 5], [4, 5]}, E4 =E3 U{[ 1 , 4], [2, 5]} and 
E5 =E4 u { [ 1 , 5], [3, 4]}. (Hence I I  =(5=)n(r) and I Ej-1 =2r.)
C i Es
2
4
2
c,i
4
For re {3, 4, 5}, let be an r-colouring of F  ^(using colours Ci, C2 , C r )  which assigns 
colour Cl to edge [2, 4], colour Cg to edge [4, 5] and, if  r>4, colour C4 to edges [1, 4] and 
[2, 5] and, if  r=5, colour C5  to edges [1, 5] and [3, 4]. Let U={[1, 2], [1, 3], [2, 3], [3, 5]} 
and Wi.=Er\U. Then Wf is not a strongly completable subset of E^  relative to Zf since, after 
the assignment of the colours of Z  ^to the edges of W^, each of the uncoloured edges (i.e. 
each edge in  U) is such that those coloured edges which are adjacent to it  use, between 
them, no more than r-2 colours. (The fact that this is true for r=3 implies that it  is true for 
r=4 and r=5 successively.)
However Wr is a ucs of Ej. relative to Z^ ., seen as follows: Having coloured the edges of Wf 
in  the colours of Z ,^ the pair of adjacent edges ([1, 2], [2, 3]) must be coloured (c2 , C3 ) or 
(c3 , C2 ). In either case, edge [1, 3] must be Cj. This means that edge [3, 5] is coloured C3 and
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that the pair ([1 , 2], [2 , 3]) can only be (cg, €%). I t  follows that Wr is a weakly completable 
subset of Er relative to the r-colouring 2 r thus defined.
For r>6 , let rr=(Vr, Er) be the graph w ith  V6={1, 2 , 6 } and, whenever r^7,
V r={l, 2 , r - 1 } and Ef such that
E6={[1, 2], [1, 3], [1, 4], [2, 3], [2, 4], [2, 5], [3, 4], [3, 5], [3, 6 ], [4, 5], [4, 6 ], [5, 6 ]}, and, 
whenever r>7, Er=Er_iu{[l, r - 2 ], [2 , r - 1 ]}. (Hence 1 Vr I =n(r) and I Er I =2 r.)
A-Û 1-7
6 ,  4^ .5
For r>6 , let Er be an r-colouring of Fr (using colours cj, C2 , ..., Cr) which assigns colour c% to 
edge [1, 2], colour cz to edge [4, 5], colour C4  to edges [3, 4] and [5, 6 ], colour C5 to edge 
[3, 6 ], colour C6 to edges [3, 5] and [4, 6 ] and, if  r^7, for each k such that 7^k<r, colour c^
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to edges [1, k-2] and [2, k-1]. Let U'={[1, 3], [1, 4], [2, 3], [2, 4], [2, 5]} and let Wr-E^XU'. 
Then Wr is not a strongly completable subset of Ej. relative to since, after the assignment 
of the colours of Ef to the edges of Wr, each of the uncoloured edges (that is, each edge in 
U') is such that those coloured edges which are adjacent to it  use, between them, no more 
than r-2  colours. (The fact that this is true for r = 6  implies that it  is true for r=7, r = 8  
successively, and so on.)
However Wr is a ucs of Er relative to Er, seen as follows: Having coloured the edges of Wr 
in the colours of Er, the pair of adjacent edges ([2, 4], [2, 5]) must be coloured (cg, cg) or 
(cg, C3 ). In  eitlier case, edge [2, 3] must be cz and so edge [1, 3] must be C3 . This means that 
edge [1, 4] is coloured cg and that the pair ([2, 4], [2, 5]) can only be (cg, cg). It follows 
that Wr is a weakly completable subset of Er relative to the r-colouring Er thus defined.
We now give our example of a connected graph w ith  only 7 vertices but w ith  19 edges for 
which a weakly completable subset of edges relative to an 4-colouring exists. Let 
r 9 '=(Vg', E9 ’) be the graph w ith  Vg'=V8 = {l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7} and 
E9 =Egu{[l, 7], [3, 7], [4, 7]}. We illustrate this graph.
Let Eg' be the 9-colouring of Fg' (using colours ci, Cz, cg, C4 , cg, cg, cy, cg, cg) which assigns 
colours Cl, cz, Cg, C4 , cg, cg, C7 , cg to the same edges as does Eg except colour cg to edge 
[3, 7] instead of [3, 6 ] and colour cy to edge [1, 7] instead of [1, 5] and also assigns colour 
Cg to edges [1, 5], [3, 6 ] and [4, 7] and let Wg'=E^\U'. Then Wg' is a weakly completable 
subset of Eg' relative to the 9-colouring Eg' since Wg^EgXU' is a weakly completable subset
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of Eg relative to tlie 8 -colouring Eg and, for each edge of U', the colours assigned by Eg' to 
thejedges of Wg' are the same as those assigned by Eg to thefedges of Wg but including cg 
too in  each case.
The proof of statement (2 ) of the theorem requires a lemma which, in turn, uses the theorem 
of P.Hall on representatives of subsets (see for example Anderson [1989, p27, 28] for a 
proof):
Theorem HI.
The necessary and sufficient condition that a system of distinct representatives, one for 
each member of a set {Cj, Cy,..., Cm) of subsets in  a given set C, can be chosen 
simultaneously is that, for eacli k= l, 2 ,..., m, any selection of k of the subsets shall 
contain between them at least k distinct elements of C.
Lemma 7.2.1.
Let G be a graph such that W is a weakly completable subset of the edges of G relative to 
an r-colouring ( r ^ )  E of G. Let S be the strong partial completion of W in G relative to E 
and let U=E\S. Then G contains a cycle w ith  edges all in  U.
Proof.
We prove the lemma by a contradiction argument and thus suppose G contains no such 
cycle. We obtain our contradiction under the further supposition that, i f  any edges of U 
are removed, then W is not a weakly completable subset of the edges of the new graph 
relative to E. If, however, this is not in fact true for this particular G, then the 
contradiction can still be obtained. The argument is identical but applied to a graph Gi 
obtained from G by removing sufficient edges of U  such that our further supposition is 
true for G%. (Note that G% contains no cycle.) Let [v q , V i ] ,  [v i, v z ],..., [V p _ i, V p] be a path of 
edges all in U and such that there is no path of more (than p) edges all in  U and let 
T={[vo=xq, Vi], [xi, V i] ,  ... ,  [xj, V ]]} (O^j^r-2) be such that T u [v i, Vy] is the set of edges of
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U incident to v^. Note that there can be no edge in  U of the form [Xj, v], O ^ j ,  v^v i, (that 
is, incident to x^  and other than [xi, vJ ) since otherwise [xi, v], [xi, v J , [v i, Vz],..., [vt^i, vJ 
is either a path w ith  more than p edges all in  U  or contains the edges of a cycle, a 
contradiction in  either case. Let G'=(V, E\T). Then, by our further supposition, W is not a 
weakly completable subset of the edges of G' relative to S. Hence either W is a strongly 
completable subset of the edges of G' relative to E or, given the colours assigned by E to 
the edges of W, there are (at least) two completions E and E' of the colouring of the edges 
ofG'.
Suppose first that the former case is true. Hence, after we have coloured every edge of G' 
according to E, given any edge in  T, there is a colour available distinct from that assigned 
to it  by E. By Lemma 6.2.1, this must be assigned by E to some other edge in  T for which, 
sim ilarly, there is a colour available distinct from that one and this must be assigned by E 
to some other edge and so we go on. A t some stage the other edge must be one we have 
already considered and colouring each edge after this one in the sequence in  its available 
colour permutes the colours of these edges under E and, hence, provides an alternative 
completion.
Therefore the latter case applies, that is, given the colours assigned by E to the edges of W, 
there are (at least) two completions E and E' of the colouring of the edges of G'. If E and E' 
assign the same colour to [vi, Vy], then, by assigning to all the edges of T the same colours 
as £ assigns to these edges, we can complete E' to a valid colouring of the whole of G 
which is different from E because it  agrees w ith  E' rather than E on the edges of G'. Since E' 
agrees w ith  E on the edges of W, this contradicts the original assumption that W is a 
uniquely completable subset of the edges of G relative to E. Thus [vi, Vz] is assigned a 
different colour by E and E'. For 0^<j, let C(xJ be the subset of colours not assigned by £' 
to any edge adjacent to [xj, v i]. If there is a set of distinct representatives of these subsets, 
then, once more, we have a completion of E' to a valid colouring of the whole of G, a 
contradiction of the in itia l supposition. Hence, there is no such set and, thus, by Lemma 
H I, tliere exists a selection of k of the subsets that contain between them less than k 
distinct colours. Therefore, if  we let T% be the set of edges of the form [xi, v%], O ^ j ,  for
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which C(xj) belongs to this selection of k subsets which jo intly contain less than k colours,
3 at least r -k  colours which are such that each edge in is adjacent to edges of S which, 
between them, are assigned all of these colours. These colours cannot include a colour 
assigned by Z to an edge of Tj, so they must be the r -k  colours not assigned to edges of T^. 
As we observed earlier, for 0 ^ ^ ,  there can be no edge in U incident to Xi and otlier than 
[xi, Vi]. Hence, all edges of U  adjacent to an edge of T i are incident to Vi  and, thus, those 
not in T i are assigned by Z colours from among those r-k  colours which are such that each 
edge in T i is adjacent to edges of S which, between them, are assigned all of these colours. 
However, by Lemma 6.2.1, for each edge [x;, v i]  of Tj, there is at least one colour distinct 
from  those assigned by Z to [xj, v J  and the edges of S which are adjacent to it  which must 
therefore be distinct from those assigned by Z to [Xi, v%] and all of the edges not in  T i 
which are adjacent to it  and, hence, must be assigned by Z to some other edge of Ti. We 
can now provide an alternative completion by permuting the colours of certain of these 
edges of T% under Z in exactly the same manner for this set T i as above for the set T.
Proof of Theorem 7.2.1.
Statement (2).
Let G be a graph such that W is a weakly completable subset of the edges of G relative to 
an r-colouring (r^3) Z of G. Let S be the strong partial completion of W in G relative to Z 
and let U=E\S. Then, by Lemma 7.2.1, G contains a cycle w ith  k edges all in U.
By Lemma 6.2.1, for each colour Ci not assigned by Z to an edge of the cycle, each of the 
edges of the cycle must be adjacent to an edge assigned colour C; by Z. There must 
therefore beat least 2 edges, or at least 1 if  k=4, assigned colour Ci by Z. I f  there is a colour 
Cj assigned by Z to precisely 1 edge e of the cycle and no other edges of G, by Lemma 6.2.1 
there is at least one colour Cj' distinct from Cj and from those assigned by Z to the edges of 
S which are adjacent to e. We can then assign Cj' to e and Cj to any edges of U which are 
adjacent to e and assigned Cj' by Z, to obtain an alternative completion. Hence, unless k=4, 
for each of the r colours, there must therefore be at least 2 edges assigned that colour by Z
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and, thus, at least 2 r edges in total.
Therefore we now deal w ith  the case k=4 - letting the edges of the cycle be eo=[vo, v i], 
Gi=[vi, V z], e z = [ v z ,  Vg], 6 3 = [ v 3 , Vq] - whei'e the colour c is assigned by Z to only 1 edge of G, 
which, since it  must be adjacent to all 4 edges of the cycle, we can assume w ithout loss of 
generality to be [v q , v z ].
First we consider the situation where there is a further colour c' which is assigned by Z to 
only 1 edge G, necessarily [vi, vg], since it  too must be adjacent to all 4 edges of the cycle. 
Any edge of U  must be adjacent to both [v q , vz] and [vi, vg] and, hence, in  our cycle, since 
otherwise we could assign it  colour c or c' to provide an alternative completion. W ithout 
loss of generality assume Z assigns colours to the edges eg, ei, ez, eg respectively according 
to one of the follow ing cases which we w ill deal w ith  in turn: (i) 1, 2,1, 2; (ii) 1, 2, 3, 4;
(iii) 1, 2,1, 3. By Lemma 6.2.1, for each edge e^  of U there is at least one colour c; distinct 
from  those assigned by Z to e^  and the edges of S which are adjacent to it  and for each 
such colour there exists an edge of U  which is adjacent to ei and hence is either ei+i or ei_i 
(subscripts reduced modulo 4) and to which Z assigns Ci. We see that in  case (i) Co-cz= 2  
and ci==C3 = l; in  case (ii) Cq and Cz are each either 2 or 4 and ci and cg are each either 1 or 3; 
in  case (iii) cq and cz are each either 2 or 3 and ci=cg=l. Therefore we can colour the edges 
Go, ei, ez, eg respectively (i) 2 , 1 , 2 , 1 ; (ii) cq, ci, cz, cg; (iii) Cq, 1 , Cz, 1  to provide an 
alternative completion of the colouring.
Therefore c is the only colour assigned by Z to precisely 1 edge of G. Again we deal w ith  
the three cases above, showing that, for each there is either an alternative completion of 
the colouring or a colour assigned to at least 3 edges of G. From our observations for 
general k above, this latter implies that there must be at least 2 r edges in  total.
In case (i), as before, eg, 6 %, ez, eg can be coloured 2 ,1, 2 ,1  to provide an alternative 
completion of the colouring. In case (iii) (and in  fact in any case), for each edge e, of U
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there is at least one colour cj distinct from those assigned by Z to e, and the edges of S 
which are adjacent to it. First we consider the situation where eitlrer cq or cz is neither 2 
nor 3 and assume w ithout loss of generality cq is neither 2 nor 3. Then, since none of the 
edges of U  which are adjacent to eo and assigned Cq by Z may be also adjacent to ez (or 
else we would have a cycle of 3 edges in U  - a case already dealt with), we can obtain an 
alternative completion by assigning 1  to those edges and Cq to eo unless there is a th ird 
edge of U  assigned colour 1 by Z. So we now take the situation where each of Cq and cz are 
2 or 3. If, in  addition, either 2 or 3 is assigned by Z to an edge of U not in  the cycle, then 
either we can switch I's w ith  such a colour whenever it  is assigned to an edge of U to 
obtain an alternative completion or else there is a th ird  edge assigned this colour or 1. But 
if, alternatively, neither 2  nor 3 are assigned to an edge of U not in the cycle, then, when 
we assign cq and cz to (respectively) eg and ez and 1  to each of e^  and eg, we w ill also 
obtain an alternative completion.
Finally, in  case (ii), we could provide an alternative completion by switching the colours (1 
and 2 ) assigned to cq and ei unless either eg is adjacent to an additional edge assigned 
colour 2 by Z, or e% is adjacent to an additional edge assigned colour 1. Assume w ithout 
loss of generality the former holds. Similarly w ith  ei and ez: either e% is adjacent to an 
additional edge assigned colour 3, or ez is adjacent to an additional edge assigned 2. Now 
the latter implies that 2  is assigned to three edges of G, so we let the former be true. 
Similarly w ith  ez and eg: let ez be adjacent to an additional edge assigned 4 and w ith  eg 
and Cq: let eg be adjacent to an additional edge assigned 1. But then either there is a th ird 
edge assigned one of 1, 2, 3, 4 or those we have just indicated are the only such edges and 
Go, Cl, ez, eg can be coloured 4,1, 2, 3 to provide an alternative completion of the colouring. 
Therefore, we have shown that, in each case there must be at least 2 r edges in total.
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Since G has at least 2r edges, the follow ing table shows that G cannot have less than n(r) 
vertices i f  4^<8  or less than (n(r)-l=)7 vertices if  r=9.
Number of vertices (n): 1 2 3 4 5 6
Maximum number of edges (n (n -l)/2 ): 0 1 3 6  10 15
It now remains for us to show that, when r=3, G cannot have less than (n(3)=)5 vertices 
which we do as follows:
Let r=3. Then, as shown above, G has at least six edges. I t  follows from the table that G 
cannot have less than four vertices.
Suppose that G has exactly four vertices. Then it  is K 4 , the complete graph of order 4 
(which has exactly six edges). By the corollary to Lemma 6.2.1, S must contain at least 
two edges which are assigned distinct colours by Z. Since two non-adjacent edges cannot 
have distinct colours for a 3-colouring of the complete graph of w ith  4 vertices, assume 
w ithout loss of generality the edges [v i, V z] and [v i, vg] (where V={vi, vz, vg, V 4 }) are edges 
of S which are assigned distinct colours by Z. Then, by forcing (starting w ith  [vi, V 4 ] or 
[vz, V g ]), we see that all of the edges of G are in S and, hence, W is a strongly completable 
subset of E, contradicting the in itia l assumption.
Therefore G has at least five vertices and the theorem is proved.
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8. Weakly Completable Subsets of Edges of Bipartite Graphs. 
8.1. Introduction.
In this chapter we restrict the discussion of Chapter 7 to bipartite graphs but here we only 
produce a complete result in the case of 3- and4-colourings. However the result for 4- 
colourings indicates the complications regarding the production of results which are complete 
in  relation to the number of vertices. As far as edges are concerned, in  our (partial) result for 
r-colourings where r>5 we show that the graphs we give to prove the first part in  this case 
cannot have more than one edge above the m inimum number. We further show that even if  
our graphs do have one more than the fewest number of edges, they are the 'smallest' (in 
terms of number of edges) of any which extend (in the sense in  which our graphs do) a 
weakly completable subset of the edges of a 'smallest' graph relative to an r-colouring for r = 3  
or r-4 . In  any case, it  is only the result for 3-colourings and some of the methods of the proof 
of the result for 4-colourings that we use to show the source of the weakly
completable set we gave for the latin square of order five in Chapter 2 and to provide an 
alternative proof of the fact that there is no such set for a latin square of lower order.
8.2. Smallest Graphs Results.
Theorem  8 .2 .1 .
(1) For r>3, there are at least two comiected bipartite graphs w ith  2(r+ l) edges and w ith  
one partite set of 4 vertices and the other of r vertices for which a weakly completable 
subset of edges relative to an r-colouring exists. For r=4, there is also at least one 
connected bipartite graph w ith  one partite set of 4 vertices and the other of (r-l= )3  
vertices but w ith  (2r+3=)ll edges for which a weakly completable subset of edges relative 
to an r-colouring exists.
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(2) For r=3 and for r=4, a bipartite graph (connected or not) for which a weakly 
completable subset of edges relative to an r-colouring exists cannot have less than 2 (r+ l) 
edges or larger partite set of less than 4 vertices or smaller partite set of less than 3 
vertices. For r=4, this m inimal cardinal of smaller partite set (3) is only achievable if  the 
graph has at least 11 edges. For r>5, a bipartite graph G (comiected or not) for which a 
weakly completable subset W of edges relative to an r-colouring Z exists cannot have less 
than 2 r+ l edges or 2 (r+ l) i f  3 a subgraph G' of G which is such that the part of W whose 
edges are in  G' is a weakly completable subset of the edges of G' relative to the r'-colouring 
defined as that part of Z which is applied to the edges of G' where r'=3 or r'=4.
P r o o f .
Statement (11.
For r ^ ,  let rr=(Vr, EJ be the graph w ith  Vr={l, 2,..., r+4} and Er such that 
E3 ={[1 , 2], [1, 3], [1, 4], [2, 5], [3, 5], [4, 5], [4, 7], [6 , 7]} and, whenever r>4,
Er=Ev_iu{[2, r+3], [4, r+4]}. For our alternative graph Fr' we replace the edge [3,5] w ith  
[5, 6 ] and all the following observations and arguments still hold. Fr is bipartite w ith  2r+2 
edges, one partite set consisting of the 4 vertices 2, 3, 4 and 6  and the other consisting of 
the remaining r vertices. We illustrate this graph in the cases r=3, 4 and 5.
Ha
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For r ^ ,  le t Ef be an r-colouring of (using colours ci, C2 , C r )  which assigns colour Ci to 
edges [1, 3] and [6 , 7], colour C2 to edge [3, 5] and, if  r>4, for each k such that 8^k<r+4, 
colour Ck- 4  to edges [2, k-1 ] and [4, k j. Let U={[1, 2], [1, 4], [2, 5], [4, 5], [4, 7]} and let 
W r=Er\U, Then Wr is not a strongly completable subset of Er relative to Er since, after the 
assignment of the colours of Er to the edges of Wr, each of the uncoloured edges (that is, 
each edge in  U) is such that those coloured edges which are adjacent to it  use, between 
them, no more than r-2  colours, (The fact that this is true for r=3 im plies that it  is true for 
r=4, r=5 successively, and so on.)
However Wr is a ucs of Er relative to Er, seen as follows: Having coloured the edges of Wr 
in  the colours of Er, [4, 5] must be coloured ci or cg. I f  it  is C3 , edge [1, 4] and [4, 7] must 
both be C2 , contradicting the fact that no pair o f adjacent edges may have the same colour. 
Hence edge [4, 5] must be coloured ci and so edge [2, 5] is forced to be C3, edge [1, 2] must 
be C2 , edge [1, 4] is forced to be C3 and edge [4, 7] must be C2 - It follows that Wr is a 
weakly completable subset of Er relative to the 3-colouring Er thus defined.
We now give our example of a connected bipartite graph w ith  one partite set of 4 vertices 
and the other of only 3 vertices but w ith  11 edges for which a weakly completable subset 
of edges relative to an 4-colouring exists. Let r 4 "=(V 4 ", E4 ") be the graph w ith  
V 4 "=V 3 ={1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7} and E4 ’’=E3 'u { [ l,  6 ], [2, 7], [3, 5]} where E3 ' is the set of edges 
of our alternative graph Ts'. T4" is bipartite w ith  1 1  edges, one partite set consisting of the 
4 vertices 2, 3, 4 and 6  and the other consisting of the remaining 3 vertices.
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Let Z4 " be the 4-colouring of (using colours C i, C2, C3 and C4) which assigns colours Ci, C2 
and Cg to the same edges as does S3 ', the 3-colouring of the edges of our alternative graph 
Fg', and colour C4  to edges [1, 6 ], [2 , 7] and [3, 5] and let W 4 "=E4 "\U . Then W 4 " is a 
weakly completable subset of E4 " relative to the 4-colouring Z4 " since Wg'^ Eg'XU is a 
weakly completable subset of Eg' relative to the 3-colouring Sg'.
Statement (2).
Let G be a graph for which a weakly completable subset of its edges relative to a r- 
colouring exists. We deal in  turn  w ith  the cases (a) r=3, (b) r=4 and (c) r>5 and, for all 
except the proof of the latter part of the result in  case (c) when we assume the opposite, 
we assume there is no proper subgraph G' of G which is such that there is a weakly 
completable subset of the edges of G' relative to an r-colouring of G'. For a ll cases, we let 
W be a weakly completable subset of E relative to a 3-colouring Z (which uses the colours 
1, 2 , r) and denote by S the strong partia l completion o f W in  G relative to Z and let 
U=E\S. By Lemma 7.2.1, G must contain a cycle w ith  2k edges (since G is bipartite) 
e i= [v i, V2], 0 2 = [V 2 , V g ] , ... ,  e 2 k = [ v 2 k /  vJ  all in  U.
(a) r=3.
If  k=4, then statement (2) follows immediately.
I f  k=3, then, since (by the corollary to Lemma 6.2.1) S contains a pair of edges assigned 
d ifferent colours by Z, 1EI (= ISI + IU 1 )>2+6=8 and if  each of these edges joins a pair of
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vertices in  the cycle, then there is an edge of the cycle adjacent to both and, hence, forced 
to be in  S, a contradiction. Therefore at least one edge is incident to a vertex which is not 
amongst the 6  of the cycle and, hence, G cannot have largest partite set of less than 4 
vertices or smallest partite set of less than 3 vertices.
We now consider the remaining case and hence let k=2.
First suppose further that there are no additional edges of U  incident to one of the vertices 
Vi, V2 , Vg, V4 . I f  there exists a pair of non-adjacent edges in  the cycle w hich are assigned 
different colours by Z, then, w ith  these two coloured instead in  the remaining colour and 
the edges of S (and any of U  outside the cycle) coloured according to Z, for each of the 
two uncoloured edges of U there is a colour unused by its adjacent edges (since otherwise 
it  is forced to be in  S). Hence we can complete an alternative colouring of E. If, however, 
there is a common colour assigned by Z to ei and eg and another to eg and 6 4  there is an 
alternative colouring of the edges of the cycle which switches that pair of colours.
Therefore we suppose further that U contains at least one additional edge es=[vi, V5] 
which is adjacent to an edge of the cycle. I f  there is no edge of the form  [vi, vg] for ie {2 , 4}, 
then we can obtain an alternative completion to that of Z by switching the colours for each 
of the pairs (ei, 0 4 )  and ( e g ,  e g ) .  Hence assume w ithout loss of generality e g = [ v 2 ,  V g j e E  and 
note that G cannot have smallest partite set of less than 3 vertices.
Let us firs t deal w ith  the situation where [ v g ,  vgjeE. If [ v g ,  vgJeU, we can obtain an 
alternative completion to that of Z  by switching the colours for each of the pairs 
( e i ,  6 2 ) /  ( e g ,  [ v g ,  Vg]) and ( 0 4 ,  e g ) .  If, alternatively, [ v g ,  v g ] e S ,  by the corollary to Lemma
6 . 2 , 1 ,  S  contains an edge e in  addition to [ v g ,  v g ]  and assigned a different colour by Z .  If 
e=eg, then e g  is forced to be in  S ,  a contradiction. Thus IE I >8 . I f  e is incident to V 4  or vg, 
then (respectively) e g  or e g  is forced to be in  S ,  a contradiction. Therefore e  is not incident 
to any of the vertices V i, v g ,  Vg, V4, v g  (v%, v g  and v g  each already have degree 3 )  and, thus.
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G cannot have largest partite set o f less than 4 vertices or smallest partite set of less than 
3 vertices.
We now deal w ith  the situation where [vg, vg]gE. By Lemma 6.2.2, there is an edge other 
than ei and 6 4  which is adjacent to eg and an edge other than eg and 6 4  which is adjacent 
to eg. Thus IE I > 8  and G cannot have largest partite set of less than 4 vertices unless 
67=[vg, Vg] and eg=[v4, vg] are the only additional edges. In this case we can obtain an 
alternative completion to that of Z by sw itching the colours for each of the pairs (e i, eg) 
and (eg, 04) and colouring eg in  the colour that is not from  the pair now assigned to (ej, 04). 
(That the colour thus assigned to eg is not that assigned by Z to eg follows from  the 
observation that Z must assign different colours to each of eg, eg, eg.)
Thus, in  a ll cases G cannot have less than 8  edges or largest partite set of less than 4 
vertices or smallest partite set of less than 3 vertices and the r=3 case of statement (2) of 
the theorem is proved.
tbh’=4.
In  this case we prove that G cannot have less than 10 edges or larger partite set of less 
than 4 vertices or smaller partite set of less than 3 vertices (or less than 4 vertices if  it  has 
precisely 1 0  edges).
I f  k>4, then each partite set has at least k^4 vertices and, by the corollary to Lemma 6.2.1, 
IS I ^3, im ply ing I E I = I S I + IU  t >3+2k> ll. We consider next the case k=3 and note that 
each partite set has at least k=3 vertices. By Lemma 6.2.1, for each colour c^  not assigned 
by Z to an edge of the cycle, each of the edges of the cycle must be adjacent to an edge 
assigned colour Ci by Z.
There must therefore be at least 2 edges assigned colour ci by Z. For each colour Cj 
assigned by Z to an edge ej of the cycle, by Lemma 6.2.1, ej+g (subscripts except 6  reduced
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mod 6) must either be assigned colour Cj too or be adjacent to an edge which is. Hence 
every colour must be assigned to at least 2 edges of G.
Since otherwise G has at least 11 edges and - hence - one of the partite sets has at least 4 
vertices, we consider the case where there is a pair of colours c% and cg, each of which is 
assigned by Z to exactly 2 edges of G. By the corollary to Lemma 6.2.1, (at least) one of 
these colours must be assigned by Z to an edge of S. Such a colour c i must be assigned to 
an edge [Vi, vi+g] (subscripts except 6  reduced mod 6 ) which joins vertices of the cycle (or 
else, since there are only 2 edges assigned Cj by Z, there must be an edge of the cycle not 
assigned colour c% by Z and not adjacent to an edge assigned c ,^ contradicting Lemma 
6.2.1). Thus the other edge to which Ci is assigned must also jo in  vertices of the cycle since 
(by Lemma 6.2.1) ei+i and ei+ 4  (subscripts except 6  reduced mod 6 ) must both be either 
assigned colour ci or adjacent to an edge which is assigned ci. Since there is only one 
further edge which joins vertices of the cycle, the same cannot be tr ue also for cg and, 
hence, it  must be assigned to 2  edges of U  and no further edges.
Since otherwise there is an edge of U  which is neither assigned colour c g  nor adjacent to an 
edge w hich is assigned c g  (contradicting Lemma 6.2.1), c g  is assigned to a pair of edges of 
the form  e^  and e^ +k (subscripts except 6  reduced mod 6 ). Hence, neither of the other two 
colours Cg and C4 can be assigned to more than 2  edges of the cycle, im plying each are 
assigned to precisely 2. W ithout loss of generality assume Z assigns colours to the edges 
e % ,  e g ,  e g ,  0 4 ,  e g ,  e g  respectively according to one of the fo llow ing two cases: (i) ci, c g ,  C 4 ,  c%, 
C4, Cg; (ii) C l, Cg, C4, Cl, Cg, C4. I ll case (i) assigning colours Ci, c g ,  ci to the edges e g ,  e i ,  e g  
respectively provides an alternative completion of the colouring. Hence case (ii) applies 
and, since otherwise we can switch the colours (one being c%) of a pair of adjacent edges of 
U, the edges ei and 0 4  must each be adjacent to an edge not in  the cycle which is assigned 
colour Cg and also to one which is assigned C4. This requires at least 3 further edges, 
m aking 11 in  total and im plying a partite set of at least 4 vertices, since only one may jo in 
vertices of the cycle (the other 2 such edges being assigned colour Ci by Z).
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Therefore we now deal w ith  the case k=2. W itliou t loss of generality assume Z assigns 
colours to the edges e%, eg, eg, e^  respectively according to one of the fo llow ing cases which 
we w ill deal w ith  in  turn: (i) 1, 2,1, 2; (ii) 1, 2,3, 4; (iii) 1 ,2 ,1 , 3. In  case (i), ei, eg, eg, e^  
can be coloured 2 , 1 , 2,1 to provide an alternative completion of the colouring. We 
therefore now consider case (ii) and case (iii) in  tu rn  and repeatedly apply the observation 
which follow s from  Lemma 6 .2 . 2  that, for each edge e of U, there are at least four edges 
incident to e.
Case (ii)
We could provide an alternative completion by switching the colours (1 and 2 ) assigned to 
ei and eg unless either e% is adjacent to an additional edge 6 5 =[v i, vg] assigned colour 2  by 
Z, or eg is adjacent to an additional edge eg=[vg, V g ]  assigned colour 1. Assume w ithout 
loss of generality the latter holds. S im ilarly w ith  eg and eg: either eg is adjacent to an 
additional edge eg=[vg, vg] assigned colour 3, or eg is adjacent to an additional edge 
e6 =[v 4 , V g ]  assigned 2. Let us firs t suppose that the former is true.
Note that, by Lemma 6.2.1, eg is adjacent to an edge assigned colour 4 by Z which we 
assume w ithout loss of generality to be e/=[vg, vg]. Thus we have one partite set containing 
the 4 vertices v%, vg, V g  and vg and the other containing the 3 vertices V g ,  V 4  and vg. Next 
observe that we could provide an alternative completion by sw itching the colours ( 3  and 
4) assigned to eg and 0 4  unless either eg is adjacent to an additional edge eg=[vg, vg] 
assigned colour 4 by Z, or 0 4  is adjacent to an additional edge assigned colour 3. I f  the 
form er holds, then the partite sets of G each have cardinal at least 4 and we have defined 
8  edges of G of which only 2 are adjacent to 6 4 , meaning that at least 2  more are required 
(by the earlier observation from  Lemma 6.2.2). Thus we consider the situation where only 
the la tter holds, that is 0 4  is adjacent to an additional edge eg assigned colour 3. By 
Lemma 6.2.1, e4  is adjacent to an edge eg assigned colour 2 by Z. But if  there is such an 
edge incident to v i, then the partite sets of G each have cardinal at least 4 and we have
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defined 9 edges of G of which only 3 are adjacent to eg, meaning that at least 1  more is 
required (by that earlier observation again). Thus we let eg be incident to V4 and be the 
only edge assigned colour 2  by Z and adjacent to 0 4 .
Note further that at least one of eg, eg, eg is in  U  since otherwise eg is forced to be in  S, a 
contradiction. If  eg is in  U, then, by Lemma 6.2.1, it  is adjacent to an edge assigned colour 
4 by Z and, hence, not amongst the 9 we have already defined. But then, if  there are no 
other edges in  addition to these 10, assigning colours 2 , 1 , 2  to the edges eg, eg, ei of U 
respectively provides an alternative completion of the colouring. If, however, eg is in  U, 
and, if  in  addition it  is adjacent to an edge other than ej which is assigned colour 1 by Z 
and hence not incident to vg, then either this edge is [V4, vg] or each partite set has cardinal 
4. But in  the former case of that edge being [V4 , v g ], either there is an 11th edge or else we 
could provide an alternative completion by sw itching the colours (2 and 4) assigned to eg 
and eg. If, though, eg is in  U and not adjacent to an edge other than e% which is assigned 
colour 1  by Z, then assigning colours 1, 2, 4 to the edges eg, e i ,  eg of U  respectively 
provides an alternative completion of the colouring. Therefore in  the fo llow ing we deal 
w ith  the case where eg is in  U.
Unless there is an edge eio incident to V4  and assigned colour 1 by Z, assigning colours 1, 2, 
3, 4,1 to the edges eg, 6%, eg, eg, 64 of U respectively provides an alternative completion of 
the colouring. Hence assume such an edge exists but note that if  eg is in  U, then we could 
provide an alternative completion by switching the colours 2 and 3 wherever they are 
assigned to an edge of U unless there is an 11th edge. Hence we take the situation where eg 
is in  S and eg also, since otherwise, by Lemma 6.2.1, it  must be adjacent to an edge 
assigned colour 2 by Z in addition to the 10 already defined. Therefore e^ o is in  U (since 
otherwise 6 4  is forced to be in S, a contradiction) and, hence, either there is an 1 1 th edge or 
assigning colours 1, 2,3, 4 ,1 , 3 to the edges eg, e%, eg, eg, 6 4 , e%o of U  respectively provides 
an alternative completion of the colouring.
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We have thus shown the result of the theorem to hold when the former of our two earlier 
statements is true, that is when eg is adjacent to an additional edge eg=[vg, vg] assigned 
colour 3 by E. Therefore, we now take only the latter statement to be true, namely that eg 
is adjacent to an additional edge e g = [v 4 , Vg] assigned 2. S im ilarly w ith  eg and e4: let eg be 
not adjacent to any additional edge assigned 4 but let e4 be adjacent to an additional edge 
assigned 3 and w ith  6 4  and e%: let e4 be not adjacent to any additional edge assigned 1 but 
le t ei be adjacent to an additional edge assigned 4. Now if  those 4 edges (including eg) 
outside the cycle we have thus defined are the only edges adjacent to one of e%, eg, eg, e4, 
then these latter 4 can be coloured 2, 3, 4,1 respectively to provide an alternative 
completion of the colouring. Hence there is another such edge which can only be incident to 
Vi and assigned colour 2 by E and we have a situation which is identical to that we 
reached above when we let eg be incident to V4  but w ith  tire colours and vertices permuted. 
Therefore the result of the theorem can be deduced in  the same manner as then.
Case ( iiil
Since otherwise assigning colours 2 ,1 ,2 ,3  to the edges e%, eg, eg, 6 4  of U respectively 
provides an alternative completion of the colouring, there is an edge assigned colour 2 by E 
which is incident to either v% or V4. Assume w ithout loss of generality e g = [v i ,  vg ] is 
assigned colour 2. S im ilarly, there is an edge assigned colour 3 by E which is incident to 
either vg  or vg. I f  there is no such edge incident to Vg, then there is one incident to vg and 
there is an edge assigned colour 2 by E which is incident to V4 (or else assigning colours 3,
1, 2 ,1  to the edges e ,^ eg, eg, 6 4  of U respectively provides an alternative completion of the 
colouring). However we then have a situation which is identical to one where there is an 
edge eg=[vg, Vg] assigned colour 3 by E but w ith  the colours and vertices permuted and 
hence we assume w ithout loss of generality this latter to be the case. By Lemma 6.2.1, ej 
must be adjacent to an edge eg assigned colour 4 by E which we assume w ithout loss of 
generality is [v i, Vg]. Sim ilarly eg is adjacent to such an edge eg. If there is an edge assigned 
colour 4 which is incident to Vg, then the partite sets of G each have cardinal at least 4 and
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we have defined 8  edges of G of which only 2 are adjacent to eg, meaning that at least 2 
more are required (by that earlier observation again). Thus we let eg be incident to vg and 
be the only edge assigned colour 4 by E and adjacent to eg. Note that G has a partite set 
w ith  at least 4 vertices (vg, V4 , vg, vg) and the other has at least 3 (v%, vg, vg) so that we 
only need to show that G has at least 11 edges or 10 if  we also show that the latter set 
must contain another vertex.
We further observe that at least one of eg, eg, eg is in U  since otheiwise eg is forced to be in  
S, a contradiction. I f  eg is in  U, then (by our earlier obsei'vation) it  is adjacent to at least 2 
edges in  addition to ei and eg and hence not amongst the 8  already defined. But then (by 
Lemma 6.2.1) there is a colour c?!:3 not assigned by E to either of these edges and, unless 
there is an 11th edge, assigning colour c to eg and assigning 3 to eg if  c=2 or colours 3, 3,1 
to the edges e ,^ eg, 6 4  respectively if  c= l provides an alternative completion of the 
colouring. If, however, eg is in  U, then there must be an edge e^  which is incident to vg and 
assigned colour 1 by E, since otherwise assigning colours 1 and 4 to the edges eg and 6 % 
respectively provides an alternative completion of the colouring. But then, since otherwise 
assigning colours 3 ,4 ,1 ,1  to the edges eg, ei, eg, 6 4  respectively and colour 2 or 3 to edge 
eg provides an alternative completion of the colouring, there must also be an edge e^  which 
is incident to vg and assigned colour 3 by E (or else there must be an edge adjacent to eg 
other than eg which is assigned colour 2 by E and one other than 0 4  which is assigned 3, 
m aking 11). Now  e^  cannot be incident to Vg since [vg, V4] is assigned colour 1 by E and the 
same is true for e^  if  it  is in  U (or else it  is in  a cycle for which case (ii) applies). Hence 
neither e^  nor e^  can be in  U unless there is at least 1 further edge (by our earlier 
observation), making 11 and the same is true for eg. But if, alternatively, these 3 edges are 
all in  S, then eg is forced to be in  S. Therefore in  the fo llow ing we let eg be in  S and, hence, 
eg be in  U.
If  there is an edge which is incident to vg but not to Vg and is assigned colour 3 by E, then 
the partite sets of G each have cardinal at least 4 and we have defined 9 edges of G of
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w hich only 3 are adjacent to 0 3  meaning that at least 1 more is required (by that earlier 
observation again). Hence we consider the scenario where no such edge exists and deduce 
that, since otherwise assigning colours 3, 2 ,1 ,3 ,1  to the edges eg, ei, ei, 6 3 , e4 of U 
respectively provides an alternative completion of the colouring, there must be an edge eg 
incident to V3  and assigned colour 3 by S. I f  eg is in  U, then, since otherwise assigning 
colours 3, 2,1, 3,1, 2 to the edges es, ei, e2 , es, e ,^ eg of U respectively provides an 
alternative completion of the colouring, eg is adjacent to an edge other than 6 2  and 6 5  
which is assigned colour 2 by E. But then there must be an 11th edge adjacent to eg (by 
that earlier observation again) since eg cannot be. Therefore let eg be in  S. Hence, if  
6 9 =[V3 , V5 ] and if, in  addition, there is an edge (number 10) which is incident to Vg and 
assigned colour 1  by S, such an edge is in  U  since otherwise eg is forced to be in  S, a 
contradiction. But then - by our earlier observation - there must be an 11th edge and so we 
only now only concern ourselves w ith  the case eg=[v3 , Vg] when there is no edge which is 
incident to vg which is assigned colour 1 by Z. Therefore, since otherwise assigning colours
2,1, 2 to the edges e%, e2 , eg of U respectively and 1 and 3 if  eg=[vs, Vgj or 3 and 1 
otherwise to eg and e^  respectively provides an alternative completion of the colouring, 
tlrere is an edge eio incident to V4  and assigned colour 2 by E. Since otherwise eg is forced 
to be in  S, a contradiction, either e^ o or eg is in  U. But if  eio or eg?^ [vg, vg] is in  U, then - by 
our earlier observation - there must be an 1 1 th edge and if, alternatively, eg=[v3 , vg] and is 
in  U, tlien  it  is part of a cycle for w hich case (i) applies.
This completes the proof for r=4 and we are le ft only w ith  the case r ^ .
(c) r>5.
By Lemma 6.2,1, for each colour C[ not assigned by E to an edge of the cycle, each of the 
edges of the cycle must be adjacent to an edge assigned colour Cj by E. Since G is bipartite, 
there must therefore be at least 2 edges assigned colour Cj by E. For each colour Cj assigned 
by E to an edge e of the cycle there is at least one edge e' of the cycle not adjacent to e
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which, by Lemma 6.2.1, must either be assigned colour Cj or be adjacent to an edge which 
is. Hence every colour must be assigned to at least 2 edges of G. We now complete the 
proof by obtaining a contradiction under the supposition that there is no colour which is 
assigned by E to at least 3 edges of G.
Consider firs t the case k ^ .  If each colour Cj assigned by E to an edge e of the cycle is 
assigned to at least 2  edges of the cycle, then, since, by the corollary to Lemma 6.2.1, there 
is no more than one colour not assigned to an edge of S by E, there must be at least one 
colour assigned to at least 3 edges. Hence we now let the edge e^  be the only edge of the 
cycle assigned colour ci by E. In  particular the edge e^+i is not assigned colour c% by E and, 
hence, by Lemma 6.2.1 is adjacent to an edge e^+i' which is assigned Ci. However Ck+i' 
cannot be adjacent to both e  ^and e%+2 but, fo r that one of those two which is not adjacent 
to Ck+i'/ there exists an edge adjacent to it  and, hence, distinct from  ek+i' and ei to which E 
assigns Cj. Thus c% is assigned by E to at least 3 edges of G.
Therefore we now consider the case k=2. W ithout loss of generality assume E assigns 
colours to the edges ei, 6 2 , eg, e^  respectively according to one of the fo llow ing cases which 
we w ill deal w ith  in  turn: (i) 1, 2,1, 2; (ii) 1, 2, 3, 4; (iii) 1, 2,1, 3. By Lemma 6.2.1, for 
each edge e^  of U  there is at least one colour c^  distinct from  those assigned by £ to ei and 
the edges of S which are adjacent to it  and for each such colour there exists an edge of U 
w hich is adjacent to ej and to which E assigns c;.
In  case (i), e ,^ eg, eg, 6 4  can be coloured 2 ,1 , 2 ,1  to provide an alternative completion of 
the colouring. In  case (iii), if  either Ci or cg is not 2 or 3, then, when we assign that C; to its 
ei and 1 to any edges of U which are adjacent to e^  and assigned Cj by E, since none of 
these latter edges may be also adjacent to the other one of e^  and eg (or else we w ould 
have a cycle of 3 edges) we w ill obtain an alternative completion unless there is a th ird  
edge of U  assigned colour 1  by E. If, however, each of Cq and Cg are 2 or 3, then, if, in  
addition either 2  or 3 is assigned by E to an edge of U not in  the cycle, then either we can 
sw itch I's  w ith  such a colour whenever it  is assigned to an edge of U to obtain an
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alternative completion or else there is a th ird  edge assigned this colour or 1. If, 
alternatively, in  addition neither 2 nor 3 are assigned to an edge of U not in  the cycle, then, 
when we assign ci and cg to (respectively) ei and eg and 1  to each of eg and e4 , we w ill 
obtain an alternative completion.
Finally, in  case (ii), we could provide an alternative completion by sw itching the colours (1 
and 2 ) assigned to ei and e2 unless either ei is adjacent to an additional edge assigned 
colour 2 by Z, or C2 is adjacent to an additional edge assigned colour 1. Assume w ithout 
loss of generality the former holds. S im ilarly w ith  eg and eg: either e2 is adjacent to an 
additional edge assigned colour 3, or eg is adjacent to an additional edge assigned 2. Now 
the latter im plies that 2 is assigned to three edges of G, so assume the form er be true. 
S im ilarly w ith  eg and e4: assume eg is adjacent to an additional edge assigned 4 and w ith  
e4  and e :^ assume e4 is adjacent to an additional edge assigned 1. But then either there is a 
th ird  edge assigned one of 1, 2, 3, 4 or those we have just indicated are the only such 
edges and 6%, eg, eg, 64 can be coloured 4,1, 2, 3 to provide an alternative completion of 
the colouring.
We are le ft now only to prove the last part of the theorem for w hich we assume, contrary 
to the other parts, 3 a subgraph G’ of G which is such that the part of W whose edges are 
in  G' is a weakly completable subset of the edges of G' relative to the r ’-colouring defined 
as that part of E which is applied to tire edges of G' where r'=3 or r'=4. By Lemma 7.2.1, 
G' must contain a cycle w ith  edges all in  U. By Lemma 6.2.1, for each colour c;, r'+ l< i< r, 
since none of the edges of the cycle are assigned Ci by E, each must be adjacent to an edge 
to w hich E assigns c,. This im plies that there must be at least 2 edges assigned colour c^  by 
E in  addition to the at least 8  edges of G' if  r'=3 or 10 edges of G' if  r'=4, giving at least 
8+2(r-3) or 10+2(r-4) in  total.
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8.3. Connection with Existence Result for Latin Squares.
In  this section we connect the previous section w ith  section 2.2. This w ill include an 
alternative proof of the second part of the main theorem of that section, that is part (2 ) of 
Theorem 2.2.1, using the methods of the proof of Theorem 8.2.1. We begin, however, by 
showing the relationship between the the firs t parts of those two theorems.
In  Chapter 3 we showed that the problem of find ing a m inim al critical set for a la tin  square is 
a special case of at least tliree more general graph-theoretical problems. By applying the 
second of the correspondences we gave there, we see that the follow ing is uniquely defined 
by Lg of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 (1), a la tin  square of order 5:
An edge-colouring in  the colours 1,..., 5 of a complete bipartite graph K 5  5 whose partite sets
are {vi : is  (1,..., 5}} and {wi : is  {1,..., 5)} (and whose edges are of the form  [vi, w j)  where
'1 2 3 4 5
the colour of [Vj, Wj] is the (i, j)-th  entry of the follow ing:
2 1 4  5 3
3 5 1 2  4
4 3 5 1 2
5 4 2 3 1
Let G be the subgraph of this graph whose vertices are {vi : is  {2, 3, 4, 5}} and 
{w i : is  (1, 2, 5}} and whose edges are [vg, w g], [vg, w J , [vg, Wg], [vg, w g], [V4, W i] , [V4, w g], 
[vg, W j] and [vg, Wg] and let o be that part of the edge-colouring which is applied to these 
eight edges. If  we relabel vertices (wg, vg, V4, vg, wg, Vg, W i) as (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7) and colours 
(3, 4, 5) as (ci, cg, cg), then G is just F of the proof of Theorem 8 .2 . 1  (1) and a is the
3-colouring E thereof. Finally, that part of a w hich colours our weakly completable subset 
W={[1, 3], [3, 7], [5, 6 ]} of edges of F corresponds in  the same way to the subset 
{(4, 2, 3), (4, 1, 4), (2, 5, 3)} of
{(1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 2), (1, 3, 3), (2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 1), (2, 5, 3), (4, 1, 4), (4, 2, 3), (4, 5, 2), (5, 5, 1)}, 
the weakly completable set Wg in  Lg of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 (1 ) and the firs t part of 
the justification in  that proof that Wg is a uniquely completable set in  Lg is derived 
accordingly from  the justification that W is a ucs of edges of F.
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By again applying the second of the correspondences we gave in  Chapter 3, we see that, for 
r>3, a weakly completable subset of the edges of r relative to an r-colouring Ef ^  of r is 
uniquely defined by a semi-weakly completable set in  a la tin  square of order r. In  the 
fo llow ing we show that, for r=3 and for r=4, every ucs of the edges of relative to an r- 
colouring Er,r of I<r,r is a strongly completable subset of the edges. This proves that a la tin  
square for w hich even a semi-weakly completable set exists cannot have order 3  or 4 . The 
triv ia l cases of orders 1  and 2  are dealt w ith  in  Chapter 2  and, since our defin ition of a 
weakly completable subset assumes r^3, we do not apply graph theory to re-prove these. We 
shall use the follow ing:
Lemma 8.3.1.
Let W 4^4 be a weakly completable subset of the edges o f K 4 4 =(V4  4 , E4  4 ) relative to a 4- 
colouring E4  4  of K4  4 . Let 8 4^4 be the strong partial completion of W 4 4 in  K4  4 relative to E4 4 
and le t U 4 4^ =E4 4^ \S 4 4^ . Then U 4 4  contains 4 edges which form  a cycle.
Proof.
By Lemma 7.2.1, K4  4 contains a cycle w ith  edges a ll in  U 4 4 . We prove the result by 
contradiction and, hence, suppose there is no such cycle of 4 edges.
Consider firs t the case where there is one of 8  edges and none of 6  edges. (We shall deal 
w ith  the case of there being a cycle of 6  edges after this case and note that I<4^4 contains no 
cycles o f greater than 8  edges, nor any of an odd number of edges.) Every edge of K4  4 not 
in  this cycle joins a pair of vertices of the cycle and so must be in  8 4 ^ 4  (since otherwise 
there w ould  be a cycle of 4 or 6  edges w ith  edges all in  1 1 4 4^ ) and, for each edge [v, w ] of 
this cycle, the pair of colours assigned by E4 4 to the pair of edges of 8 4 ^ 4  incident to v must 
be the same as that pair for w  (since otherwise [v, w ] w ould be forced to be in  8 4 ,4). This 
im plies that there are only 2  colours used in  the colouring of the edges of 8 4 4^ , which 
contradicts the corollary to Lemma 6.2.1.
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We now consider the alternative case and hence assume provides a cycle of 6  edges 
[v i, W i] ,  [vg , W j] , [vg , W g], [vg , W g], [vg , W g], [v i, W g] but none of 4 edges. Again we shall 
deduce that every edge of K4^4 not in  this cycle must be in  8 4 ^4  and obtain a contradiction. 
We do this by using a contradiction argument to show that [V4, W i] , [V j,  W 4 ]e  84 4 fo r each 
ie f l,  2, 3} since, then, [V4, W 4] (the only other edge of 1(4 ,4  not in  this cycle) is forced to be 
in  84,4.
Hence suppose w ithout loss of generality [V4, W g ]e  U 4  4. Then [V4, W g ],[v 4 , W g ]e  84,4 (since 
otherwise 1 1 4 ,4  w ould possess a cycle w ith  4 edges) and, thus, [V4, W 4 ]g  U 4  4 (since 
otherwise [V4, w i ]  w ould be forced to be in  84,4). Now [v i, W 4 ],[v g , W 4 ]eS 4 ,4  (since 
otherwise 1 1 4 ,4  w ould possess a cycle w ith  4 edges) and thus [vg , W4 ]e 1 1 4 ,4  and is assigned 
the same colour by ^4,4 as is [V4, w i] (since otherwise [V4, W 4] w ould be forced to be in
84,4). Assume w ithout loss of generality that the colours used are 1, 2, 3 and 4, that the 
common colour is 1 and that E4 4 assigns colour 2 to [V4, W 4]. Thus E4 4 assigns colours 3 
and 4 to the pair of edges [V4, W g] and [V4, w g ] and to the pair [v^ , W 4] and [vg , W 4]. We 
now show that [v%, W g], [vg , W g] and [vg , w j ]  - edges of 84,4 since otherwise in  a cycle of 4 
edges of 1 1 4 ,4  - are all coloured either 3 or 4 by £4,4 and deduce that these are the only 
colours used in  the colouring of the edges of 84,4, which contradicts the corollary to Lemma 
6 .2 .1 .
I f  [vg , W i ]  is coloured 2 by ^4,4 (it cannot be 1)  then [vg , W 4] is forced to be in  84,4 (as is 
[v 4 , w i]), a contradiction. Thus it  is coloured 3 or 4; assume w ithout loss of generality 3. 
As remarked earlier, either [v%, W 4] or [vg , W 4] is coloured 4 by ^4,4. Assume w ithout loss 
of generality it  is [vg , W 4]. I f  [v%, W g] is coloured 1 or 2 by E4 4, then [ v i ,  W i ]  is forced to be 
in  S4 4, a contradiction. Thus [v%, w g ] is coloured 3 by ^4,4. Finally, if  [vg , w g ] is coloured 1 
or 2 by £4,4, then [v%, W g] is forced to be in  84,4, a contradiction. Thus [v%, W g ], [vg , W g] and 
[vg , W j ]  are all coloured either 3 or 4 by E 4 4  and, hence these are the only colours used in  
the colouring of the edges of 84,4, which contradicts the corollary to Lemma 6.2.1.
Thus [v 4 , W i] , [v j ,  W 4 ]s  S4 4 for each ie  {1, 2 ,  3 } and, as observed earlier, we can now deduce
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that every edge of K 4 4  not in  our cycle of 6  edges must be in  8 4 ,4 . For each edge 
[v, w ] o f this cycle, the pair of colours assigned by E4 4 to the pair of edges of S4  4 incident 
to V must be the same as that pair fo r w  (since otherwise [v, w ] w ould be forced to be in
84,4). This im plies that there are only 2  colours used in  the colouring of those edges of S4 4 
w hich are incident to vertices of tliis  cycle. However 3  such edges are also incident to V4 
(s im ilarly W 4). This contradiction completes the proof.
Alternative (Graph Theoretical) Proof of Theorem 2.2.1 (2).
As we mentioned earlier, in  this proof we show that, for r=3 and for r=4, every ucs of the 
edges of Kr,r relative to an r-colouring Er,r of Kr,r is a strongly completable subset of the 
edges. This proves that a la tin  square for which even a semi-weakly completable set exists 
cannot have order 3 or 4. We refer the reader to the proof in  Chapter 2  for the triv ia l cases 
of orders 1  and 2 .
The case r=3 follows from  Theorem 8.2.1 (2) and we now prove the case r=4 by a 
contradiction argument.
Hence, le t W 4 4  be a weakly completable subset of the edges of K4 ,4 =(V4 ,4 , E4  4 ) relative to a
4-colouring ^ 4 ,4  of K 4  4  which uses colours 1, 2, 3 and 4. Let 8 4 ,4  be the strong partial 
com pletion of W 4 ,4  in  K 4  4 relative to E4  4 and let U 4 ,4 =E4 ,4 \S 4 ,4 . Then, by Lemma 8.3.1,1 1 4 ,4  
contains 4 edges [v%, w i ] ,  [vg, w i ] ,  [vg, w g ] ,  [v j, w g ]  w hich form  a cycle. W ithout loss of 
generality assume E4 4 assigns colours to these edges respectively according to one of the 
fo llow ing cases which we w ill deal w ith  in  turn: (i) 1, 2,1, 2; (ii) 1, 2, 3, 4; (iii) 1, 2,1, 3.
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Case Ci').
In  this case, given the colours assigned by £4 ,4  to edges of K 4  4 not in  the cycle [v i, W i],
[vg, W i] ,  [vg , W g], [ v j ,  W g], we may colour these latter edges 2,1, 2,1 respectively to 
provide an alternative completion of the colouring.
Case (iih
In  this case, we consider four sub-cases:
(a) S4  4  contains a pair of edges incident to a common vertex of our cycle. Assume w ithout 
loss of generality [v i, W3 ],[v j, W4 ]e 8 4 ,4  are assigned colours 2  and 3  respectively by £4 ,4 . 
8 ince otherwise [v%, W j] w ould be forced to be in  84,4, the edge incident to W i and assigned 
colour 4 by £4 ,4  is in  1 1 4 ,4 . By symmetry, the edge incident to W g and assigned colour 1 by 
E4  4 is in  U 4 ,4 . This pair of edges cannot be adjacent since otherwise they are part of a 
cycle of the type in  Case (i). Hence assume w ithout loss of generality the firs t is 
[vg, w i] and the second is [V4 , W g]. Therefore [V4 , w i] and, respectively, [vg, w g ] are 
assigned colours 3 and 2 by ^ 4 ,4 . I f  both of these edges are in  1 1 4 ,4 , then we can obtain an 
alternative colouring to that of E4  4  by sw itching the colours for each of the pairs ([vg, W i],
[V i, W g ]), ([V g, W i] ,  [Vg, W g]), ([V g, w J , [Vg, W g]) and ([V 4, W j] , [V4, W g]). A sS U m e w ithout 
loss of generality [V4, Wi] is in  84,4.
Now [V4, W g] and [vg , W 4] must be assigned colours 4 and 1 respectively by ^4,4. Hence 
[vg , W 4] and [vg , w g ] must be assigned 4 and 1 respectively. Therefore, if  [vg , w g ] (which 
we have just shown to be assigned colour 2) is in  84,4, then neither [V4, W g] nor [vg , W 4] can 
be (or else [V4, W g] or [vg , W i] respectively is forced to be in  84,4, a contradiction). But then 
either [vg , W g] or [vg , W 4] must be in  84,4 (or else we could switch a ll I's  and 4's to provide 
an alternative completion), which forces [V4, w g ] or [vg , W 4] respectively to be in  84,4, a 
contradiction. Thus [vg , w g ] is in  U 4  4 .
We now show that [V4, wg] is in  U4 4 . I f  it  is in  8 4 ,4 , then [V4, W 4] (which is assigned colour
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2 by 2 4 ,4 ) must be in  1 1 4 ,4  since otherwise [V4, W g] w ould be forced to be in  S4  4, a 
contradiction. But then [ v g ,  W 4] must also be in  U 4  4 (or else [V4, W 4] w ould be forced to be 
in  8 4 ,4 ) and then the two are part of a cycle of the type in  Case (i). Therefore [V4 , w g ]  is in  
U 4 ,4  and, since [V4 , w g ]  in  8 4 ,4  w ould force the opposite to be true, [V4 , w g ]  is also in  U4 4 . 
Next we consider the edge [ v g ,  W g] which is assigned colour 3 by E4 4. I f  it  is in  114,4, then 
we now lo iow  that the edges [Vg, W g], [V4, W g], [Vg, W g], [Vg, W g], [V i, W g], [Vg, W g], [V4, W g], 
[v i, W i ] ,  [ v g ,  w i ] ,  [ v g ,  W i ]  are a ll in  1 1 4 ,4  and are assigned colours 3, 4 ,1, 2, 4, 3 ,1 ,1 , 2, 4 
respectively by E4  4 . But 4,1, 3, 3,1, 2, 4, 4,1, 2 respectively is an alternative colouring of 
these ten edges such that for each vertex, those edges of tliese ten which are incident to it  
between them use the same colours as under E4 ,4 , a contradiction. Therefore [ v g ,  w g ]  is in
84.4. Since, if  otherwise [vg , W g] w ould be forced to be in  84,4, a contradiction, [vg , W 4] is in  
U 4  4. Therefore [vg , W 4] must be in  84,4 (or else we could switch all I's  and 4's to provide an 
alternative completion) and, since [V4, W 4] in  84,4 w ould force the opposite to be true,
[v 4 , W 4] is also in  U 4  4.
We now know that the edges [vg , W 4], [V4, W 4], [V4, W g], [vg , w g ] , [vg , W g], [ v i ,  W g],
[V4, W g ], [v i, W i] ,  [vg , W i ] ,  [vg , W i ]  are all in  1 1 4 ,4  and are assigned colours 4, 2, 4,1, 2, 4,1, 
1, 2, 4 respectively by E4 4 . But 2, 4,1, 4, 4,1, 2, 4,1, 2 respectively is an alternative 
colouring of these ten edges such that, for each vertex, those edges of these ten which are 
incident to it  between them use the same colours as under E4 4 , a contradiction.
(b) Sub-case (a) does not apply and there exists an edge of our cycle which is such that of 
the edges outside the cycle which are adjacent to this edge, only that pair which are 
assigned a common colour by E4 ,4 are in  1 1 4 ,4 . Assume w ithout loss of generality the edge is 
[v i, W i] and that [vg, W 4] and [V4, W g] are both assigned colour 3 by E4 4 and, hence, are in
1 1 4 .4 . Hence [ v g ,  w g ]  and [ v g ,  w g ]  are assigned colours 2 and 4 respectively by E4  4  and are 
in  84,4. If  [V4, W 4] is assigned 1 by E4 4, then - since otherwise it  is part of a cycle of the 
type in  Case (i) - it  is in  84,4. But then, [ v g ,  W 4] is coloured 4 and, for that same reason, is 
also in  84,4, which forces [ v g ,  W 4] to be in  84,4, a contradiction. Therefore assume w ithout 
loss of generality edge [V4, W 4] is assigned 2 by E4 ,4 .
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Then [V4, W g] and [vg , W 4] are both assigned 1 by ^4,4 and, hence, [vg , W 4] is assigned 4 . 
This latter edge must then be in  S4  4 , since otherwise it  is part of a cycle of the type in  Case
(i). Hence [vg , W 4] and also [vg , W g] - which is also assigned 1 by £4 ,4  - are in  1 1 4 ,4 , since 
otherwise [vg, W 4] is forced to be in  84,4 or sub-case (a) applies respectively, a 
contradiction. Thus [vg , W g] - which is assigned 3 by £4,4  - is also in  1 1 4 ,4 , since otherwise 
[vg , W g] is forced to be in  84,4, a contradiction. Therefore [V4, W g] must be in  84,4 (or else we 
could sw itch a ll I's  and 3's to provide an alternative completion) and, hence, since 
otherwise [V4, W g] or [vg , W g] respectively is forced to be in  84,4, a contradiction, [V4, W 4] 
and [vg , W g] are in  1 1 4 ,4 .
We now know that the edges [Vg, W 4], [Vg, W 4], [V4, W 4], [Vg, W g], [Vg, W g], [Vg, W g],
[v g , W g], [vg , W g], [vg , W g], [V4 , W g] are a ll i l l  U4  4 and are assigned colours 3,1, 2,1, 3, 3, 2, 
1, 2, 3 respectively by E4 4 . But 1, 2, 3, 3,1, 2, 3, 3,1, 2 respectively is an alternative 
colouring of these ten edges such that, for each vertex, those edges of these ten which are 
incident to it  between them use the same colours as under ^ 4 ,4 , a contradiction.
(c) N either of sub-cases (a) or (b) apply and 1 1 4 ,4  contains a pair of edges incident to a 
common vertex of our cycle. Assume w ithout loss of generality [vg, wg],[vg, W4 ]g 1 1 4 ,4  are 
assigned colours 2 and 3 respectively by ^4,4. If both of the edges [vg, W g] and [vg, W 4] are 
in  1 1 4 ,4 , then we can obtain an alternative colouring to that of E4 4 by sw itching the colours 
for each o f the pairs ([vg, W g], [vg, w g ] ) ,  ( [v g , W g], [vg, W g]), ( [v g , W g], [vg, W g]) and 
([vg, W 4], [vg, W 4]). Assume w ithout loss of generality [vg, W g] is in  84,4 so that [vg, W 4] is in  
U 4  4  since, by assumption, sub-case (a) does not apply. This latter edge must be assigned 
colour 1 by ^4,4 (since if  4, then Case (i) applies) and so the form er is assigned 4. This 
im plies that the edge incident to Wg which is assigned colour 2  by E4 4 - which we assume 
w ithou t loss of generality is [vg, wg] - is in  U4  4 , since, by assumption, sub-case (b) does 
not apply. Note that [vg, W 4] is assigned colour 4 by E4 4 and, thus, [vg, W g] is assigned 3 
and so is in  84,4 (or else Case (i) applies). Hence [V4, W g] is assigned colour 4 and so is in
1 1 4 ,4  (or else sub-case (a) applies) which im plies that [V4, W g] - which is assigned colour 1 
by Z4 4 - is in  84,4 (or else Case (i) applies).
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N ow  consider the edge [vg, Wg] which is assigned 1 by £4,4 . I f  this edge is in  8 4 ,4 , then 
[vg, W4 ] is in  U 4 ,4  (since, otherwise, [vg, Wg] is forced to be in  8 4 ,4 , a contradiction). But 
then this edge is part of a cycle for which sub-case (a) applies, a contradiction to our 
assumption. Therefore [vg, Wg] is in  U 4  4 . Now [V4 , wg] - which is assigned colour 3 by £4 ,4  
- is in  8 4 ,4  (or else it  is in  a cycle for which sub-case (b) applies) and, hence, [V4 , W4 ] - 
which is assigned colour 2  - is in  U 4 ,4  (since, otherwise, [V4 , Wg] is forced to be in  8 4 ,4 , a 
contradiction). However this latter edge is then in  a cycle for which sub-case (a) applies, 
in  contradiction of our in itia l assumption.
(d) None of sub-cases (a), (b) or (c) apply. I f  every edge adjacent to an edge of our cycle is 
in  U 4  4 , then we can obtain an alternative colouring to that of E4 4 by, for instance, 
sw itching the colours for each of the pairs ([vg, W g], [vg, w g ] ) ,  ([vg, W g], [vg, W g]),
([vg, W g], [vg, W g]) and ([vg, W 4], [vg, W 4]). Assume w ithout loss of generality [vg, wg] is in
84,4 - so [vg, W 4] is in  U 4 ,4  since, by assumption, sub-case (a) does not apply - and is 
assigned colour 2 by ^4,4. Then the edge incident to Wg which is assigned colour 4 by E4  4 - 
w hich we assume w ithout loss of generality is [vg, wg] - is in  1 1 4 ,4 , since, by assumption, 
sub-case (b) does not apply. Thus [V4, W g] - which is assigned colour 3 by Z4  4 - is in  84,4  
since, by assumption, sub-case (c) does not apply. 8 im ila rly  the edge incident to Vg which 
is assigned colour 1 by £4,4 is in  1 1 4 ,4  and the edge incident to Vg which is assigned colour 4 
by E4  4 is in  84,4 and, hence, the edge incident to W g which is assigned colour 2  by E4 4 is in  
U 4 ,4  and the edge incident to wg which is assigned colour 1  by S 4  4 is in  84,4.
I f  the edge incident to V g  which is assigned colour 4 by ^ 4 , 4  is [vg, wg], then [ V 4 ,  W g ]  is 
forced to be in  8 4 ,4  coloured 1. But then [ V 4 ,  W g ]  is the edge incident to W g  which is 
assigned colour 2 by ^ 4 , 4  which im plies that [ V 4 ,  W 4 ]  is assigned 4 and, since the former 
edge is in  U 4  4 , so must be the latter which, since also adjacent to the edge incident to Vg 
which is assigned colour 1  by E4 4 , is therefore in  a cycle for which sub-case (a) applies. 
Therefore [vg, W 4 ]  is assigned colour 4 by E4 4  and is in  8 4 ,4  and [vg, W g ]  is assigned colour 
1  by %4 ,4  and is in  1 1 4 ,4 . The latter im plies that [vg, wg] is assigned colour 3 by E4 4  and 
must be in  1 1 4 ,4  and hence, since otherwise this is in  a cycle for which sub-case (a), (b) or
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(c) applies, b o tli (a) [V4, W g ], which is assigned colour 4 by L4  4, and (b) the edge incident 
to Vg which is assigned 2  are in  1 1 4 ,4  and (c) the edge incident to Vg which is assigned 
colour 1 is in  S4 4. These latter two edges must be [vg , W 4] and [vg , W g] respectively, since, 
if  vice-versa, [vg, W 4 ] is forced to be 84,4, a contradiction.
Thus the edge incident to W g w hich is assigned colour 2  by S4 4 (in U4  4) is [V4, W g] and, 
since otherwise this is in  a cycle for which sub-case (a) applies, [V4, W 4] is in  U 4  4. We now 
know that the edges [Vg, W 4], [vg , W 4], [V4, W 4], [Vg, W g], [Vg, W g], [V4, W g], [Vg, W g],
[vg , W g ], [V 4 , W g ], [vg , W g ], [vg , W g ], [vg , W g] are a ll in  U4 ,4  and are assigned colours 3, 2,1, 
1, 3, 4, 4, 3, 2 , 1 , 2 , 4 respectively by ^ 4 ,4 . But 1, 3, 2 , 3, 4,1, 3, 2, 4, 4 ,1, 2 respectively is 
an alternative colouring of these twelve edges such that, for each vertex, those edges of 
these twelve which are incident to it  between them use the same colours as under E4 4 , a 
contradiction.
Case fiiiV
In  this case, consider three sub-cases:
(a) There exists a vertex in  our cycle which is such that, of that pair of edges incident to it  
w hich are not in  the cycle, the one assigned 4 by E 4  4  is in  U 4  4  and the other is in  S 4  4 . 
Assume w ithou t loss of generality that vertex is vg and that [vg , W g] and [vg , W 4] are 
assigned colour 2 and 4 respectively by E 4  4  and so are in  8 4 ,4  and 1 1 4 ,4  respectively. Hence 
[vg , W 4] is assigned colour 3  by E 4 4 and, since otherwise it  is part of a cycle of the type in  
Case (ii), is in  8 4 ,4 .  Therefore the edge incident to W4  which is assigned colour 1  by ^ 4 ,4  - 
which we assume w ithout loss of generality is [vg , W 4] - is in  1 )4 ,4 , since if  it  in  8 4 ,4 ,  then 
[vg , W 4] is forced to be in  that set too. Now the edge that is incident to vg and assigned 
colour 2 by ^4,4 cannot be incident to Wg or W g and so is [vg , W g] - so that [V4, wg] is 
assigned 4 - which im plies that it  is in  8 4 ,4 ,  or else it  is in  a cycle of the type in  Case (ii). 
However the edge incident to Wg assigned colour 4 by E4 4 cannot be incident to V4 and so 
is [vg , W ] ]  which must therefore also be in  8 4 ,4 ,  or else it  is in  a cycle of the type in  Case (i).
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whence [vg, W4 ] is forced to be in  8 4 ,4 , a contradiction.
Note that the assumptions for the colours assigned by E4  4 to specific edges just made in  
sub-case (a) are independent of the sub-case criteria, so we make those assumptions again 
for the remaining two sub-cases.
(b) There exists an edge of our cycle not assigned 1 by E4 4 which is such that the pair of 
edges adjacent to it  and not in  the cycle w hich are not assigned 4 by E4 4  are in  1 )4 ,4 . 
Assume w ithou t loss of generality the edge of the cycle is [vg, W g] so that [vg , Wg] and 
[vg , W g] are in  1)4,4 since, by assumption, these are both assigned colour 2 by E4 4. Then 
[vg , W g] is in  84,4, since, by assumption, it  is assigned colour 4 by E4 4, and, hence, 
otherwise, it  is part of a cycle of the type in  Case (ii). By assumption [vg , W 4] is assigned 
colour 1 by ^4,4, and so [vg , W g] is seen to be assigned 3 and, hence, in  84,4, since, 
otherwise, it  is in  a cycle of the type in  Case (i). Therefore [V4, W g] is assigned colour 1 by 
£4,4, and so, since otherwise [vg , W g] or [vg , W g] respectively is in  84,4, this edge and
[vg , W 4] are both in  1)4,4. But then [V4, W 4] - which is assigned colour 2 by ^4,4 since, by 
assumption, [vg , W 4] and [vg , W 4] are assigned 3 and 4 respectively - is in  84,4 (or else we 
could switch a ll I's  and 2 's to provide an alternative completion), which forces both 
[V4, W g] and [vg , W 4] to be in  84,4.
(c) 84,4 contains a pair of edges incident to a common vertex of our cycle. Assume w ithout 
loss of generality [vg , W g ],[v g , W 4 ]2 8 4 ,4  which, by assumption, are assigned colours 2 and 4 
respectively by £4,4. 8 ince otherwise [vg , W g] w ould be forced to be in  84,4, the edge 
incident to W g and assigned colour 3 by ^4,4 - [V4, w g ] since, by assumption, [vg , W g] is 
assigned 4 - is in  1)4,4. Hence [V4, W g] (since, otherwise, it  is in  a cycle of the type in  Case
(ii)) and [vg , W 4] (or else sub-case (b) applies), by assumption assigned 4 and 3 
respectively by E4 4, are both in  84,4. Therefore [vg , w g ] - assigned colour 2 by ^4,4 by 
assumption - is in  U 4  4 (since otherwise [vg , W g] would be forced to be in  84,4).
This latter im plies that [vg , W g] and [vg , W g] - assigned colours 4 and 2 respectively by ^ 4 ,4
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- are, respectively, in  84,4 and 1) 4 ,4  (or else sub-case (a) applies or [vg , W g] is forced to be in
84,4). I f  [vg , W 4 ], by assumption assigned colour 1 by £4,4, is in  84,4, then [vg , W g] - which is 
assigned colour 3 by E4 4 - and then [vg , w g ] are, in  turn, forced to be in  84,4, the latter a 
contradiction. Hence [vg , W 4] is in  1)4,4 and, thus, we see in  turn  that so must be [V4, W 4] -  
which is assigned colour 2 by E4  4 - and [V4, W 4] - w h ic li is assigned 1 - and fina lly  [vg , w g ] ,  
since otherwise the previous one is forced to be in  84,4. We now know that the edges
[Vg, W 4], [V4, W 4], [Vg, W g], [V4, W g], [Vg, W g], [Vg, W g], [Vg, W g], [Vg, W g], [vg , W g], [V4, W g]
are all in  1)4,4 and are assigned colours 1, 2 , 3,1, 3,1, 2 ,1 , 2 , 3 respectively by ^ 4 ,4 . But
2 ,1 ,1 , 3,1, 2, 3 ,3 ,1 , 2 respectively is an alternative colouring of these ten edges such 
that, fo r each vertex, those edges of these ten w hich are incident to it between them use the 
same colours as under E4 4 , a contradiction.
Therefore we have a contradiction in  each of the three cases and the theorem is proved.
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9. Conclusions.
In  Chapter 2 we proved the existence of a weakly completable set for at least one la tin  square 
of each order greater than four and showed that none can exist fo r la tin  squares of lower order. 
We also indicated how this result fills  an almost total blank in  its area. Further, this 
widespread existence of such sets means that checking for uniqueness of completion is hard. 
Therefore the result partly explained the fact that there are relative ly few known critical sets of 
low  cardinal in  la tin  squares which gave our main result of Chapter 1 further importance. 
In  the course of establishing critical sets of cardinal 20 for the la tin  square based on the group 
table fo r the quaternion group of order eight we showed that any critica l set for that la tin  
square m ust have cardinal at least 16. We also identified certain requirements which must be 
satisfied by any such set whose cardinal is in  the range [16,19] and indicated the extent to 
which we have elim inated possibilities. Our w ork for the quaternion group, when considered 
alongside those for other groups as detailed in  the introduction to that chapter, is seen to be a 
fa ir contribution to the overall knowledge of critica l sets for la tin  squares.
The in troduction to Chapter 3 indicated how little  of the problem of find ing m inim al critical 
subsets of vertices or edges of graphs had previously been solved. We proved tlia t the case of a 
2-colouring is somewhat triv ia l and, in  the next section, focused on colourings of cycles. Our 
results there completed the existing coverage by dealing w ith  all r-colourings for r>3 including 
both edge- and vertex-colourings for both odd and even length cycles. In  Chapters 4 and 5 we 
dealt w ith  vertex-colourings for further families of graphs, only om itting the case r=4 and, for 
lattices, the case r=5 as well. These om itted cases may be treated by a future author in  much 
the same manner as was r=3 but in  the case of ladders and lattices w ould also require the 
application of Lemma 3.1.1. However unless a shorter way could be found to describe the 
various colourings, this possible additional w ork may only be w orth communicating in  result 
form.
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S im ilarly to the main result of Chapter 2 for la tin  squares, the main results of Chapter 6 and 7 
indicated potentia l d ifficu lties in  establishing critica l subsets of (respectively) vertices and 
edges of graphs w hich give our results of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 further importance. Finally, in  
Chapter 8, by, this time, restricting the discussion to bipartite graphs, we demonstrated a 
result perhaps for the main purpose of provid ing a source of the result of Chapter 2 for la tin  
squares. This result was, therefore, a less general one than that of the previous chapter which, 
in  turn, was s ligh tly less general than the complete result of Chapter 6. It is possible, therefore, 
that these results of Chapter 7 and 8 may be improved. However, as we mentioned in  our 
introductions to these chapters, our result in  one case (4-colouring) for bipartite graphs 
indicates the complications regarding the production of results which are complete in  relation 
to the number of vertices. It seems like ly, therefore, that at least the case (9-colouring) which 
appears sim ilar when there is no bipartite restriction, could be shown to be so. As far as edges 
of bipartite graphs are concerned, either our graphs are the 'smallest' (in terms of number of 
edges) and m ight then be proved as such, or, our result shows, examples w ith  no more than one 
fewer edge could be found and they w ill not be immediately describable in  terms of each other.
The widespread existence of weakly completable sets is somewhat surprising, given the lack of 
examples in  the previously existing literature. This may have w ider im plications. W ith the 
possib ility that many of the uniquely completable sets in  a w ide range of la tin  squares can only 
be shown to be so in  an indirect way, the m otivation of the applications described in  the 
in troduction to this thesis may be somewhat countered. A t least it  appears to be more d ifficu lt 
to search for critica l sets in  la tin  squares in which there are known to be weakly completable 
sets. However, some of our results could be considered further or applied.
The critica l sets in  tire la tin  square based on the quaternion group could be extended, albeit 
w ith  adjustments, to apply for the generalised quaternion group Qgn defined in  Chapter 1 (but 
this appears to be d ifficu lt to achieve). If such general sets could be shown to be m inim al 
critica l sets, they w ould be the only such known except for the one indicated in  Chapter 1. If 
applications for m inim al critical subsets of vertices (and edges) of fam ilies of graphs could be 
found, then the results of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 m ight be useful. Other families of graphs could
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be studied sim ilarly. Finally, the results on weakly completable sets m ight themselves be used 
fo r further study. These results could, for instance, indicate for which graphs/la tin  squares 
these sets exist and perhaps for which ones they are prevalent. I f  it  is considered too d ifficu lt 
to determine critica l sets in  some such cases, then this inform ation w ould be available to help 
determine which graphs/la tin  squares to study.
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